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1. Introduction

descriptive models associated with an organization or
industry body. What is needed is a systematic method of
bridging the gap between the specific meanings of terms
in sectoral or local metadata schemes, supported by tools
and techniques from the semantic web community.

This abstract describes a demonstrator using integrated
metadata from Ontologyx, Network Inference’s Cerebra
Server and the W3C’s OWL language [McGuinness et
al., 2003], to enable content aggregation and rights
management for multi-sourced, any-media content.

The demonstrator shows how the gap can be
bridged. OntologyX is used to apply identities to
granular and diverse meanings – in effect, the equivalent
of assigning URIs to meanings – through the
implementation of a rich underlying semantic model.
The value of both the approach and the metadata
integration using Cerebra Server is demonstrated through
meeting task-related business goals.

An efficient system for managing rights
metadata needs to support a domain characterized by
dynamism along a number of dimensions, including the
changing rights of entities over the course of time,
changing legal systems, and differences between
jurisdictions [Pitkänen et al., 2000]. This dynamism and
the need to integrate disparate syntaxes, standards and
semantics suggest an ontological approach [Delgado et
al., 2002]. The W3C’s OWL language and a Description
Logic engine provide a language and platform for
metadata integration and querying.

3. Demonstrator Overview
The intended users are institutions compiling and republishing existing text/image/audio material – for
example, in DVDs, academic coursepacks, broadcast
programmes or similar collections. Usage may vary by
time period, place, purpose, user group and commercial
terms (eg free to students on a specific course, or for
general sale). The users need to select from the material
according to combinations of subject classification,
source journal/book and availability of rights. Content
has (a) RightsStatements identifying owner/source of
specific rights by territory, and (b) RightsAvailability
indicating the availability of content for specific usage.

The demonstrator provides metadata integration
and dynamic inference of digital rights according to
‘policies’ (governing rights ownership, permissions, and
royalty distribution) defined using OWL.

2.

Context

‘The Semantic Web is an extension of the current Web in
which information is given well-defined meaning, better
enabling computers and people to work in cooperation. It
is based on the idea of having data on the Web defined
and linked such that it can be used for more effective
discovery, automation, integration, and reuse across
various applications.’ [Hendler et al, 2002]
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Industry sectors have developed, or are now
developing, their own standards and practices for
metadata for conducting business electronically, using
data that is often highly specialized and granular. The
growth of the Web requires that these differing semantics
be related. The result is ‘silos’ of information of varying
granularity whose full value cannot be realized without
extensive integration efforts.
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Figure 1: Demonstrator Architecture
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Server

OntologyX has its own native class and property
hierarchies, but those which are required for this
demonstrator are represented in OWL.

The demonstrator references a development
of the Copyright Agency Limited (CAL), an Australian
company whose primary role is to provide a bridge
between creators and users of copyright material. CAL is
responding to the increasing demand for integrated
academic coursepacks with content drawn from multiple
sources by initiating a scheme for the licensing and
production of online and printed “coursepacks” for
academic institutions and for other training purposes.

6. About Cerebra Server
Cerebra Server is an enterprise platform architected
around a commercial inference engine, originally based
upon the FaCT reasoner [Horrocks, 2000].
Cerebra Server uses a Description Logic based
inference engine with reasoning support for the W3C’s
candidate recommendation OWL, more specifically for
OWL-DL. Cerebra Server is deployed as a web service
for ease of integration. Its XQuery API provides a
flexible, expressive, easy-to-use querying syntax.

4. Demonstrator Use Case
The use case follows the following generic steps:
1. Find content: User searches for material by multiple
fields including subject/content classification(s), content
source, territory, right type, user type, license type. User
is presented with a list of results showing specific
charges or other terms from the GeneralLicense.

Using Cerebra Server, the demonstrator is able
to process data based on semantics without restricting the
vocabulary, allowing the identification of available
resources across disparate sources, creating a dynamic
environment where resources are exchanged to maintain
the integrity of the value-chain as new resources become
available and existing resources redundant.

2. Find availability: User selects items and, for each,
terms under which he wishes to use the material, to
determine whether rights may be available, and if any
standard license terms are applicable.
Terms vary for different material (eg, all materials
require an “Embed” right, some also require an “Adapt”
or “Excerpt” right). The user is presented with a list of
results showing specific license terms.

7. Summary
Cerebra Server and OntologyX were used to integrate
multiple metadata frameworks. They were used to drive
a simple end user application for the search and selection
of multimedia content.

3. Request licenses: User selects preferred options,
generating either (a) a request for license or (b) a
notification of intended use for the owner.
Requests/notifications are generated for the appropriate
rights controller(s).

Cerebra Server was used to infer, according to
OWL-defined policies, appropriate rights, notification
and payment distribution, according to policies defining
complex relationships between content, licensing, rights
ownership and territory.

4. Payment distribution: Based on the license requests,
payments are distributed to appropriate rights controllers,
including situations where payee differs from licensor.
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5. About OntologyX
OntologyX is an extensive ontology developed on the
<indecs> [Rust et al., 2000] framework “context model”
of semantic relationships. This model now underlies the
development of a number of standard and proprietary
semantic tools including the MPEG21 Rights Data
Dictionary and the International DOI Foundation
metadata policy.
OntologyX enables the mapping, integration
and transformation of multiple ontologies of any level of
complexity within a single rich structure. Its initial focus
is on any-media and rights metadata, addressing the
critical problems of integrating descriptive and rights
metadata in complex multi-media local or distributed
systems.
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Motivation

2.1

The MM annotation format that is used by the
OntoLT system integrates multiple levels of
linguistic and semantic analysis in a multi-layered
DTD, which organizes each level as a separate track
with options of reference between them via indices
[Vintar et al., 2002]. Linguistic/semantic annotation
in the MM format covers: tokenization, part-ofspeech tagging (noun, verb, etc.), morphological
analysis (inflection, decomposition), shallow parsing
(phrases, grammatical functions: subject, object, etc.)
and lexical semantic tagging (synonyms) using
EuroWordNet [Vossen, 1997].

Ontologies are views of the world that tend to evolve
rapidly over time and between different applications.
Currently, ontologies are often developed in a
specific context with a specific goal in mind.
However, it is ineffective and costly to build
ontologies for each new purpose each time from
scratch, which may cause a major barrier for their
large-scale use in knowledge markup for the
Semantic Web. Creating ambitious Semantic Web
applications based on ontological knowledge implies
the development of new, highly adaptive and
distributed ways of handling and using knowledge
that enable existing ontologies to be adaptable to new
environments.
As human language is a primary mode of
knowledge transfer, a growing integration of
language technology tools into ontology development
environments is to be expected. Language technology
tools will be essential in scaling up the Semantic
Web by providing automatic support for ontology
monitoring and adaptation. Language technology in
combination with approaches in ontology
engineering and machine learning provides linguistic
analysis and text mining facilities for ontology
mapping (between cultures and applications) and
ontology learning (for adaptation over time and
between applications).

2

Linguistic/Semantic Annotation

2.2

Ontology Extraction From Text
with OntoLT: An Example

Consider the development of an ontology for the
computer science field from a corpus of relevant text
documents (i.e., scientific papers). From this corpus
we could, for instance, automatically extract and
represent the occurring classes of technology (e.g.,
“web services”, “P2P platforms”, “RDF parsing”). In
fact, this knowledge can be extracted from such
sentences as: …university develops P2P
platform…; … University is the first group to develop
an open source P2P platform… By selecting the
Institute-Verb-Obj pattern, the system selects
all subjects of semantic class Institute (i.e.,
university) and extracts the corresponding verbs. By
selecting one or more appropriate verbs (e.g.,
develop, design, implement), the user is presented
with a list of automatically generated Protégé classes
corresponding to the extracted objects of these verbs.
Additionally, each of these classes will be assigned a
slot institute of class Institute.
This extraction process is implemented as follows.
OntoLT introduces a class called Mapping where
the user can define the structure of the new classes
and instances to be extracted. Each Mapping has
Conditions
and
Operators.
The
Conditions describe the constraints that have to
be fulfilled to be a candidate. The Operators

Approach

The OntoLT approach provides a plug-in for the
widely used Protégé ontology development tool, with
which concepts (Protégé classes) and relations
(Protégé slots) can be extracted automatically from
annotated text collections. For this purpose, the plugin defines a number of linguistic and/or semantic
patterns over the XML-based annotation format that
will automatically extract class and slot candidates.
Alternatively, the user can define additional rules,
either manually or by the integration of a machine
learning process.

3

describe in which way the ontology should be
enlarged if a candidate is found.

3
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Related Work

A number of systems have been proposed for
ontology extraction from text, e.g.: ASIUM [Faure et
al., 1998], TextToOnto [Maedche and Staab, 2000],
Ontolearn [Navigli et al., 2003]. Most of these
systems depend on shallow text parsing and machine
learning algorithms to find potentially interesting
concepts and relations between them. The OntoLT
approach is most similar to the ASIUM system, but
relies even more on linguistic/semantic knowledge
through its use of built-in patterns that map possibly
complex
linguistic
(morphological
analysis,
grammatical functions) and semantic (lexical
semantic classes, predicate-argument) structure
directly to concepts and relations. A machine
learning approach can easily be build on top of this
but is not strictly necessary. Additionally, like the
TextToOnto system, OntoLT provides a complete
integration of ontology extraction from text into an
ontology development environment, but selects for
this purpose (unlike TextToOnto) the widely used
Protégé tool, which allows for efficient handling and
exchange of extracted ontologies (e.g., in RDF/S
format).
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Introduction

descriptions available to machine in a processable way.
On the one hand, concerning modeling, we have decided
to follow an approach similar to those adopted in WWW
conceptual modeling. We model separately the domain information space, the navigation and the access. The domain
information model (in this case the corporate ontology) is a
shared understanding of the information present in the corporate semantic web. Its design is completely decoupled from
the semantic EIP design. Therefore the semantic EIP cannot
assume any “a priori” agreement except the use of a common
set of primitives (e.g. OWL). However, if we want to access
the corporate semantic web using a semantic EIP we need to
define at least some upper terminology, known by the semantic EIP, that can be employed in defining both the navigation
and the access model. The navigation models represent the
heterogeneous paths the homogeneous categories of users can
adopt in traversing the corporate semantic web. They should
be built by mapping the corporate ontology terminology to
the navigation upper terminology. Finally, the access models
represents collections of resources not strictly homogeneous,
highly variable and sometimes even related to a specific user,
a sort of views. They can be built via mapping, too. But they
might require also to explicitly draw some new relationships
as well as to add ad-hoc resources .
On the other hand, concerning presentation, we have chosen that, when users retries a resource present in the corporate
semantic web, the semantic EIP insert it in a navigation panel
that contains automatically generated links to the related resources. In particular, we propose to place in the navigation
panel of a semantic EIP three different kinds of links: Access
point links that render, using one of the access models, a sort
of views to guide the user in accessing the information, categorized links that render, using one of the navigation models, a set of boxes populated with links that are the result of
a simple property-based query over the metadata describing
the retrieved resource, metadata links that provide an intuitive navigation from and to the retrieved resource following
the metadata used to describe it.

Knowing what you know is becoming a real problem for
many enterprises. Their intranets are full of shared information, their extranet support a flow of data both with suppliers
and customers, but they have lost the integrated view of their
information. Thus finding information for decision taking is
every day harder. A comprehensive solution to this problem
should provide at least an answer to the following questions:
What information do we have? Where is it? How did it get
there? How do I get it? How can I add more? What does it
mean?
Portals, in particular Enterprise Information Portals (EIPs),
some years ago have been brought into the limelight for their
ability to address these questions by giving a unique and
structured view of the available resources. However EIPs
cannot be considered a final solution, because they do help
people in managing the information, but they still require a
huge amount of manual work. So, we believe that using stateof-the-art web technologies will not be sufficient in the immediate future, since the lack of formal semantics will make it
extremely difficult to make the best use (either manually or
automatically) of the massive amount of stored information
and available services.

2 The concept
Soon enterprises would be able to build “corporate Semantic Web” represented by services and documents annotated
with metadata defined by a corporate ontology. Thus they
will need to update their EIPs in order to cope with ontologies and metadata. They will need a Semantic EIPs.
The innovative idea, first proposed by [Maedche et al.,
2001], is straightforward: can we use metadata defined by
ontologies to support the construction of portals? And if so,
does it help? Even if it might appear as a radical new departure actually it is not. On the contrary it is the bringing together of existing and well understood technologies:
Web Frameworks (as Struts, Jetspeed, etc. ) that implement Model-View-Controller design pattern, WWW conceptual models (as WebML [Ceri et al., 2000]) that are proposals
for the conceptual specification (using extended E-R models) and automatic implementation of Web sites, Ontologies
to model the domain information space, the navigation, the
access and the presentation, and Metadata to make resource

3

An early proof of concept

In order to proof this concept, we have built a first prototype of a semantic EIP (an on-line demo is available at
http://seip.cefriel.it). It is a servlet-based application that uses Velocity for implementing the model-view-

5

controller pattern and RACER [Haarslev and Moller, 2001]
as reasoner. It “understand” RDF, RDFS and OWL property characteristics (owl:inverseOf, owl:TransitiveProperty,
owl:SymmetricProperty).
Moreover we assume that it
“knows” two simple ontologies whose terms describe both
the navigation and the access of a generic portal. The navigation ontology defines only a symmetric property, related,
and two transitive properties, contains and its inverse
contained. The access ontology defines a class, Home,
and four transitive properties: next, down and theirs respective inverses prev and up. They represent a first draft of the
introduced navigation and access upper terminology. We kept
these two ontologies explicitly as simple as possible, but still
rich enough to be useful in proofing the concept.

tion and access models, we develop also a “management
service” (available on-line at http://seip.cefriel.it/
seip/manager.html) that can be used to switch between a
set of available corporate memories mounting different navigation and access models.

Metadata links
The prototype, “understanding” RDF and RDFS, can process
the metadata that describe the retrieved resource, generating
links according to the following schema:

4

Related works
The approach that shows more similarities with ours is
COHSE [Carr et al., 2001]. Its main concern is in linkage and
navigation aspects between web pages, but it doesn’t model
explicitly views using navigation and access models. Another
similar approach is SEAL [Maedche et al., 2001] and its recent evolution SEAL-II, but they both uses pre-semantic web
technologies.

Conclusion

The described approach for semantic EIPs brings many innovation in EIP development. It imposes no restriction but the
use of RDF, RDF Schema and OWL in building the corporate ontology. It doesn’t require the information carried by
the metadata to be coded in any particular way, thus this information is reusable. It enables both resources and metadata
management in a distributed and autonomous way as long as
resources are network retrievable. Yet, it offers a homogeneous navigation experience over a corporate semantic web
through mapping of corporate terminology to the portal terminology.
So, a semantic EIP, built using the proposed approach, will
give a unified view of the information present in the corporate semantic web, while the enterprise can keep developing
distributed and autonomous systems on an ad-hoc basis and
singular enterprise departments can keep their degree of autonomy in managing such systems.

CEFRIEL[Organisation] hasUnit eTECH[Unit]
Brioschi[HeadOfUnit,Person] worksFor CEFRIEL[Organisation]

The former states that CEFRIEL, which is an organisation,
has got eTECH as unit and the later that Brioschi, which is a
person and a head of unit, works for CEFRIEL. All the words
are links that retrieve the resource with the corresponding label.
Categorised links
The propotype has got 3 boxes containing categorized links.
A first one is the contains box, that shows links to resources
conceptually “contained” in the retrieved one. We have
chosen to interpret “contained” in a relaxed way including
both rdfs:subclassOf hierarchies and user defined (via
contains) hierarchies. A second one is the contained box,
that shows links to resources that “contains” the retrieved one,
thus either the superclasses or the resources related to the retrieved one via contained. Finally a third one is the related box, that shows links to resources that are associated to
the retrieved resource via a related property.
As we explain instead of asking to use directly these terms,
we expect that corporate terminology is mapped to navigation
upper terminology. In particular we choose to map properties
using rdfs:subpropertyOf. This way the reasoner can
easily compute sub-property closure and “understand” that
two resources are related (e.g. via contains) not only when
it is explicitly stated, but also when it is entailed.
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Access point links
Finally the prototype has got a global navigational bar and a
contextual navigational bar configurable through the access
model. The global navigation bar is populated with links to
resources of type Home, while for the contextual navigation
we use an approach similar to the one illustrated for categorised links. So our prototype populates the boxes labeled
“prev”, “next”, “up” and “contextual navigation” with links
to resources, that are associated to the retrieved resource, respectively via a prev, next, up and down property.
Switching between different models
In order to show how different views, of the same corporate memory, can be generated by combining naviga-
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Two years ago this May, The Semantic Web [Berners-Lee
et al., 2001] article appeared in Scientific American. The
authors started the article with a futuristic scenario of what
could be done when Semantic Web technologies would come
of age. At this point in time, two years after publication,
the technologies have reached the point where a prototype of
all the pieces can be shown and integrated, as we will show
in this demonstration, using currently available, open-source,
Semantic Web tools developed at our lab or elsewhere. We
will also demonstrate the tools individually and discuss how
the demonstration was accomplished.
The first part of the scenario describes the interaction between devices where one device is able to discover the other
devices in the environment, find out their capabilities and
control their functionality. We designed an architecture where
devices describe their functionality through web service descriptions written in the DAML-S language [DAML Services
Coalition, 2002], these descriptions are made available for
discovery using Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) technology. We extended the DAML-S groundings to include UPnP
groundings and to directly invoke Web Service Description
Language (WSDL) groundings. Therefore, using a functionality of the device is same as invoking a web service. The
scenario requires a small device such as a telephone have the
processing power to achieve these goals. This is achieved by
assigning a simple computer, actually a PDA, to handle these
responsibilities.
Following this in the scenario are a number of agents that
operate on semantic web to do the tasks for a user. We represent some of the actions defined in the scenario as web services, e.g. there will be one web service returning available
appointment times for the doctor. The markup of these web
services with DAML-S language allows us to make discovery,
composition and execution by linking the descriptions of services to ontologies written in the Web Ontology Language,
OWL on the Semantic Web. We have developed a service
composition tool [Sirin et al., 2003] to compose DAML-S
descriptions and execute them using the WSDL and UPnP
groundings.
Besides the ability to process web services, the user agent
also needs to have a planning capability not only to arrange a
meeting time between different people’s schedules but also to
find the correct order of appropriate services to get the information in order to accomplish the goal. We are using the Sim-
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Figure 1: User interface that creates data entry forms to easily
fill the paramaters for DAML-S services

ple Hierarchical Ordered Planner (SHOP) [Nau et al., 2003]
for composing services. SHOP is a domain independent HTN
planner that can solve classical AI planning problems. We
developed a way [Wu et al., 2003] to map the web service
composition task to a planning problem defined for SHOP.
By translating DAML-S services to methods and operators in
SHOP, we can solve the problem of finding a set of services
that will achieve some specified goal.
Another important aspect of the scenario is that ontologies
are distributed at different sources and not always directly
compatible with each other. We will show a demo of OntoLink 2 a software which is used to define semantic mappings between concepts that are defined at different ontologies through a simple user interface. We will show how some
of these mapping tasks are automated by using some heuristics and how the user can extend these mappings by defining
ad-hoc transformations between the concepts. Same tool is
also used to generate the semantic service descriptions from
existing WSDL descriptions.
The scenario requires the agents of Lucy and Pete share information with each other based on the fact that they have a
pre-defined trust relation. To accomplish this task, agents first

Figure 2: A tool to automate translation from WSDL descriptions to DAML-S and define mappings between ontologies

need to authenticate and then decide how much information
can be shared with the other party based on their trust relationship. We demonstrate a simple rule-based authentication
(substituting for an eventual public key or other such more
robust system). After authentication takes place, one agent
must also decide if the other agent is trusted enough to share
the requested information. For this purpose, we have developed a distributed trust system [Golbeck et al., 2003] using
social network analysis. Everybody assigns a trust value to
the people they know and using graph theory trust relationship can be deduced between nodes who did not explicitly
state any trust level to each other but can be linked through
people they trust.
Another feature described in the scenario is people who
are not computer experts such as the clinic’s office manager can generate the semantic markups.
The demo
of RDF/RDFS/OWL-Driven Mindswap Semantic Web Site
[Mindswap Semantic Web Site, 2003] will show how users
can view, query and modify the semantic data at the web site.
The various different technologies used for storing the data
(e.g. Redland toolkit), querying the triplestore (e.g. several
different scripting languages), generating user viewable web
pages (e.g. XSLT) and interfaces that lets the user interactively edit the content will be shown.
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Abstract

find personal optimal services according to each service descriptions in DAML-S [Coaliation, 2002 ].
Moreover, these meta data enable adaptable interaction between users and systems for searching the real world services. With the Semantic Web, the system supports users
to find preferable information by query modification based
on semantic relations and enhance the initial query into next
available options for jumping to advanced and associated topics according to annotation data of the Web pages based on
spatial-temporal ontologies. These meta data are also applicable to handling a natural language query with natural language processing and visualizing the search result in suitable
styles for the data types of the result.
In this demonstration, we present a prototype system based
on the above framework and show how it works through
searching for real world services in Kyoto, Japan.

We propose a framework for querying information
of real world services, such as store locations/hours
and routes of public transportation, through the Semantic Web. In this framework, a natural language query of real world services is accepted
by a user interface module and translated into
extended-SQL. The translated query is processed
by service coordinator agents that find appropriate Web services according to each service description in DAML-S. The results are visualized in various styles such as digital maps and structural tree
views. While processing, the query is revised to
obtain an adequate number of search results based
on spatial-temporal ontologies, and next available
options are provided for jumping to advanced and
associated topics. In this demonstration, we present
a prototype system based on this framework and
show how it works through searching for real world
services in Kyoto, Japan.

2 System Overview
The prototype system consists of user agents, service coordinator agents, and Web services. We implemented these
modules using Java, Jena (a Java API for manipulating RDF
models), Jun for Java (a 3D graphics class library), and PostgresSQL (an open source Object-Relational DBMS).
For the purpose of this demonstration, we prepared a test
data set that is extended from the original data created for
the Digital City Kyoto prototype [Ishida et al., 1999 ]. We
collected Web pages in Kyoto, Japan from the Internet and
described their meta data based on spatial-temporal ontologies. These data are accessed via a Semantic Web search service that we prepared. We also collected Web services of real
world services. These Web services are accessed via the service coordinator agents.
The prototype system works as follows.
The user agent accepts natural language queries and translates them into extended-SQL [Hiramatsu and Ishida, 2001 ].
The translated query includes the conditions of information
attributes and relationships among information.
According to the translated query, the service coordinator
agents find appropriate information of the real world services.
In this prototype system, each agent advertises its service descriptions in DAML-S. These descriptions enable the service
coordinator agents to find and coordinate appropriate Web
services.

1 Introduction
Information of real world services, such as store locations/hours and routes of public transportation, are popular
and frequently used contents on the Internet. For example,
Web pages of stores in a city provide their locations and
hours, and route planners are also available through many
sites of online map services and transport facilities. However,
they are only associated with each other by hyperlinks and
the search engines provide mere pointers to the result based
on indices created from scraped keywords of Web pages. This
simple framework restricts users and information providers to
conducting related information and cascading Web services
flexibly.
To remove such restrictions, the Semantic Web [BernersLee et al., 2001 ] is expected to play an important role as an
extension of the current Web. After the Semantic Web starts
functioning, annotation data of Web contents based on standard formats (e.g., RDF), vocabularies, and ontologies will
be published online. Its processing framework will not only
enhance the search engines but also enable us to access various neighbor information based on semantic relations and
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First phase: Modify conditions
while not adequate
Query in
natural lang.

translate
Query in
extended-SQL

Query in
Web form

2. Service integrator agent that integrates services provided
by other service provider agents. Each service integrator
agent advertises a composite service description.
In the prototype system, we implemented two types of Web
services: a Semantic Web search service and a route finding
service. These Web services are wrapped by the service wrapper agents. We also implemented a service integrator agent
that integrates these two services. For example, consider a
query, “find a route to Kyoto station and a bank on the way to
Kyoto station.” The user agent translates the query and asks
a mediator agent. The mediator agent forwards the translated
query to the service integrator agent based on the service descriptions. The service integrator agent first asks a service
wrapper agent that provides a route finding service about the
route. Then, the service integrator agent asks a service wrapper agent that provides a Semantic Web search service about
a bank along the route.

Condition 1

Condition 2

Combined
condition

Condition 3

decompose

Search
result

query
processing

Map view
3D tree view
2D tree view
Table view

combine

Detailed query 1
Detailed query 2

Second phase:

Advanced query 1
Advanced query 2

Figure 1: Two-phase query modification
While query processing, the query is refined into an appropriate one for getting an adequate search result according to
the number of intermediate search results. The query is also
editable through a Web query form after query processing. In
addition, the search results are visualized in various styles,
such as digital maps and tables, according to data types, so
that users are able to have a good understanding of the relational structures among the search results.

5 Conclusion
In this demonstration, we showed how the prototype system
works through searching for real world services in Kyoto,
Japan. We assume enlargement of the Semantic Web will lead
to a close relation between the Internet and the real world services. To accelerate such evolution, we are planning to refine
the framework and the prototype system along with meta data
and ontologies.

3 Two-phase Query Modification
We employ two-phase query modification [Hiramatsu et al.,
2003] into our prototype system for conducting users to interactive query evolution. This query modification is divided
into two phases:
1. Revising ambiguous conditions into appropriate ones for
getting an adequate number of search results, and
2. Providing next available options to enable users to jump
to advanced and associated topics.
The first phase is processed automatically during query processing to avoid outputting a zero search result or a huge result list. The second phase is invoked after query processing
and requires the user’s selection based on a visualized result.
Both phases are processed tightly coupled with query processing in accordance with semantic relations derived from
meta data, thesauri, and gazetteers that are based on spatiotemporal ontologies.
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4 Coordinating Real-World Services
There are various services available on networks in the real
world. It is necessary to find adequate services for queries.
We therefore introduce service coordinator agents into our
framework. In our framework, one service coordinator agent
performs one or both of the following roles.
1. Service provider agents that provide services. Each service provider agent advertises its service description in
DAML-S.
2. Mediator agents that forward queries to adequate service
provider agents based on the service descriptions of the
service provider agents.
Moreover, the service provider agents are categorized into the
following two types.
1. Service wrapper agent that wraps Web services.
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Overview

In this demo we show how ontologies can be used to support
annotation and search in image collections. Figure 1 shows
the general architecture we used within this study. For this
study we used four ontologies (AAT, WordNet, ULAN, Iconclass) which were represented in RDF Schema. The resulting RDF Schema files are read into the tool with help of the
SWI-Prolog RDF parser1 . The tool subsequently generates
a user interface for annotation and search based on the RDF
Schema specification. The tool supports loading images and
image collections, creating annotations, storing annotations
in a RDF file, and two types of image search facilities.
For this study we used four thesauri, which are relevant for
the art-image domain:
1. The Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT) is a large
thesaurus containing some 125,000 terms relevant for
the art domain. The terms are organized in a single hierarchy.

Figure 1: Tool architecture.

2. WordNet is a general lexical database in which nouns,
verbs, adjectives and adverbs are organized into synonym sets, each representing one underlying lexical concept. WordNet concepts (i.e. “synsets”) are typically
used to describe the content of the image. In this study
we used WordNet version 1.5, limited to hyponym relations.

data elements as Dublin Core data elements. The subject of
the image is described with a collection of statements of the
form “agent action object recipient”. Each statement should
at least have an agent (e.g. a portrait) or an object (e.g. a still
life). The terms used in the sentences are selected from terms
in the various thesauri.
Where possible, a slot in the annotation template is bound
to one or more relevant subtrees of the ontologies. For example, the VRA slot style/period is bound to two subtrees in
AAT containing the appropriate style and period concepts.
The four ontologies contain many terms that are in some
way related. For example, WordNet contains the concept
wife, which is in fact equal to the AAT concept wives. We
added three types of ontology links: (1) equivalence relations,
(2) subclass relations, and (3) domain-specific relations: e.g.,
artist to style.

3. Iconclass is an iconographic classification system, providing a hierarchally organized set of concepts for describing the content of visual resources. We used a subset of Iconclass.
4. The Union list of Artist Names (ULAN)contains information about around 220,000 artists. A subset of 30,000
artists, representing painters, is incorporated in the tool.
For annotation and search purposes the tool provides the
user with a description template derived from the VRA 3.0
Core Categories. The VRA template is defined as a specialization of the Dublin Core set of metadata elements, tailored
to the needs of art images. The VRA Core Categories follow
the “dumb-down” principle, i.e., a tool can interpret the VRA

2
2.1

Demo Excerpts2
Annotating art-historic features

Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the annotation interface. In
this scenario the user is annotating an image of a painting

1

For more information see: J. Wielemaker et al. (2003) Prologbased infrastructure for RDF: performance and scalability. Proceedings ISWC’03

2
Other functionality includes transforming existing annotations
and annotating image content.
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Figure 4: Example of concept search.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the annotation interface.

Figure 5: Search using the annotation template.

Figure 3: Browser window for values of style/period.

would find “Venus” in the title (“Birth of Venus” by Botticelli) and in the subject-matter description (Venus (a Roman deity) standing seashell). The word “Venus” in
the title can only be used for syntactic marches (we do not
have an ontology for titles), but the concept in the subject description can be used for semantic matches, thus satisfying
the “Aphrodite” query.
General concept search retrieves images which match the
query in some part of the annotation. The second search option allows the user to exploit the annotation template for
search proposes. An example of this is shown in Figure 5.
Here, the user is searching for images in which the slot culture matches Netherlandish. This query retrieves all images with a semantic match for this slot. This includes images
of Dutch and Flemish paintings, as these are subconcepts of
Netherlandish.

by Chagall. The figure shows the tab for production-related
VRA data elements. The four elements with a “binoculars” icon are linked to subtrees in the ontologies, i.e., AAT
and ULAN. For example, if we would click on the “binoculars” for style/period the window shown in Figure 3 would
pop up, showing the place in the hierarchy of the concept
Surrealist. We see that it is a concept from AAT. The
top-level concepts of the AAT subtrees from which we can
select a value for style/period are shown with an underlined bold font (i.e., <styles and periods by general
era> and <styles and periods by region>).

2.2

Searching for an image

The tool provides two types of semantic search. With the first
search option the user can search for concepts at a random
place in the image annotation. Figure 4 shows an example
of this. Suppose the user wants to search for images associated with the concept Aphrodite. Because the ontologies
contain an equivalence relation between Venus (as a Roman
deity, not the planet nor the tennis player) and Aphrodite,
the search tool is able to retrieve images for which there is
no syntactic match. For example, if we would look at the annotation of the first hit in the right-hand part of Figure 4, we
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funded by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs. We gratefully
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Abstract

(Figure.2). Onto-Studio is based on a method of building
ontologies, named AFM (Activity-First Method)
[Mizoguchi et al., 1995]. The building process of ontologies using Onto-Studio consists of 12 steps and it helps
users design an ontology from technical documents. Ontology Server manages ontologies and models which are
built in Hozo. The ontology and the resulting model are
available in different formats (Lisp, Text, XML/DTD,
DAML+OIL) that make it portable and reusable.

We have developed an environment for building/using ontologies, named Hozo. Since Hozo is
based on an ontological theory of a role-concept,
it can distinguish concepts dependent on particular contexts from so-called basic concepts and
contribute to building reusable ontologies. We
present an outline of the features of Hozo and
demonstrate its functionality.

2.2 The features of Hozo

1 Introduction

Hozo has been designed based on a fundamental consideration of ontological theories, and it has following remarkable
features:
1. Clear discrimination among a role-concept (e.g. teacher
role), a role-holder (e.g. teacher) and a basic concept (e.g.
man) is done to treat “Role” properly.
2. Management of the correspondence between a wholeness
concept (e.g. brothers) and a relation concept (e.g. brotherhood).
3. Distributed ontology development based on dependency
management between component ontologies.

Building an ontology requires a clear understanding of
what can be concepts with what relations to others. Although several tools for building ontologies have been
developed to date, few of them were based on enough
consideration of an ontological theory. We argue that a
fundamental consideration of these ontological theories is
needed to develop an environment for developing an ontology [Sowa, 1995; Guarino, 1998]. We have developed
an environment for building/using ontologies, named
Hozo, based on both of a fundamental consideration of an
ontological theory and a methodology of building an ontology. The features of Hozo are: 1) it can distinguish
concepts dependent on particular contexts from so-called
basic concept, 2) it can manage the correspondence between a wholeness concept and a relation concept, 3) it
supports distributed ontology development based on dependency management between component ontologies.
We present an outline of the features of Hozo and demonstrate its functionality.

2
2.1

What is a role? : Basic concept, role concept and
role holder
When an ontology is seriously used to model the real
world by generating instances and then connecting them,
users have to be careful not to confuse the Role such as
teacher, mother, front wheel, fuel, etc. with other basic
concepts such as human, water, oil, etc. The former is a
role played by the latter. To deal with the concept of role
appropriately, we identified three categories for a concept.
That is, a basic concept, a role-concept, and a role holder.

Hozo
The architecture of Hozo

Ontology Server

(a guide system for
ontology design)

Ontologies

Models

Clients

reference
/ install

support
Onto-Studio

Language
management system

Ontology
Editor

Ontology/
model authors

building /
browsing

We have developed an integrated ontology engineering
environment, named “Hozo ”, for building/using task
ontology and domain ontology based on fundamental
ontological theories[Kozaki et al., 2000; 2002]. “Hozo” is
composed of “Ontology Editor”, “Onto-Studio” and
“Ontology Server” (Figure.1). Ontology Editor provides
users with a graphical interface, through which they can
browse and modify ontologies by simple mouse operations

management of
ontologies and models

Figure.1 The architecture of Hozo
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(other agents)

appropriate users who are editing the ontology which
might be influenced by the change. The notification is
done based on the 16 patterns of influence propagation
analyzed beforehand. The notified users can select the
countermeasure among the three alternatives: (1)to adapt
his/her ontology to the change, (2)not to do adapt to the
change but stay compliant with the last version of the
changed ontology and (3)neglect the change by copying
the last version into his/her ontology[Sunagawa et al.,
2003].

A role-concept
represents a
role which a
thing plays in
a
specific
context and it
is defined with
other concepts.
Is-a hierarchy
On the other
browser
hand, a basic
Browsing Pane
concept does
Definition Pane
not need other
Edit Pane
concepts for
Figure.2 The snapshot of Ontlogy Editor
being defined.
An entity of the basic concept that plays a role such as
teacher role or wife role is called a role holder. A basic
concept is used as the class constraint. Then an instance
that satisfies the class constraint plays the role and becomes a role holder. For example, when a man plays a role
as a teacher (“a teacher role”) in a school which is defined
as a role-concept, he is called “a teacher” which is role
holders. Hozo supports to define such a role concept as
well as a basic concept.
Tool Bar & Menu Bar

3

Conclusion and Future work

We outlined our ontology development system, Hozo. The
system has been implemented in Java and its ontology
editor has been used for 6 years not only by our lab
members but also by some researchers outside [Mizoguchi
et al., 2000; Kitamura et al., 2003]. We have identified
some room to improve Hozo through its extensive use. The
following is the summary of the extension:
• Ontological organization of various role-concepts.
• Augmentation of the axiom definition and the language.
• Gradable support functions according to a user’s level
of skill.

Wholeness concept and relation concept
There are two ways of conceptualizing a thing. Consider a
“brothers” and a “brotherhood”. “The Smith brothers” is a
conceptualization as concept, on the other hand “brotherhood between Bob and Tom” is conceptualized as a
relation. On the basis of the observations that most of the
things are composed of parts and that those parts are
connected by a specific relation to form the whole, we
introduced “wholeness concept” and “relation concept”.
The former is a conceptualization of the whole and the
latter is that of the relation. In the above example, the
“brothers” is a wholeness concept and the “brotherhood”
is a relation concept. Because a wholeness concept and a
relation concept are different conceptualizations derived
from the same thing, they correspond to each other.
Theoretically, every thing that is a composite of parts can
be conceptualized in both perspectives as a wholeness
concept and a relation concept. Hozo can manage the
correspondence between these two concepts.
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Distributed ontology development based on dependency management
Hozo supports development of an ontology in a distributed
manner. By a distributed manner, we mean an ontology is
divided into several component ontologies, which are
developed by different developers in a distributed environment. The target ontology is obtained by compiling the
component ontologies. To support such a way of ontology
development, Ontology Editor allows users to divide an
ontology into several component ontologies and manages
the dependency between them to enable distributed development of an ontology. We introduced two dependencies: super-sub relation (is-a relation) and referred-to
relation (class constraint). The system observes every
change in each component ontologies and notifies it to the
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Description

service descriptions, UPnP and Web services for service

This demo complements the paper, “Task Computing –

invocations. By combining these existing technologies in

the Semantic Web meets Pervasive Computing,” which

a

has been accepted for ISWC2003 (Industrial Track #202).

composition and execution of complex tasks, in real-time

Task computing is a new paradigm for how users interact

(as opposed to design time) task computing provides a

with devices and services that emphasizes the tasks that

totally different level of interoperability between devices

users want to accomplish while using computing devices

and services, along with a novel user experience.

rather than how to accomplish them. Task computing fills

In the demo, for example, the user can display her slides

the gap between what users want to do and the devices

from her own computer or the remote web service result

and/or services that might be available in their

on any display in the environment or use the environment

environments.

substantial

to share information with other users (even after the first

advantages over traditional approaches, such as the

user left the environment!). Such a universal and flexible

current personal computing paradigm, namely, it is more

task computing framework proves, we believe, to be very

adequate for non-expert computer users, it is a time-saver

useful and powerful in environments like hospitals,

for all types of users and is particularly suited for the

offices, and homes where the end-user can integrate and

emerging pervasive computing type of computing

manipulate

environments.

computer, devices around her, and remote web services,

We call “Task Computing Environments (TCE),” a

enabling her to easily define, execute and monitor

framework that support task computing, by providing

complex tasks, in ways that can only be accomplished

support for its workflows, semantic service descriptions,

today by painstaking, design-time integration.

Task computing

presents

framework

that

enables

user-driven

seamlessly functionalities

discovery,

on her

and service management for end-users.
Our Task Computing Environment (TCE) consists of Task

1.

Universal Plug and Play, http://www.upnp.org/

Computing Clients (TCC), which we call STEER

2.

DAML Services, http://www.daml.org/services/

(Semantic Task Execution EditoR), multiple Semantically
Described Services (SDS’s), Semantic Service Discovery
Mechanisms (SSDM’s), and Service Controls.
We base our technology on standards as much as possible.
For example, we use a web client for STEER’s user
interface, UPnP [1] for SSDM, DAML-S [2] for semantic
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own

User’s Computing Device

Fig. 1. Architecture of Task Computing Environment:

Fig. 2. Screenshot of Task Computing Environment (TCE) Client Desktop
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Demonstrator: Ontologies and Inference in Delivering Policy-Driven
Automotive Supply Chain Automation
Gary Ng, Henrik Pettersen, Matthew Quinlan, Azad Uddin
Network Inference Limited, 25 Chapel Street, London NW1 5DH
1. Introduction

Manufacturer

This abstract describes a demonstrator using Network
Inference’s Construct and Cerebra Server and the W3C’s
OWL language [McGuinness et al., 2003] to integrate
multiple databases which use different schemas and
vocabularies in different corporate domains, and use
inference to provide adaptive policy-driven behavior to a
supply chain application in the automotive industry.

Engine

hasEngine

hasManufacturer

Spec_Level

Body_Shape

hasBodyShape

hasSpecLevel

Car_Configuration

carConfiguration_ID
CarModelName
carmodel_ID

hasComponent

2. Database Integration

Component

model
price
component_ID

The demonstrator uses a Java client to load and query
ontologies using Cerebra Server’s standard API over
SOAP. Cerebra Server manages database access through
its data interface (see Figure 1).
Java Client Application
SOAP Interface
RMI Interface
User Manager

Query Manager

Ontology
Manager

Server
DL Core

DL Core

Data Interface

Data Interface

Data Interface

Sparkplug
hasSupplier

sModel
sPrice
sparkplug_ID
sSupplier_ID

Supplier
NAME
supplier_ID

Tire
radius
speedRating
aspectRatio
tModel
tPrice
tire_ID
tSupplier_ID
tWidth

The demonstrator loads new ontologies which
describe additional databases with different schemas.
Further ontologies define a small number of logical
statements linking objects in any two of the database
ontologies (Figure 3). Cerebra Server dynamically loads,
classifies and checks consistency of the ‘federated’ set of
ontologies. At query time, the client application issues a
single unchanged query to Cerebra Server which infers
the databases, tables and columns required for data
retrieval and issues multiple SQL commands.

Server

DL Core

Wheelbearing
innerDiameter
outerDiameter
wModel
wPrice
wheelbearing_ID
wSupplier_ID
wWidth

Figure 2: Database Oriented Ontology

Central
Server

Alternator

statorDiameter
majorDiameter
length
amperage
mass
aModel
aPrice
alternator_ID
aSupplier_ID

MySQL RDBMS

Figure 1: Demonstrator Architecture

The demonstrator starts by loading an ontology
whose concepts and properties have been mapped into
tables and columns in a single database schema using
Construct, a graphical ontology modeling tool in MS
Visio (Figure 2). The database schema defines
components, their manufacturers and attributes for car
models defined within an ERP system. The database is
queried via the Cerebra Server query API.

Taiya

Tyre

==

tCost

equivalentProperty

tonedan

tyreThickness

equivalentProperty

tHaba

Figure 3: Logical statements linking database ontologies

The demonstrator shows the use of ontologies
and inferencing to resolve data schema inconsistencies at
run-time without recoding at the application level,
database changes or other conversion procedures.

The addition of a new database requires its
association with only one of the existing ontologies. The
approach proves to be extremely scalable and flexible for
enterprise information integration.
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3. Policy-driven Supply Chain Management
Section 2 focused on a basic data-oriented ontology to
integrate disparate data for querying.
Defines logic
defining domain and
application behavior
Describes domain structure
Describes and accesses
instance data

Policies

Domain & Knowledge

Data-Oriented

Single or distributed (federated)
conceptual model

Figure 6: Inferred impacts of supply chain interruption

Figure 4: Multiple ‘layers’ within an ontology architecture

The demonstrator also uses an abstract domain
structure (a supply chain ontology) to describe the
relations between suppliers and customers, regions,
routes, components and products. It is linked to the dataoriented ontology.

4. Using Cerebra Server and Construct
Cerebra Server is an enterprise platform, deploying a
Description Logic-based inference engine which
supports the W3C’s OWL-DL. Cerebra Server is
deployed as a web service for ease of integration. Its
XQuery API provides a flexible, expressive and easy-touse querying syntax.

The demonstrator introduces an additional
ontological definition of supply chain interruptions –
localized events which potentially disrupt the supply
chain - and associated generic ‘policies’ (Figure 5).

Construct enables users to create and edit
ontologies, and extend simple structures to describe
complex logical expressions according to the OWL
specification using graphical symbols and reasoning.
Construct is used with Cerebra Server to
minimize complexity and the number of direct
relationships needed to represent the business and data
models. Cerebra Server is used to resolve data schema
inconsistencies at run-time through inference using
database mappings defined using Construct. Cerebra
Server ensures logical consistency across multiple
ontologies.

5. Summary

Figure 5: Excerpt of Supply Chain Ontology

Cerebra Server and Construct were used to integrate
inconsistent databases and provide adaptive behavior to
systems through inference using logical ‘policies’.

The demonstrator allows a simple interruption
(defined by type and location) to be dynamically added
via the UI, eg a Natural Disaster in Japan. Cerebra Server
infers affected car models through their components,
suppliers, facilities and delivery routes. The application
behavior ‘adapts’ to the changed state of the supply chain
without the need to recode or provide knowledge of the
event and its impacts explicitly to users or applications.

Cerebra Server classifies supply chain
interruptions and infers affected production line models.
The demonstrator application adapts dynamically to the
event without recoding, limiting the event description to
defining its direct attributes within the ontology.

The demonstrator uses inference to identify
equivalent components or suppliers which are unaffected
by the interruption and are valid alternatives to minimize
the supply chain impact.
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SEAN: A System for Semantic Annotation of Web Documents
Guizhen Yang
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Semantic Web documents use metadata to express the
meaning of the content encapsulated within them. Although
RDF/XML has been widely recognized as the standard vehicle for describing metadata, an enormous amount of semantic
data is still being encoded in HTML documents that are designed primarily for human consumption. Tools such as those
pioneered by SHOE [Heflin et al., 2003] and OntoBroker
[Fensel et al., 1998] facilitate manual annotation of HTML
documents with semantic markups.

a news taxonomy (on the left in the figure), which does not
change, and a template for major headline news items. Each
of these items begins with a hyperlink labeled with the news
headline (e.g. “White House...”), followed by the news source
(e.g. “By REUTERS...”), followed by a timestamp and a text
summary of the article (e.g. “The White House today...”) and
(optionally) a couple of pointers to related news. These concepts and concept instances can be organized into a semantic
partition tree (such as the one shown in Fig 2, which represents the “semantics” of the HTML document.
In a semantic partition tree each partition (subtree) consists
of items related to a semantic concept. For example, in Fig 2
all the major headline news items are grouped under the subtree labeled “Major Headline News”.
There are two main tasks underlying the creation of a semantic partition tree from a HTML document: (i) identify
segments of the document that correspond to semantic concepts; and (ii) assign labels to these segments. Informally,
we say that several items are semantically related if they all
belong to the same concept.
SEAN automatically transforms well-structured HTML
documents into their semantic partition trees by exploiting
two key observations. The first observation is that semantically related items exhibit consistency in presentation style.
For example, observe the presentation styles of the items in
the news taxonomy on the left in Figure 1. The main taxonomic items “NEWS”, “OPINION”, “FEATURES”, etc., are
all presented in bold font. All the subtaxonomic items (e.g.
“International”, “National”, “Washington”, etc.) under the
main taxonomic item (e.g. “NEWS”) are hyperlinks. A similar observation can also be made on all the major headline
news items in the figure. The second observation is that semantically related items exhibit spatial locality. For example, when rendered in a browser, all the taxonomic items are
placed in close vicinity occupying the left portion of the page.
Specifically, in the DOM tree corresponding to the HTML
document in Fig 1 all the items in the news taxonomy will be
grouped together under one single subtree.
The first observation leads to the idea of associating a type
with every leaf node in the DOM tree. The type of a leaf node
consists of the root-to-leaf path of this node in the DOM tree
and captures the notion of consistency in presentation style.
The second observation gives rise to the idea of propagating
types bottom-up in the DOM tree and discovering structural

Figure 1: New York Times front page
In this demo we will present SEAN, a system for automatically annotating HTML documents. It is based on
the idea that well-organized HTML documents, especially
those that are machine generated from templates, contain rich
data denoting semantic concepts (e.g. “News Taxonomy”
and “Major Headline News”) and concept instances. These
kinds of documents are increasingly common nowadays since
most Web sites (e.g., news, portals, product portals, etc.)
are typically maintained using content management software
that creates HTML documents by populating templates from
backend databases. For example observe in Fig 1 that it has
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News Taxonomy
NEWS
International
National
Washington
OPINION
Editorials/Op−Ed
Readers’ Opinions

FEATURES
Arts
Books
Movies

on combining it with domain ontologies for semantic annotation are described in [Dill et al., 2003; Handschuh and
Staab, 2002; Handschuh et al., 2003; Heflin et al., 2003 ].
In [Handschuh and Staab, 2002; Handschuh et al., 2003;
Heflin et al., 2003] powerful ontology management systems
form the backbone that supports interactive annotation of
HTML documents. The observation that semantically related
items exhibit spatial locality in the DOM tree of the HTML
document is not exploited in [Dill et al., 2003]. As a result,
their partitioning algorithm may fail to identify proper concept instances in template generated HTML pages.

Major Headline News
White ...
By ...
The ...
France ...
U.S. ...
Garner ...
By ...
The ...
Iraqis ...
Complete ...
Bush ...
By ...
"I think ...
Hong ...
By ...
The ...
Sharp ...
SARS ...
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Figure 2: Partition tree of the New York Times front page
recurrence patterns for semantically related items at the root
of a subtree. Based on the idea of types and type propagation,
SEAN does structural analysis of the HTML document for
automatically partitioning it into semantic structures. In the
process it also discovers semantic labels and associates them
with partitions when they are present in the document (e.g.
“NATIONAL”, “INTERNATIONAL”, etc. appearing in the
third column in Fig 1.
SEAN augments structural analysis with semantic analysis to factor in structural variations in concept instances (e.g.,
the absence of the pointers to related news in the third major
headline news item in Fig 1 in contrast to others). Semantic analysis makes lexical associations via WordNet to more
accurately put the pieces of a concept instance together. To
assign informative labels that are not present in a HTML document (e.g. “Major Headline News” in Fig 1) to partitions
semantic analysis makes concept associations by classifying
the content of a partition using an ontology encoding domain
knowledge.
Thus SEAN uniquely combines structural and semantic
analysis to automatically discover and label concept instances
in content-rich template-based HTML documents w.r.t. a domain ontology. Details appear in [Mukherjee et al., 2003].
The demo will illustrate how SEAN is used to assign semantic labels to HTML documents. For semantic analysis SEAN
provides a very simple editor for creating/editing ontologies
for domains of interest. The generated semantic partitions are
assigned concept labels by either matching keywords in the
partition’s content to those associated with concepts in the
ontology or by applying concept classification rules to features extracted from the content. The keywords as well as
the rules used for classification can both be edited. We point
out that there has been extensive work on ontology tools and
classifiers and in the future we plan on designing a plug-in
architecture for SEAN that will support the use of any sophisticated ontology editing tools such as Protege [Protege,
2000], Shoe [Heflin et al., 2003], OntoBroker [Fensel et al.,
1998], etc. and powerful statistical and rule-based classifiers
such as Naive Bayes and decision trees [Mitchell, 1997] for
doing semantic analysis.
In terms of related work, although a number of works partition a HTML page based on structural analysis, tools based
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Introduction

• a Common Thesaurus: is a set of intensional and
extensional relationships, describing intra and interschema knowledge about elements of sources schemata.
The kind of relationships are SYN (synonym of), BT
(broader term / hypernymy), NT (narrower term / hyponymy) and RT (related term/relationship).

SEWASIE (SEmantic Webs and AgentS in Integrated
Economies) (IST-2001-34825) is a research project founded
by EU on action line Semantic Web (May 2002/April 2005)
(http://www.sewasie.org/). The goal of the SEWASIE project
is to design and implement an advanced search engine enabling intelligent access to heterogeneous data sources on the
web via semantic enrichment to provide the basis of structured secure web-based communication. A SEWASIE user
has at his disposal a search client with an easy-to-use query
interface able to extract the required information from the
Internet and to show it in an easily enjoyable format. In
this paper we focus on the Ontology Builder component of
the SEWASIE system, that is a framework for information
extraction and integration of heterogeneous structured and
semi-structured information sources, built upon the MOMIS
(Mediator envirOnment for Multiple Information Sources)
[Bergamaschi et al., 2001] system.
The Ontology Builder implements a semi-automatic
methodology for data integration that follows the Global as
View (GAV) approach [Lenzerini, 2002]. The result of the
integration process is a global schema which provides a reconciled, integrated and virtual view of the underlying sources,
GVV (Global Virtual View). The GVV is composed of a set
of (global) classes that represent the information contained in
the sources being used and the mappings establishing the connection among the elements of the global schema and those
of the source schemata. A GVV, thus, may be thought of as a
domain ontology [Guarino, 1998] for the integrated sources.
Furthermore, our approach “builds” a domain ontology as the
synthesis of the integration process, while the usual approach
in the Semantic Web is based on “a priori” existence of an
ontology (or a list of different versions of an ontology). The
obtained conceptualization is a domain ontology composed
of the following elements (see figure 1):

• a Global Virtual View (GVV): it consists of a set of
global classes and the mappings between the GVV and
the local schemata. In our approach, each Global Class
represents a concept of the domain and each Global Attribute of a Global Class a specification of the concept.
It is possible to define ISA relationships between Global
Classes and to use a Global Class as domain of a Global
Attribute.
• annotations of the GVV: the GVV elements (classes and
attributes) meanings are semi-automatically generated
from the annotated local sources.
With reference to the Semantic Web area, where generally
the annotation process consists of providing a web page with
semantic markups according to an ontology, in our approach
we firstly markup the local metadata descriptions and then we
produce the annotation of the GVV elements.

2

The Ontology Integration phases

• local schemata of the sources: formal explicit descriptions with a common language, ODLI3 [Bergamaschi et
al., 2001], of concepts (classes), properties of each concept (attributes), and restrictions on instances of classes
(integrity constraints).

1. Ontology source extraction
The first step is the construction of a representation of
the information sources, i.e. the conceptual schema of
the sources, by means of the common data language
ODLI3. To accomplish this task, the tool encapsulates
each source with a wrapper that logically converts the
underlying data structure into the ODLI3 information
model. For conventional structured information sources
(e.g. relational databases, object-oriented databases),
schema description is always available and can be directly translated. In order to manage a semi-structured
source we developed a wrapper for XML/DTDs files.
By using that wrapper, DTD elements are translated into
semi-structured objects in the same way as OEM objects
[Papakonstantinou et al., 1995].

• annotations of the local sources schemata: each element
(class or attribute) is annotated with its meanings according to lexical ontology (we use WordNet [Miller, 1995]).

2. Annotation of the local sources
The designer has to manually choose the appropriate
WordNet meaning for each element of local schemata.
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Figure 1: The Ontology Integration phases
First, the WordNet morphologic processor aids the designer by suggesting a word form corresponding to the
given term, then the designer can choose to map an element on zero, one or more senses. If a source description
element has no correspondent in WordNet, the designer
may add a new meaning and proper relationships to the
existing meanings.

relationships in the Common Thesaurus are grouped and
mapped into a single global attribute of GC.
7. Annotation of the GVV
GVV elements (classes and attributes) meanings are
semi-automatically generated from the annotated local
sources. For a Global Class, the annotation is performed
by considering the set of all its ”broadest” local classes
w.r.t. the relationships included in the Common Thesaurus. In particular the union of the meanings of the local class names in are proposed to the designer as meanings of the GVV and the designer may change this set,
by removing some meanings or by adding other ones.
For a Global Attribute, we use the same method starting
from the set of local attributes which are mapped into it.

3. Common Thesaurus generation
The relationships of the Common Thesaurus are automatically extracted by analyzing local schemata description (for example in XML data files, ID and IDREF generate a BT/NT relationship and nested elements RT relationships), from the lexicon, on the basis of source annotation and of semantic relationships between meanings
provided by WordNet, and inferred by using description logic inference techniques provided by ODB-Tools
[Beneventano et al., 1997].
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4. Affinity analysis of classes
Relationships in the Common Thesaurus are used to
evaluate the level of affinity between classes intra and
inter sources. The concept of affinity is introduced to
formalize the kind of relationships that can occur between classes from the integration point of view. The
affinity of two classes is established by means of affinity
coefficients based on class names, class structures and
relationships in Common Thesaurus.
5. Clustering classes
Classes with affinity are grouped together in clusters using hierarchical clustering techniques. The goal is to
identify the classes that have to be integrated since describing the same or semantically related information.
6. Generation of the mediated schema (GVV)
For each cluster C, composed of a set S of local classes,
a Global Class GC and mappings between global and local attributes are automatically defined. In particular, attributes of local classes in S related by SYN and BT/NT
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Abstract

MDDL, to name a few [Coates, 2001]. Most of them are
concerned with describing business processes and transactions. Some, like XBRL, RIXML and NewsML, do
focus on content structure and provide a rich vocabulary
of terms for content classification. Our assessment is that
these vocabularies need significant extensions when
faced to the actual needs of content managers that deal
with advanced financial information. More insightful
semantics and a sharper level of representation are required to describe and exploit complex information corpora.
The purpose of our work is to achieve an improvement
in current Internet-based economic information management practice by adopting Semantic Web technologies
and standards in a real setting. We have undertaken a
joint project involving a content provider in this field,
and two academic institutions, aiming at the development
of an ontology-based platform for economic and financial
content management, search and delivery. The specific
technical goals of this project are:
• Define an ontology for the economic and financial information domain.

We present an ontology-based platform for economic and financial content management, search
and delivery. Our goals include a) the development of an ontology for the domain of economic
and financial information, b) the integration of
contents and semantics in a knowledge base that
provides a conceptual view on low-level contents, c) an adaptive hypermedia-based knowledge visualization and navigation system, and d)
semantic search facilities.

1 Introduction
The field of economy and finance is a conceptually rich
domain where information is complex, huge in volume,
and a highly valuable business product by itself. A massive amount of valuable information is produced worldwide every day, but no one is able to process it all. Efficient filtering, search, and browsing mechanisms are
needed by information consumers to access the contents
that are most relevant for their business profile, and run
through them in an effective way.
The finance community is a major spender in information technology. The web has created new channels for
distributing contents, to which more and more activity
and information flow has been shifting for more than a
decade. The new web technologies are enabling a trend
away from monolithic documents, towards the emergence
of new content products that consist of flexible combinations of smaller content pieces, fitting different purposes
and consumers, and procuring a more efficient capitalization and reuse of produced contents.
Along this line, a number of XML standards for financial contents and business have been defined during the
last few years, like FpML, XBRL, RIXML, ebXML,
NewsML, IFX, OFX, MarketsML, ISO 15022, swiftML,
*

• Develop ontology-aware tools for content provision
and management.
• Develop a hypermedia-based module for content visualization and semantic navigation in web portals.
• Support semantic search in terms of the economic and
financial information ontology.
• Include a user modeling component to be used in
navigation and search.

2 Financial and Economic Information
Providers
Tecnología, Información y Finanzas (TIF), is part of a
company corporation that generates high-quality economic information (equity research notes, newsletters,

This work is funded by the Spanish Ministry of Science and
Technology, grants FIT-150500-2003-309, TIC2002-1948.
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are retrieved has not been redesigned, which would have
implied a major cost and a disruption for a critical service that needs to keep going. Instead, we have developed a gateway that dynamically maps ontology instances to (combinations of) database records and fields.
The tools for inputting contents have been adapted to
allow defining richer semantics in terms of the ontology.
Content managers themselves are users of a highly expressive version of the search and browsing facilities.
Efficiency and precision in locating the right contents,
and ease of navigation through them, are essential for
authors who classify and link pieces together to define
global information structures.
The explicit ontology allows more meaningful and
precise user profiles, which can express preferences on
specific topics, content classes, or even abstract content
characterizations. User profiles are taken into account by
the adaptive hypermedia-based visualization and navigation module, which is based on our previous work on
Pegasus [Castells, 2001]. It uses an explicit presentation
model, defined in a fairly simple language, where parts of
a semantic network can be easily referenced, and conditions over the user model can be expressed. Presentation
models are associated to ontology classes, and define
what parts (attributes and relations) of a class instance
must be included in its presentation, their visual appearance and layout.

analysis, sector reports, recommendations), and provides
technologic solutions for information consumers to access, manage, integrate and publish this information in
web portals and company intranets.
The consumer profile of this information is diverse, including financial institutions, banks, SMEs that use the
information in decision making and foreign trade activity, and distributors who publish the information in firstrank printed and digital media about Spanish economic
activity. Adequating the information and delivery procedures to such heterogeneous customer needs, interests,
and output channels, is quite a challenge.
A large group of professionals and domain experts in
the company is in charge of generating daily economic,
market, bank, and financial analyses, commercial fair
reports, import/export offers, news, manuals, etc. This
information is introduced in the company database,
which feeds the automatic delivery systems and web
sites. Contents are organized and processed on the basis
of a conceptual model (in expert’s mind), a vocabulary
for information structures and classification terms, which
is driven by market needs and reflects the view of the
company on the information products it deals with. This
model is present somehow in the current TIF software
system for information management: it is implicit in the
design of the database. As a consequence the possibilities
to reason about it are fairly limited.

5 Conclusions

3 A Semantic Knowledge Base for Economic and Financial Information

The development of a significant corpus of actual Semantic Web applications has been acknowledged as a necessary achievement for the Semantic Web to reach critical
mass [Haustein, 2002]. The project presented here intends to be a contribution in this direction. It takes up our
previous research work on Semantic Web user interfaces
and adaptive navigation systems [Castells, 2001], and
will provide a testing ground for our past and future research.
The system is currently under active development. Protégé, RDF(S), Jena 2, and RDQL are used to build, repr
esent, parse, and query the ontology. A full implementation of the system is scheduled to be released by the beginning of 2004.

Our first endeavor in this project is to wrap the current
databases where contents are stored into a knowledge
base that provides a conceptual ontology-based view of
the information space, above the low level content storage system.
We have built an ontology where the conceptual model
of TIF is explicitly represented. It includes concepts like
MutualFund, IndustrySector, CommercialFair, EconomicIndicator, CompanyReport, TechnicalAnalysis,
FinancialAnalyst, Publisher, Association, and BusinessOpportunity, relations between such concepts, and several classification hierarchies for subject topics, industry
sectors, intended audience, and other content fields. In
this ontology, the old data model has been transformed
and augmented with explicit semantics, and enriched
with collected domain expertise from TIF. We have integrated the RIXML classification schemes as well, extending and adapting them to support the TIF concepts, terminology, and views. We have defined a mapping from
our ontology to RIXML and NewsML formats. The conversion from our ontology to these standards implies a
(meta)information loss, in exchange for a wider potential
dissemination.
The knowledge base can be queried and browsed directly in terms of the conceptual view. Meaningful queries can be expressed in terms of the vocabulary provided
by the ontology, improving current keyword-based
search. The database from which actual contents and data
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Building on Business Process Execution Language for Web
Services (BPEL4WS [2], [8]) MIKSI uses a novel approach
to integrate Semantic Web technology and dynamic
composition of services into process flows. MIKSI benefits
from using the advantages of the process definition in
BPEL4WS and the process execution by BPWS4J engine
[4] by IBM used for the development of MIKSI (sessions
managing, concurrency, error handling, automatically
publishing as Web service) and extends the functionality by
adding possibilities which provide on demand dynamic
composition embedded into the static description of the
BPEL process.
BPWS4J engine performs composition of atomic (web)
services based on descriptions which must be defined and
hard coded at the development time. BPEL4WS has a rich
set of statements and controls to define business process
flows with sequences, flows, loops, branching, concurrency,
transactions and error handling. But dynamic service
composition at run time is supported neither from
BPEL4WS specification nor from BPWS4J engine and it
will be a MIKSI specific extension of BPWS4J
implementation.

1 Motivation
The emergence of Web Service technology and the
evolution towards the Semantic Web offer new
opportunities to automate e-business and to provide new
value added services. The MIKSI project addresses the
business of cultural institutions and focuses on Web
Services for digital administration of members, cooperationpartners, sponsors, journalists and event-data and interactive
services for journalists, cultural workers and their
customers. The goal of the MIKSI project is to define and
implement a service oriented integration platform, which
provides pluggable and reusable components, defined as
atomic services, XML based semantic description of
business processes, ongoing tasks controlled by a process
flow composition engine and a possibility to perform
dynamic service discovery and composition based on userdefined goals and a knowledge base (KB). The knowledge
base contains semantic descriptions about the capabilities of
registered atomic services.

2 Goals and proposed Solutions
The MIKSI integration platform will be developed to
support several key requirements for effective service
finding, process composition and integration with third
party applications:
•
•
•
•
•

basic components realized as simple well defined
internal objects or external web services.
business processes described in high level manner
as XML documents.
high level processes performed through an engine
that provides run time composition based on
semantic process description.
integration of dynamic sub-processes in a static
described process flow depending on pre defined
goals and user interactions.
efficient knowledge base about capabilities of
atomic services that supports dynamic service
finding and process composition.

Figure 1 Components of MIKSI Platform with Composition
Engine and its main components.
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The dynamic service composition, performed by the MIKSI
Composition Engine, is embedded into the BPEL document
and invoked at run time through passing the goal as
arguments to the engine.
MIKSI Composition Engine will support different phases of
dynamic composition. Main parts of the MIKSI
Composition Engine are:
•
•

•

service”, which support the composition of newsletters,
folders, etc out of different heterogeneous data-sources (e.g.
address database, event-database) is modeled and
implemented in the MIKSI platform.

3 Conclusions
The MIKSI platform will be a solution for services oriented
applications using well defined processes with mixed static
and dynamic service definitions. Building on BPEL4WS the
MIKSI Composition Engine enables a dynamic service
composition using semantic descriptions, which are mapped
to ontologies.

Goal resolver, which translates the goal into a
sequence of atomic web services.
State machine, which manages the advancement
towards the goal during the dynamically called
invocation steps and signals the fulfilment of the
goal back to the BPWS4j engine (see loop in
control flow diagram below).

More information: www.miksi.org

Invoker, that invokes an atomic service in one
composition step.
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A prototype of the MIKSI Composition Engine will be
realized in Java.

Figure 2: Control flow diagram of begin of dynamic composition
process.

The goal resolver uses semantic descriptions of Web
Services involved in the service composition. Description of
services are modeled as ontology which provide
understanding of what one atomic service can provide and
how to use its functionality in correlation to other services
in composition scenarios. This solution offers the possibility
to deploy new services by simple describing the capabilities
in the knowledge base. It provides a fast extensible
environment of the MIKSI service-platform without extra
programming effort! As a first example a “press release
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1 Introduction

Libera Università di Bolzano, Thinking Networks AG, IBM
Italia, and Fraunhofer FIT) have joined their efforts by leveraging their experience in the fields of mediator systems, agent
architectures, ontologies, query management, user interfaces,
negotiation support and OLAP tools, and integrating their
technical expertise with direct user need identification, result
evaluation in the field, and support of the exploitation of the
technological results.
The following sections describe the architecture of the SEWASIE system, its major components, and the current status
of the project.

Search engines were born with the web, to provide tools for
finding information. However, they showed two major drawbacks very early on, namely
(coverage) they could not keep the pace with the growth
of the web, so that their coverage was limited to a fraction of the available information and continued getting
worse
(expressiveness of query language) the keyword–based
retrieval mechanism is a token–level pattern matching
scheme possibly augmented with logical operators to
express logical conjunction, disjunction, et cetera, with
no semantic dimension being considered, so that possible answers for all the possible meanings of a keywords
have to be harvested, giving the user a very long list of
responses to wade through
Even the better contemporary search engines still face
these issues. In the second half of the 90’s several ideas were
developed to attack these problems. In particular
(distribuited architecture) the centralized architecture of
the current search engines is a severe limit to their function; distributed architectures like the internet and the
web naturally call for tools which are distributed, autonomous, and adapted to local needs and opportunities
(agent–based approach) agent features may provide further adaptability, robustness, and enforcement of general
policies
(semantic dimension) the terms used by the content
providers to label information and by the content seekers
to formulate queries should be enriched with meaning,
taking the respective context into account both when the
information is readied for presentation (provider side)
and when the user query is expressed (seeker side)
The SEWASIE project (SEmantic Webs and AgentS in Integrated Economies, IST-2001-34825) [The SEWASIE Consortium, 2002] is a 3–year research and development project
partially sponsored by the European Union to design and
develop an advanced search engine and an integrated user
environment for the exploitation of semantically enriched
data. The partners (Università di Modena e Reggio Emilia,
CNA Servizi Modena, Rheinisch–Westfaelischen Technischen Hochschule Aachen, Università di Roma ”La Sapienza”,

2 Architecture and strategic goals
In the context described above the SEWASIE vision springs
up from the following specific points
a basic architecture should comprise information
providers, intermediaries, and information seekers; each
actor should be as autonomous as possible;
providers and seekers must be able to express available information and needs/questions in the most natural way; in particular, multi–lingual issues have to be
addressed;
queries to the system are handled by query agents, which
are responsible of supporting the query management in
the large;
intermediaries (brokering agents) must support the
match of requests and available information; this matching is supported by collecting semantic information from
information providers, exchanging it among intermediaries, and connecting it in a (partial) global view mapping concepts among locally istantiated ontologies and
remotely istantiated ones.
The architecture is expected to be able to support two different scenarios, namely the narrow–deep scenario (relatively few nodes, limited domains, and strong central control), which is expected to be more limited in scope and diffusion but characterised by a well–defined and controlled semantic domain, and the wide–shallow scenario (many nodes,
unlimited domains, and no central control), where scope and
diffusion are wider while the number and variety of involved
semantic domains is higher and leads to lighter mappings of
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may have no underlying node and rather specialise in a specific domain, where they plan to act as pure informants and
develop an autonomous expertise.

Query Agents
Query Agents are in charge of managing the overall query
management, outside the SINodes. Each Query Agent is defined by a user interface with a user query on board, it addresses a Brokering Agent with the query, receives directions
to the appropriate SINodes or other Brokering Agents, addresses the SINodes, receives any returns, and reconciles the
(partial) answers into a coherent user relevant whole.

Communication Agents
The Communication Agent is responsible for finding and
contacting potential business partners, asking for initial offers, and ranking these. Human negotiator can then decide
and choose the best offer to begin negotiating with support
by the communication tool.

Figure 1: General Overview of the architecture

Monitoring Agents

ontologies in the definition of a local view of the global system by the single Brokering Agent.
Some features, and most notably the security ones, will not
be researched by the project but will be kept under scrutiny
to make sure that they are always taken into account since the
early design and development phases of the project.
Finally, the resulting system must be exploitable, i.e. its
adoption should be smooth and progressive, allowing for return of investment proportionate to the correpsonding effort,
and with a reasonably easy and enticing entry point.

The Monitoring Agents are responsible for monitoring information sources according to user profiles. At regular time
intervals the Monitoring Agent issues new query agents to
get the desired information. It then filters monitored information with respect to user profiles and may also display a
“difference view” concerning the history of information that
has been seen by the user previously.

User Interface
The user interface comprises all the user services which may
be available in any given environment. Users (mostly in
narrow–deep environments) may have special instruments
available to use the results of queries, e.g. for analytical
processing and negotiation purposes in an economic environment. The most relevant service provided is the ability to disambiguate the user query by annotating the same with respect
to user ontologies, and to translate the initial (local language)
formulation into a neutral intermediate one in the process.

SEWASIE Information Node (SINode)
A SEWASIE INformation Node is a basic integrated information providing node. This element may be defined by administrative convenience and alignment with organizational
constraints, while the most relevant feature is the complete
integration of the ontologies being involved in the semantic
enrichment of the sources comprising the node. Tools are
defined here to support the ontologies definition and integration. Each node publishes the resulting integrated ontology
to a Brokering Agent, which will map it within a wider ontological context, including those of the underlying nodes and
the references to those maintained by other Brokering Agents.
The SINodes also support the query management within their
scope.

3 Current status of the project and future
plans
The project has reached the end of its first year of activity.
The architecture has been completely defined and the first
prototypes (global virtual view definition tool at the SINode
level, and query management within the SINode) have been
developed and demonstrated. More prototypes of relevant
components are under development (Brokering Agents and
User Interface) and will be readied by the end of the second
year of activities. Integration with other initiatives (European
and worldwide) will also be sought to exploit synergies, and
to contrast different approaches.

Brokering Agents
The Brokering Agents define the ”semantic routing” structure of the system. These agents maintain mappings among
the underlying SINodes, namely the SINodes which export
their ontological information directly and fully to the Brokering Agent, and the (less detailed) ontological information
exchanged by the Brokering Agents. The Brokering Agents
may work in an autonomous mode, establishing mostly basic
mappings, or in a human–supported mode where the support
of the human expert may introduce further enrichment.
It is expected that Brokering Agents will be established by
entities managing SINodes, but also by third parties which
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Abstract

generated using the ontology and presents them to the user as
possible canonical forms of their original statement. If new
terms appear in the statement, the system will suggest to the
user possible extensions to the ontology that incorporate the
new terms. To generate the plausible paraphrases, the system makes use of a parser and a beam search of expressions
within the ontology.
Our work extends the TRELLIS annotation tool that enables users to express their analysis of possibly contradictory
information sources [Gil and Ratnakar, 2002]. In TRELLIS, each statement in the analysis is formulated in free
text, and linked to other statements through a set of domainindependent formal constructs for argumentation, expressed
in a semantic markup language. The Canonicalizer tool, described in this paper, extends TRELLIS by helping users to
incrementally formalize the text statements according to a domain ontology in OWL.
We illustrate the approach with a scenario drawn from professional sports where teams sign players amidst much controversy and rumors, causing many press articles with dissenting views as well as many on-line discussions of opinionated fans. Here, a user may want to annotate a certain news
item, for example with his conclusion reached after reading it
that a certain team is very likely to sign a certain player. Consider a conclusion, for example, that a particular football club,
West Ham, wishes to sign attacking players who are currently
playing in the top league in that country, the English Premier
League (EPL). Two users may express this same conclusion
using two very different statements, for example ”West Ham
are targeting strikers from the EPL” and ”WHU prefer forwards who play in the Premier League”. It is not our aim to
match such pairs of phrases in all cases -such a task would
require a deep understanding of the sentences that is beyond
the state of the art. However, even partial reformulations of
the sentences would be useful if they help expose their similar meanings. This will improve the likelihood that a search
engine would detect the similarities of both analyses. Thus,
the task of the Canonicalizer is to suggest reformulations of a
concise text statement that conform as much as possible with
the desired ontology or schema.
The Canonicalizer brings together three techniques to help
with this task. First, it performs a substring match on the sentence against the terms defined in the ontology and suggests
re-writing specific terms with their canonical values. For ex-

Manual semantic markup of documents will only
be ubiquitous if users can express annotations
that conform to ontologies (or schemas) that have
shared meaning. But any given user is unlikely to
be intimately familiar with the details of that ontology. We describe an implemented approach to help
users create semi-structured semantic annotations
for a document according to an extensible schema
or ontology. In our approach, users enter a short
sentence in free text to describe all or part of a document, then the system presents a set of potential
reformulations of the sentence that are generated
from valid expressions in the ontology and the user
chooses the closest match. We use a combination of
off-the-shelf parsing tools and breadth-first search
of expressions in the ontology to help users create valid annotations starting from free text. The
user can also define new terms to augment the ontology, so the potential matches can improve over
time. The annotations should ideally follow the ontology as closely as possible, while allowing users
who may not know the terms in the ontology to
make statements easily and deviate from the formal
representation of the ontology if they so desire.

Introduction
Semantic annotations of documents are useful to qualify their
contents, enable search and retrieval, and to support collaboration. In some approaches, these annotations can be
extracted automatically from the document. In other approaches, the annotations are manually created by users.
Handcrafted annotations may be more accurate but more importantly they enable users to reflect their opinions or their
own analysis of the document. However, expressing these annotations formally is difficult for web users at large and is a
challenge that must be addressed if semantic annotation tools
are to become widely accessible.
Our approach is to enable users to express annotations in
concise free text statements and then help them formalize
the statement partially or totally by mapping it to an existing schema or ontology. Given a free text statement, the annotation system creates plausible paraphrases of the sentence
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Figure 1: The Canonicalizer suggests reformalizations of the original text.
through the space of valid compositions of expressions, made
up of relations, classes, instances and event templates. The
search returns the shortest expressions that include a set of requested words, possibly including synonyms for the terms. It
then generates a sentence encoding the expression for the user
to consider. If no expressions match all the requested words,
paths are used that match are subset of the words, weighted
according to how many words are matched and whether synonyms are used. This approach was originally applied to help
users build complex expressions of problem-solving knowledge, as described in [Blythe, 2001]. Notice that the system
is disambiguating the text. For example, the phrase ”players
from the Premier League” might refer to players who play in
the premier league now, or who have been transferred from
there, or who were born in the same country.
Users can also add terms to the ontology by selecting a portion of the statement and choosing where the new term should
be inserted in the class hierarchy. Currently only classes are
added, but other terms will be included in future versions.

ample, in the second sentence above, the tool might suggest to
replace ”forwards” with ”strikers” based on the known synonyms of that class. Second, it uses an off-the-shelf parser
to generate information about the sentence that can help simplify it, for example to find determiners or passive verbs. The
use of the parser is robust in the sense that reformulations can
be suggested even if the tool fails to parse the sentence or
returns an incorrect parse. Finally, we make use of the ontology again to search for plausible compositions of relations
and classes that can link the matched terms. At each step, we
make suggestions to the user rather than reformulate the sentence automatically. This process may be partial, leaving part
of the sentence unconverted and generating an annotation that
includes some text as well as some expressions generated in
the markup language.
Figure 1 shows at the top the suggestions that result from
the first step, and at the bottom the suggestions that result
from the latter steps. In the first step, synonyms for simple
terms in the ontology are replaced using a sub-string match.
On its own this step clearly contributes to putting the sentence
in a regular form, but another purpose is to confirm with the
user some of the known entities in the domain. Next, the
tool uses the Link Grammar Parser [Sleator and Temperly,
1993] to identify words that should be ignored during the final
composition step, such as cardinals (’They want 2 strikers’)
or negative particles (”Liverpool did not sign Ronaldo’).
Finally we search for plausible compositions of relations
and terms in the ontology that match terms and other words
found in the user’s sentence. A forward beam search is made
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1

Introduction

Sesame

DISC [Geurts et al., 2003] is an automatic hypermedia presentation generation engine. DISC generates presentations
based on a user-specified subject. The domains that we have
handled to date are the musea for fine arts, specifically the
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam.
Presentations are created using two types of knowledge: discourse and narrative knowledge and subject domain
knowledge. The former allows selection of appropriate presentation genres and creation of narrative structures, while the
latter is used to select the content of the presentations.
We designed the system to be applicable to different domains, consequently, to avoid domain dependency, domain
knowledge is not used directly but through an internal ontology. The internal ontology encodes the discourse and narrative knowledge, making explicit all the knowledge the system
uses.

2

Semantic Graph

Discourse Ontology

Multimedia
Presentation

DISC

Cuypers
transformation
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Figure 1: The multimedia presentation generation architecture

The Technical Framework

DISC 1 is currently being implemented using the Apache Cocoon framework. This framework provides an XSLT [Clark,
1999] transformation engine and active server pages (eXtensible Server Pages, XSP [The Apache Software Foundation., 1999]) for dynamic XML content. DISC generates
SMIL [W3C, 2001] output (using the library developed for
Cuypers [van Ossenbruggen et al., 2001]).
The instances of the domain ontology form a semantic
graph, i.e. a graph whose nodes are all the annotated information elements that can be selected for a presentation and
whose edges are the semantic relations relating those information items. Both the domain ontology, the internal ontology and their instances are RDF(S)-encoded and stored in
Sesame, an Open Source RDF Schema-based repository and
querying facility. DISC uses a SQL-like RDF-aware query
language called RQL to retrieve the data from Sesame, and
plans are to migrate to SeRQL (for references about Sesame,
RDF and SeRQL see [Broekstra et al., 2002]).

3

Domain Ontology

genres are retrieved by querying the internal ontology for instances of subclasses of the class genre. Each such instance
has an attribute specifying the class of subjects (from the domain ontology) it can handle, e.g. a biography can handle
instances of the class Person while an artist biography can
handle instances of the class Artist (subclass of Person). This
is one of the explicit mappings from the internal ontology to
the domain ontology the system uses to be applicable to different domains.
Once the user has made a choice, DISC retrieves all instance from the domain ontology belonging to the selected
class, e.g. Caravaggio, Rembrandt, etc. if the chosen genre
is artist biography. The user can now use the web interface
to select the subject of the presentation and DISC has enough
user input to generate it.

4

The Interface

The Discourse Knowledge

Each genre in the internal ontology contains narrative units:
these are the building block of a presentation and can be seen
as the chapters of the overall story, e.g. in case of artist biography the career narrative unit, the private life narrative unit,
etc. Every such narrative unit contains rules to select multi-

Via a web interface DISC presents the user with the choice of
possible presentation genres, like a biography or a CV. These
1
An on-line demo of DISC can be found at http://media.
cwi.nl:8080/demo/i2rp/.
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5.4

media content to include in the presentation. A rule is basically looking for roles, e.g. in a biography the Main Character (this is user given), the Spouse, the Offspring, the Teacher
and the Pupil in case of an artist biography, etc. Roles are
found by querying the semantic graph for instances that have
a particular semantic relation (from the domain ontology)
with a character which is already part of the presentation.
When a role is found, the related (multimedia) information
is added to the presentation. Every newly found character
for the story can be the main character of a secondary branch
of the main story. Characters do not need to be human, a
painting style (e.g. Chiaroscuro) or a movement (e.g. the
Caravaggist) can be the main or a secondary character in a
biography or in another genre.

5

We are currently investigating what kind of rules can lead to
more interesting narratives and the best way to encode them.
In addition, we are investigating the expressiveness and granularity of the domain ontology in relation to the quality of the
content selection process.
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Conclusions

To date, we have only generated short presentations and focused on a single discourse structure (the biography). Using
the Semantic Web-based framework described, the prototype
selects relevant content from a semantically annotated information source and structures it into a multimedia presentation. More research is needed to scale these aspects of the
system to more realistic scenarios.

5.1

DISC uses RDF-encoded Rules

Role-based rules can create complex narratives, more complex than when using templates, due to the recursive expansion of narrative units. On the other hand, this complexity
needs to be dealt with by the designer of the rules.
Ontology languages such as RDF Schema are not designed
for expressing rules. Therefore our rules are forced to be simple. For example, one cannot combine rules using logical
AND or OR, or make one rule dependent on the outcome of
another. A next step is to investigate the use of more powerful rule languages such as RuleML [Boley et al., 2001] for
expressing the rules within the system.

5.2

DISC uses Explicit Knowledge

All the intelligence of the engine creating the presentation is
RDFS-encoded and explicit. The internal ontology is also
used as a logical configuration tool (and also graphical, if using a graphical ontology editor like Protege-2000 [Grosso et
al., 1999])2 . The ontology defines thus the framework a narrative designer would use to define his of her particular form
of narrative.

5.3

Future Work

DISC can handle Different Domains

All important domain relations are mapped to internal relations. This explicit mapping localizes all specific domain
knowledge in the instances of the internal ontology. This has
the advantage that the remaining transformations always deal
with known internal concepts and are therefore reusable for
different domain ontologies.
2

Protege screen shots, the RDFS ontologies used and the online Sesame repositories can be found at: http://www.cwi.
nl/˜media/conferences/ISWC2003/.
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Abstract

tions for making this possible, in the easiest and userfriendliest possible way.
Systems such as Yawas [2] and Annotea [3] allow to
create and share annotations attached to web documents. These annotations are stored separately from the
documents, and in case of Annotea, they refer to the
whole document or to selected parts of it. However,
these systems do not use a structured ontology for the
metadata associated to annotations.

This paper proposes a modular architecture
which separates ontology, annotations, lexical
entities and search function, and offers automatic semantic annotation facilities at the
document substructure level. The proposed architecture is compatible with a web services
based infrastructure. Annotated resources can
be XML or XHTML static or dynamic documents and need not to be stored nor modified.
Preliminary results show the feasibility of the
proposed approach.

2

Proposed Architecture

Our approach aims at covering all aspects mentioned in
the introduction: it provides an architecture (Fig.1) for
creating and managing annotations using previously
defined ontologies, and it allows the tagging of documents at different granularity levels, ranging from the
whole document to the single paragraph.
The proposed framework also includes the search functionalities able to exploit the semantic annotations for
retrieving and composing new documents starting from
the existing ones.
Annotations are stored in a standalone repository, independently from annotated resources which are related to annotations by means of Xpointers and URIs.
Automatic annotation is done by means of a module
called Semantic Mapper which basically takes an ontology and a group of lexical entities (that we called
synset as it is mainly composed of synonyms) as working components, and for each input resource it returns
the collection of ontology concepts the resource is related to. Each concept of the given ontology is represented by a set of lexical entities that is used by a classical information retrieval technique [4] to classify resources and to identify the most reliable associations
with the ontology concepts.
One of the most innovative aspect of the proposed architecture is the annotation repository, in which we introduced hierarchical relationships between annotations, obtaining a taxonomy in a first instance and an
annotation ontology as foreseeable result.
The organization of annotations into a taxonomic structure allows the detection of the Level of Detail of each
annotation by means of generalization relationships.

1 Introduction
The promise of the Semantic Web [1] to innovate the
way we design and use the web is slowly progressing,
as proposed standards settle down and semantic applications are developed.
One interesting goal that can be achieved from the Semantic Web is being able to automatically synthesize a
single document, as the result of a search operation,
collecting and concatenating all relevant paragraphs
from the available resources. This result requires development and open integration of several technologies: ontologies, semantic indexing, document substructure analysis.
Automatic extraction of semantic information and infrastructures for external annotation storage will allow
for a quick and low-cost semantic encapsulation of existing resources. Many web sites will be indexed by a
single annotation service, which will also offer semantic search capabilities over the entire collection.
In a wide scale deployment of Semantic Web technologies, a second problem would arise, related to the heterogeneity of content structure: the scale difference in
document size and structure is in fact an important parameter in the annotation process, otherwise subsequent search operations would not be able to properly
rank relevant results.
Since the problem of annotating web resources is central to the Semantic web development, many researchers are dedicating time and efforts to find good solu-
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Three queries were issued to the annotation architecture using the search engine. Human experts evaluated
the relevance of retrieved fragments giving a qualitative indication of annotation effectiveness. Retrieved
fragments were judged relevant in most cases showing
interesting associations like the one which relates the
words “Art. 1” to the concept “diritto”. This was an effective annotation because many times jurisprudence is
organized in laws and laws are always subdivided in
articles; in traditional search engines this result is not
straightforward.

In a search task more relevant results will therefore be
obtained by focalizing or widening annotation search
according to the query.

4 Conclusion
This paper presented an open architecture for building
semantically enabled web services. A first prototype of
the architecture has been evaluated showing the feasibility of automatic annotation of document substructures while permitting fine-grained semantic retrieval
and composition of result document. Our current work
is focused on improving the algorithms for the Semantic Search Engine, by including Level of Detail analysis and relevance feedback, and at deploying the distributed interface of the modules.

Fig. 1 Proposed architecture.
A Semantic Search module has also been designed in
order to leverage the full potential of semantics. The
proposed engine will use the Semantic Mapper, and
will be able to translate text queries into conceptual
queries. The ontology structure and in particular the
relationships between concepts will offer the means for
automatic search refining, while the taxonomic annotation repository will provide automatic Level of Detail
detection.
Search results will be composed by many fragments
coming from different web resources and will be collected into one or more pages using relevance criteria.

3
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there is currently no support for (i) locating relevant
documents, (ii) browsing assertions about trustworthiness
of sources used in a decision, and (iii) storing and retrieving arguments in structured form, which would allow for
re-use of relevant parts of arguments. All this functionality, while requiring specific tools, are enabled by the sort
of markup and protocols that is broadly envisioned by the
Semantic Web.
Good decision making requires clear statement of the
factors involved and explicit declaration of which factors
outweigh other factors, which arguments can be dismissed, and so on. Therefore, clear, sound argumentation
and explicit judgments about validity of sources form the
basis of good decision making.

Abstract
Decision making is a fundamental human activity. Most important decisions require careful
analysis of the factors influencing a decision.
Surprisingly, there has been little work on tools
to capture and assess validity of a heterogeneous
set of facts and claims that bear on a decision.
Good decision making requires two components which are specializations of Semantic
Web approaches: (i) sound argumentation about
the factors involved and (ii) clear judgments
about reliability of the information sources in
which the argument is grounded. We describe
TRELLIS, our vehicle for researching the problem and a tool supports making decisions that,
as is often the case, must rest on possibly conflicting or unreliable information sources.
We report on recent progress in collecting and
classifying argumentation acts which occur in
real arguments, and outline our ongoing work
on extending how argumentation and decision
making over heterogeneous sources can be supported. The system is available at
http://trellis.semanticweb.org

2

TRELLIS [Gil and Ratnakar, 2002] allows users to add
their observations, viewpoints, and conclusions as they
analyze information by making semantic annotations to
documents and other on-line resources. Users can associate specific claims with particular locations in documents used as “sources” for analysis, and then structure
these statements into an argument detailing pros and cons
on a certain issue. An illustrative example is given in
Figure 1 and described in greater detail after the discussion of the role of Semantic Web. Other researchers are
also looking at representing argumentation; in particular,
see [Shum, Motta, and Dominigue, 2000] for a tool supporting argumentation in the domain of scholarly discourse.
Because evidence is often incomplete and/or biased
(consider, e.g., most marketing literature used in making
purchasing decisions), TRELLIS includes specific tools
for indicating trustworthiness of a source with respect to
a particular purpose.
The TRELLIS project contributes to the Semantic Web
effort in the following ways:
• Semantic Markup of Arguments. Rather than
handle arguments in fully textual form,
TRELLIS supports construction of argument
trees which can be searched, imported, and otherwise processed by both machines and humans.
• Rating of Information Sources. Trellis collects
reusable semantic markup (reliability and trustworthiness for a given context) of documents
from users.

Keywords: argumentation, decision making,
heterogeneous information, Semantic Web

1

Trellis: Supporting Argumentation
Grounded i n Sources

The Need f or Argumentation Tools

Much of what companies and knowledge workers engage
in is decision making. For each such crucial decision,
there may be dozens or hundreds of information sources
requiring careful analysis of the factors involved.
Surprisingly, much of the work on supporting decision
making has focused on helping to process numerical data
(decision support systems), largely ignoring the central
problem of tools to capture and assess validity of a heterogeneous set of facts and claims that bear on a decision.
Additionally, while there are tools such as spreadsheets
(e.g. Excel) for exchanging numerical models, tools for
diagram manipulation (e.g. Visio) and even comprehensive environments for scientific computation (such as
Mathematica), there are not equivalent tools for argumentation. Because of this lack of tools, the common task of
capturing arguments that support important decisions
remains mainly a word-processor based activity. To an
organization or individual seeking to track its reasons for
making certain decisions (and learn from experience),
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Figure 1. A Snapshot of the TRELLIS user interface. From top-left counter clock wise the system shows: purpose and conclusions
of the analysis (A), original documents and associated statements (B&C), units of the analysis (E,F), and overall analysis (D).

Comparisons classify by whether they are comparing
things or actions. When comparing things, the comparison may be on an explicitly stated criterion (“cats are
better than dogs”) or via their action (“most cats eat less
than most dogs”). Actions can be compared by a criterion (“jogging is better for your health than sitting”), and
by their purposes – for example, “the best way to get
regular exercise is to get a dog” encodes that a certain
action A is best for some P.
Because of their observed importance to argumentation, we are currently focusing on extending supporting
comparisons, creating tools that will automatically recognize a comparison and identify thematic roles in a
given comparison statement, similarly to the roles introduced in and manually tagged in the FrameNet project.
Such markup of comparisons should allow us to extract
which dimensions of comparison are applicable to a
given entity, as well as retrieve additional dimensions of
comparison pertinent to the current decision in a casebased fashion.
Additionally, we are refining the mechanisms for
statement entry; the upcoming version of the tool will
allow for multi-level, incremental breakdown of a text
statement into more structured form, letting the user experience incremental payoff from structuring her argument.

•

Easy adoption path. Users of TRELLIS are allowed to mix arbitrary natural language with
structuring clauses.
Figure 1 shows the TRELLIS user interface. The example
analyses the Cuban missile crisis, a thoroughly studied
case of political decision making.
The purpose of the analysis and the final conclusion
are shown in Frame (A). Analysis and opinions revolve
around facts, statements, and hypotheses. With Frame
(B), users can search the Web for relevant to an analysis
documents, or can add their own documents.
Each resource is then associated with a short statement
entered by the user in Frame (C). Users can specify several statements per resource, each summarizing a salient
piece of information described within the resource in
terms that are suitable to the user. Frame (E) invokes the
Unit Editor (F). The overall analysis is composed using
the Analysis Editor, shown in Frame (D).
TRELLIS can export user's analysis in several markup
languages (plain XML, RDF, and DAML+OIL).

3

Recent Results and Ongoing Work

Recently, we have conducted an analysis of the kinds of
support and objections used in approximately 30 real arguments constructed by TRELLIS users. The arguments
spanned a variety of topics, from political and military
decisions, to merits of a given operating system, to legality of abortions, to selecting a cat or a dog as a pet.
The analysis revealed that comparisons, in some form,
are nearly universal to all arguments (a comparison is a
statement such as “ABC’s laptops are more reliable than
laptops made by XYZ”). Furthermore, comparisons can
be broken down into a number of well-defined types, a
classification which we created based on the examples
we had and additional research.
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1 Introduction

3 Efficient Service Directories

While the current WWW is most commonly accessed through
a browser, the future semantic web will be very often accessed through web services. This will require automatic
techniques for finding and then composing these services to
achieve the desired functionality.

The novelty of our approach is to consider a service description as a multidimensional data record and then use in the
directory techniques related to the indexing of such kind of
information. This approach leads to local response times in
the order of milliseconds for directories containing tens of
thousands (104 ) of service descriptions.

2 Discovery and Matchmaking of Web
Services

Property

A possible method for discovering Web Services is matchmaking. In this case the directory query (requested capabilities) is formulated in the form of a service description template that presents all the features of interest. This template
is then compared with all the entries in the directory and the
“matching” results are returned. In the example below we
well consider how the match relation is determined between
the query service Q and the library service S, that have only
one ouput defining the provided style of music.
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prop2
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prop3
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(c) Numeric encoding of a service description

Q1
Classic

Classic

Q1

S1
Instrumental

Opera

Opera

S2

Exact match

Q2

PlugIn match

Taxonomies can be numerically encoded such that inclusion relations can be determined by very simple operations
[3]. Our approach is to use an interval based representation
for both classes and properties. The method is generalised in
order to support multiple parents by allowing for the encoding of a class/property as a set of intervals instead of only a
single interval. The numeric encoding of a service description is straightforward: the pairing of properties represented
as sets of intervals with classes or values also represented as
sets of intervals can be seen as a set of rectangles in a bidimensional space having on one axis Classes or Values and on
the other Properties.

MusicStyle

Classic

Instrumental

Figure 2: Numeric encoding of a service description
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MusicStyle

S1
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Pop
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MusicStyle
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Opera
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4 Service composition with directories

Figure 1: Match types of one output of query and library services Q and S by “precision”: Exact, PlugIn, Subsumes,
Overlap.

In this paper we analise a class of algorithms for building
integrated services that incrementally extend an initial set of
propositions until the set satisfies the initial integration query.
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6 Conclusion
Q

integrate s1

integrate s2

Web services will likely be a major application of semantic
web technologies. Automatically activating web services requires solving problems of indexing and automatic service
composition. We have presented approaches to both problems.
In conclusion integrating composition planning with a directory is important to achieve scalability, and we have shown
an approach to do this that appears to be practical.

integrate s3

(a) Forward chaining approach
(b) Backward chaining approach

Q
integrate s1

integrate s4

Q
Q
integrate s2

integrate s3

integrate s5
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Figure 3: Two approaches to service integration: forward
chaining (two algorithms) and backward chaining.

5 Service composition testbed and
experimental results
For testing we have considered a model generated in a nondeterministic manner. As the main parameter of the model
we have used the number of services defined over a maximum
services size of propositions from the vocabulary of vocabulary size.
Random Model − Maximum Service Size 3
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Figure 4: Random test model: forward chaining classic, forward chaining best match and backward chaining best match.
The results show that both the forwardChainingBestMatch
and the backwardChaining algorithms make better use of the
directory and outperform the classic forwardChaining algorithm while also being more scalable. forwardChainingBestMatch and backwardChaining have comparable performance
which suggest that the decision of choosing one in favor of
the other might have to be application dependent.
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1

Introduction

ontologies and metadata. They will need a Semantic EIPs.

Knowing what you know is becoming a real problem for
many enterprises. Their intranets are full of shared information, their extranet support a flow of data both with suppliers
and customers, but they have lost the integrated view of their
information. Thus finding information for decision taking is
every day harder. A comprehensive solution to this problem
should provide at least an answer to the following questions:
What information do we have? Where is it? How did it get
there? How do I get it? How can I add more? What does it
mean?
Portals, in particular Enterprise Information Portals (EIPs),
some years ago have been brought into the limelight for their
ability to address these questions by giving a unique and
structured view of the available resources. However EIPs
cannot be considered a final solution, because they do help
people in managing the information, but they still require a
huge amount of manual work. So, we believe that using stateof-the-art web technologies will not be sufficient in the immediate future, since the lack of formal semantics will make it
extremely difficult to make the best use (either manually or
automatically) of the massive amount of stored information
and available services.

The idea
The innovative idea, first proposed by [Maedche et al., 2001],
is straightforward: can we use metadata defined by ontologies
to support the construction of portals? And if so, does it help?
Even if it might appear as a radical new departure actually it is
not. On the contrary it is the bringing together of existing and
well understood technologies: Web Frameworks (as Struts,
Jetspeed, etc. ) that implement Model-View-Controller design pattern, WWW conceptual models (as WebML [Ceri et
al., 2000]) that are proposals for the conceptual specification
(using extended E-R models) and automatic implementation
of Web sites, Ontologies to model the domain information
space, the navigation, the access and the presentation, and
Metadata to make resource descriptions available to machine
in a processable way.
The approach
Concerning modeling, we have decided to follow an approach
similar to those adopted in WWW conceptual modeling. We
model separately the domain information space, the navigation and the access. The domain information model (in this
case the corporate ontology) is a shared understanding of the
information present in the corporate semantic web (hence a
unique model) that doesn’t change, or changes slowly, over
the time. Moreover, its design is completely decoupled from
the semantic EIP design. Therefore the semantic EIP cannot
assume any “a priori” agreement except the use of a common set of primitives (e.g. OWL). However, if we want to
access the corporate semantic web using a semantic EIP we
need to define at least some upper terminology, known by
the semantic EIP, that can be employed in defining both the
navigation and the access model. The navigation models represent the heterogeneous paths the EIP users can adopt in
traversing the corporate semantic web. They are not necessarily shared among users, but they are jointly employed by
homogeneous categories of users. Navigation models should
be built by mapping the corporate ontology terminology to
the navigation upper terminology. Finally, the access models
represents collections of resources not strictly homogeneous,
highly variable and sometimes even related to a specific user,
a sort of views. Also access models can be built via mapping,
but they might require to explicitly draw some new relationships and, sometimes, also to add ad-hoc resources.

2 The concept
An ontology-oriented metadata-based solution
Metadata-based solutions provide enough machineprocessable information for automating most information
retrieval tasks, but, in a pure metadata based solution,
the meaning associated to the metadata is not machineprocessable. So a machine can process this metadata but
it cannot “reason” upon it. A good deal of help can come
from defining metadata using ontologies. In fact, ontologies,
being explicit (hence formal) conceptualisations of a shared
understanding of a domain can be used to make metadata
machine processable. Only some years ago, it was the time
for academics to experiment with such ideas, but today
metadata-based ontology-oriented solutions are becoming
feasible thanks to the ongoing Semantic Web researches.
Therefore, soon enterprises would be able to build “corporate
Semantic Web” represented by services and documents
annotated with metadata defined by a corporate ontology.
Thus they will need to update their EIPs in order to cope with
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Concerning presentation, instead of modeling it, we have
decided to use Model-View-Controller pattern, because we
don’t expect good graphic designer to be good modelers and
vice versa. This way we aspect the same advantages, in term
of visual coherence and accessibility, as modeling but at a
more affordable effort.
Furthermore, we recognize in a metadata-bases ontologyoriented solution a major progress in interoperability. So, our
approach, resigning any “a priori” agreement on the corporate ontology, enables a distributed environment where autonomous entities maintain heterogeneous shared resources,
describing them with metadata defined by the corporate ontology.

An early proof of concept

In order to proof this concept, we have built a first prototype of a semantic EIP following the presented approach (an
on-line demo is available at http://seip.cefriel.it).
We choose not to address authoring time issues but to concentrate instead on browsing time and in particular to automatic link creation. We have developed a servlet-based application that uses Velocity for implementing the model-viewcontroller pattern and RACER [Haarslev and Moller, 2001]
as reasoner. It only “knows” some properties (a first draft of
the introduced navigation and access upper terminology) but
if a user inserts an ontology and maps its properties to these
terminology the prototype is able to guide him through the
resources, he eventually describes using such ontology.

Using ontologies at authoring time
At authoring time ontologies, in particular the corporate ontology, can be exploited in supporting the editorial task. It has
already been shown that they can be employed in automating part of process for creating editorial interfaces. But we
believe most of the benefits should come from reducing the
effort required to augment resources with metadata. In the
authoring environment we envision, authors are asked only
what is strictly necessary, while the rest is inferred.

4

Conclusion

The described approach for semantic EIPs brings many innovation in EIP development. It imposes no restriction but the
use of RDF, RDF Schema and OWL in building the corporate ontology. It doesn’t require the information carried by
the metadata to be coded in any particular way, thus this information is reusable. It enables both resources and metadata
management in a distributed and autonomous way as long as
resources are network retrievable. Yet, it offers a homogeneous navigation experience over a corporate semantic web
through mapping of corporate terminology to the portal terminology.
So, a semantic EIP, built using the proposed approach, will
give a unified view of the information present in the corporate semantic web, while the enterprise can keep developing
distributed and autonomous systems on an ad-hoc basis and
singular enterprise departments can keep their degree of autonomy in managing such systems.

Using ontologies at browsing time
Web users interact with the Web in many ways, but two patterns are commonly recognized: searching and navigation.
A semantic EIP should exploit metadata and ontologies in
order to improve both interaction patterns. In particular we
want to improve searching by resource discovering and navigation by automatic link creation. On the one hand, once
an enterprise has got a corporate semantic web, search won’t
be exclusively based on full text search, but it could make
lever on semantics, so it could “analyse” the resources finding those that match the user request. Thus it is no more a
matter of searching but it becomes a matter of discovery by
matching. On the other hand, when a user has retrieved a
resource, he/she needs help in navigating to other related resources. So our idea is to insert the retrieved resource in a
navigation panel that contains automatically generated links
to the related resources.
In particular, we propose to place in the navigation panel
of a semantic EIP three different kinds of links: Access point
links that render, using one of the access models, a sort of
views to guide the user in accessing the information, categorized links that render, using one of the navigation models, a set of boxes populated with links that are the result of
a simple property-based query over the metadata describing
the retrieved resource, metadata links that provide an intuitive navigation from and to the retrieved resource following
the metadata used to describe it.
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1 Introduction

3. Class inheritance relationships are largely preserved, by
being converted into “extension” relationships between
types in the XML schema specification. This seems to
work fairly well in practice though it is not a full implementation of inheritance.

This poster describes work on mapping formal ontological
engineering products to XML schemas without resort to RDF
or DAML (a “SemWeb-Lite”, so to speak). Much of the
general problem of mapping from ontological representations to some form of XML syntax (specialized as necessary to allow knowledge structures that allow inclusion of
knowledge representation constructs) is already part of RDF
and DAML+OIL, and instead of repeating these well-known
ideas this paper attempts to focus on the specialized form of
the general problem with the additional constraints of requiring the use of XML schema while allowing the application
developers to work, albeit at a lower level of intelligent processing, without a knowledge of knowledge representation
formalisms, DAML, or OWL.

4. Metadata for classes and attributes that may be available within the ontology as documentation for classes or
slots is preserved by being placed into the “annotation”
elements allowed by the XML schema specification.

2.2

Two approaches were tried to represent structural information in document schemas. The first consisted of creating ELEMENT meta-classes with asociated additional information relating to XML structures (such as CONTAINS,
CHOICE and SEQUENCE), then using the meta-classes
for selected domain concepts (those desired to be associated with elements in the target document schema being designed), thus associating information that can be used to generate XML elements in the application schema. An alternative approach consists of reifying XML-schema relationships into a distinct ‘XML-schema’ ontology (to get ‘XMLSrelation’ classes such as Element, complexType, simpleType,
etc.) and using a selected subset of such ‘XMLS-classes’ to
create reified relations connecting instances of domain classes
with instances of XMLS-relations. In short, the domain class
is linked with a unique reified binary relation class which is
also associated with the XMLS-class xs:Element (i.e, this represents a binary relation between the xs:Element and the corresponding domain class). This approach is more difficult
for lay ontologists to understand and needs more steps during
schema design but is more sound from a knowledge representation point of view and more complete than the first since
it captures the logical interrelationships between domain ontologies and concepts in XML.

2 Translations and Mappings
The mapping of domain ontology to schemas is guided by
the rule that every class and attribute in the ontology must
be represented in the XML schema and ‘document objects’
(as compared to domain entities) should also be represented
in the source ontology (or ontologies), i.e., items such as a
‘report form’ which contains items such as names, dates, etc.,
should also be represented in one of the source ontologies.

2.1

Structural Information

Ontological Information

The main features of our approach to mapping and translation
from ontologies to XML schemas are as follows:
1. Classes in the ontology are mapped into named “complex types” in the format of the W3C XML Schema
specification slots in the ontology are generally turned
into XML “simple types”, which are (at the user’s option) either attributes for the complex types corresponding to the classes, or sub-elements in those same complex types.

2.3

2. Range restrictions on the values of slots in the ontology are preserved for integers, floats, and symbol value
types; these are converted into XML schema “restriction”s in the generated XML schemas. Numeric restrictions are converted into maximum/minimum XML
schema restrictions, and enumerated ranges are preserved as enumerations.

Products

Three levels of schemas are produced:
1. Two levels of type library schemas, one containing XML
types obtained from type information in the domain ontology, and the second corresponding to classes in the
domain ontology and complex types in XML. The types
corresponding to slots and classes are global types and
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glue for semantic web applications created at different levels
of maturity of semantic web technology — for example by
allowing a link between legacy XML applications and newer
OWL-aware applications.

have names which can be used to reference them in derived schemas.
2. An application schema with elements derived from
types in the type library, and with element structure as
entered by the schema designer.

5 Related Work

Note that since tags are uniquely associated with objects
(and attributes) in a separate ontology, the RDF advantage of
identifying names with resources is retained. It is still possible to use different tags for the same concepts and still maintain interoperability between different XML schemas derived
from the same base ontology.

An XML backend to Protégé, a tool for creating and editing ontologies and knowledge bases, [Grosso et al., 1999] is
available, and a DAML plugin is under development1. The
focus is on converting Protégé ontologies to XML or DAML
syntax respectively. The XML backend focuses on saving an
ontology itself as an XML file, not on generating an XML
schema for application programmers in the domain. There
is another plugin, the XML Tab plugin, which also stores the
ontology itself as an XML file (in a different format from the
first), which could possibly be adapted to subsequently developing a schema separately, but imposes severe limits on
what can be done in schema development, e.g., by placing
subclasses as contained elements in their superclasses. No
document schema for an application domain can be directly
developed or created. At this point of time, the DAML plugin does not convert Protégé ontologies from other formats
to DAML but only reads DAML+OIL ontologies and allows
only those ontologies to be manipulated and saved2 Additionally, there exist DAML editors similar to the system described
here which store ontological information in frame-based representations and generate DAML output in RDF/XML syntax. Klein, et al. [Klein et al., 2000] describe a translation of
OIL specifications to XML schema. That translation is similar to the part of our translation which deals with ontology
classes and slots (though not identical, it does not differ in
any significant manner), but does not deal with the question
of document structure in any detail — the question of document structure is dealt with only in passing, in terms of a
statement about defining “a grammar for entity, associat[ing]
basic datatypes with built-in datatypes, add lexical constraints
if desired”.

3 Limitations
The most significant difference between ontologies and the
XML schema syntax specification that leads to a significant
limitation in any effort to generate XML schemas from ontologies is the lack of multiple inheritance in XML Schema.
In ontologies, on the other hand, a class can be a subclass of more than one class; this cannot be directly captured in XML schemas. Other, more minor limitations arise
from the restricted number of primitive “types” in ontological engineering tools in general and Protégé in particular and
non-extensibility of the Protégé built-in type system; XML
Schema, on the other hand, has a richer set of builtin types
and allows user-defined types. This means that specifying
XML types in Protégé (to be used in generating the schemas)
requires a rather complex workaround in the schema generator and special additions to the ontology (basically, specification of XML builtin and derived types that is separate from
the Protégé type system).

4 Discussion
In effect this reproduces what DAML+OIL does — broadly
speaking, both provide an ontological backing for XML
markup. DAML does this through the DAML-ont formalism while the process described in this paper allows the retention of other ontological formalisms separately from the
document schemas, which are pure XML. Our implementation uses the Protégé knowledge base editor, but could easily
be adapted to other representations. The “online” DAML ontology used in DAML is replaced by “off-line” ontological
knowledge (which could still be made accessible if needed
by a program, but since the XML schema is available, the
ontological knowledge need not be transferred unless it is
needed). The XML programmer is relieved from the need
to learn a new formalism and new software tools but a transition path to newer technology such as OWL is kept open even
for applications originally written to use ordinary XML.
As mentioned earlier, any application domain almost certainly has many different XML schemas for different applications in use. It is possible to extract ontological knowledge
from these schemas (an active area of research in knowledge
acquisition and ontological engineering). Combined with an
approach like that described here, it becomes possible to assure interoperability for documents that originally used (and
which may continue to use) different XML tags for the same
information. In addition, tools such as this will contribute the
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help in the merging process by finding plausible links
between symbols in the two ontologies to be merged. A
set of such links is called a mapping. Mappings can be
generated by looking for similarities of names of symbols, and of topological relationships among them. Our
focus is on what happens after the merged ontology is
built, not on building it.

1 Introduction
One major goal of the Semantic Web is to get web-based
agents to process and “understand” data rather than merely
display them as at present [Berners-Lee et al., 2001 ]. Ontologies, which are defined as the formal specification of a vocabulary of concepts and axioms relating them, are seen as playing a key role in describing the “semantics” of the data. As
more and more ontologies are developed, the problem arises
of communicating between agents that use different vocabularies. Any message or query sent from agent A to agent
B must be translated from A’s notation to B’s. We call this
process ontology translation.
We assume that translation can be modeled as a first-order
deductive process. An attractive special case of deduction is
that performed by description-logic (DL) systems. For many
such systems, some inference problems are decidable. We
must reject this alternative for a couple of reasons. One is
that the wholesale translation of data from one notation to
another requires forward chaining, whereas DL’s are oriented
around answering queries [Baader et al., 2003 ]. Another is
that different ontologies can embody fundamentally different
analyses of a domain, especially if their foci are different.
One may draw many and subtle distinctions where the other
makes do with very superficial classifications. The axioms
linking them together go beyond what DLs can express.
Our strategy, therefore, has been to use a first-order theorem prover, with forward and backward chaining plus equality substitution. Before going into details, we should make
sure that the ontology translation problem is distinguished
from two closely related problems.

Our system is called OntoMerge. The merge of two related
ontologies is obtained by taking the union of the terms and
the axioms defining them, using XML namespaces to avoid
name clashes. We then add bridging axioms that relate the
concepts in one ontology to the concepts in the other through
the terms in the merge. Devising and maintaining a merged
ontology must be done by human experts, both domain specialists and “knowledge engineers.” Once the merged ontology is built, ontology translation can proceed without further
human intervention. The inference mechanism we use, a theorem prover optimized for the ontology-translation task, is
called OntoEngine [Dou et al., 2002 ]. We use it for dataset
translation, query handling, and other tasks space precludes
us from describing.
Our internal representation language is Web-PDDL [McDermott and Dou, 2002 ], a strongly typed first-order logic
language with Lisp-like syntax. It extends the Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [McDermott, 1998 ] with
XML namespaces and more flexible notations for axioms.
Web-PDDL can be used to represent ontologies, datasets and
queries. Figure 1 shows an example, part of the merged ontology (or “domain,” to use the PDDL term) that links two genealogy ontologies, one produced by DRC and one by BBN.
Note that even for a topic as simple as roles in a marriage,
and even though both are based on the GEDCOM genealogy
notation, a widely accepted standard, the two component domains reflect different design decisions. The DRC ontology
has separate predicates husband and wife, and the BBN
version has one predicate spouseIn plus a specification of
a person’s gender. The axiom shown is one of those required
in order to relate the two. (The “@” notation is for namespace
prefixes.) In our experience, most axioms are simpler than
this, and could easily be expressed in a DL. However, there
are almost always a substantial set of bridging axioms that
are either impossible to express in DL terms, or expressible
only by contortions that result in obscure, bug-prone formalizations.

1. Syntactic translation: There are a wide variety of data
formats used to express information. Many are based
on XML. Almost all can be translated into first-order
logic, and can be generated from a first-order equivalent.
We assume these processes are already automated. For
instance, we provide front- and back-end translators to
translate our internal notation to RDF.
2. Ontology mapping: Before translation is possible, the
ontologies involved must be merged, yielding a merged
ontology that captures the relationships between them.
It is a reasonable conjecture that automated tools can
∗
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(define (domain drc_bbn_gen_merging)
(:extends (uri "http://orlando.drc.com/daml/Ontology/Genealogy
/3.1/Gentology-ont.daml"
:prefix drc_ged)
(uri "http://www.daml.org/2001/01/gedcom/gedcom.daml"
:prefix bbn_ged))
(:types

Individual - Person
Male Female - Individual ...)

(:facts
(forall (f - Family w - Individual m - Marriage)
(if (and (@bbn_ged:sex w "F")
(@bbn_ged:spouseIn w f)
(@bbn_ged:marriage f m))
(wife f w))) ...))

Figure 1: Fragment of a Merged Ontology
this area. In return for user input about a translation problem,
the OntoMerge staff will undertake to produce a merged ontology that solves the problem. We are also working on automated tools that will allow domain experts to generate merged
ontologies with less intervention from OntoMerge experts.
To summarize: Without waiting for the existence of perfect ontology-mapping tools, we have produced the world’s
first ontology-translation service on the World Wide Web. It
serves as a demonstration that first-order inference is a viable
technique for doing ontology translation between web agents.
It is also ready to perform as a web service itself, acting as an
intermediary between agents speaking different languages.

The problem of translating datasets can be expressed abstractly thus: given a set of facts in one vocabulary (the
source), infer the largest possible set of consequences in another (the target). We break this process into two phases:
1. Inference: working in the merged ontology, draw inferences from source facts.
2. Projection: Retain conclusions that are expressed purely
in the target vocabulary.
In an experiment with a genealogy dataset containing
21164 facts using the BBN ontology (concerning the pedigrees of European royalty for several centuries), OntoEngine
was able to generate an equivalent dataset in the DRC ontology containing 26956 facts. The time taken was 59 seconds on a Pentium III workstation running at 800 MHz, with
256Mbytes of RAM. In another experiment involving geographic ontologies, 4611 input facts were translated into 4014
output facts in 18 seconds. OntoEngine is written in Java, and
could be considerably faster if converted to Lisp or C++, but
our current throughput of hundreds of output facts per second is quite adequate for the small-to-middle-sized datasets
we expect in semantic-web applications. For larger datasets
one would rethink the translation task in terms of backward
chaining, in which queries are translated, not the datasets
used to answer them. Obviously, for both forward and backward chaining, the timings one can expect for a given domain
are dependent on its axioms, and the undecidability of firstorder inference means that there exist domains for which this
whole approach will fail completely. Our experience, however, is that ontology-translation tasks do not require intricate
theorem proving with its attendant combinatorial explosions.
Prospective users should check out the OntoMerge website:
http://cs-www.cs.yale.edu/homes/dvm/daml
/ontology-translation.html
We have put all URLs of existing merged ontologies there.
The Ontomerge service is designed to solicit descriptions of
ontology-translation problems, even when OntoMerge can’t
solve them, thereby letting us know of real-world problems in
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1 Introduction

the tickets are gone, the system should respond politely
to subsequent requests. Alternatively, you may sell the
tickets to the highest bidder and have the system help
you with that task.
These examples are of course illustrative rather than exhaustive. Because email is not set up to handle these tasks effectively, accomplishing them manually can be tedious, timeconsuming, and error-prone.
In general, there are at least three ways in which semantics
can be used to streamline aspects of our email habitat:

There is significant interest in making portions of the WWW
machine understandable as part of the broad vision known as
the “Semantic Web”. While the WWW is a rich information
space in which we spend significant amounts of time, many of
us spend even more time on email. In contrast to the WWW,
where most of our interactions involve consuming data, with
email we both create and consume data. With the exception
of the generic header fields associated with each email message, email messages typically do not have semantic features.
While the majority of email will remain this way, this paper
argues that adding semantic features to email offers opportunities for improved productivity while performing some very
common tasks. To illustrate, consider several examples:
In the simplest case, imagine sending an email with a
talk announcement. With appropriate semantics attached
to the email, sending this message can also result in automatically (1) posting the announcement to a talks web
site, and (2) sending a reminder the day before the talk.
Suppose you are organizing a PC meeting and you want
to know which PC members will stay for dinner after the
meeting. Currently, you need to send out the question
and compile the replies manually, leafing through emails
one by one. With semantic email, the PC members can
provide the reply in a way that can be interpreted by a
program and compiled properly. In addition, after a few
days, unresponsive PC members can be automatically reminded to respond, and those who have said they’re not
coming to the PC meeting need not be bothered with this
query at all. This represents a substantial improvement
over current practice where members of mailing lists are
subjected to repeated entreaties to respond, even though
many of them have already done so.
As a variant of the above example, suppose you are organizing a balanced potluck, where people should bring
either an appetizer, entree, or dessert, and you want to ensure that the meal is balanced. In addition to the features
of the previous example, here semantic email can help
ensure that the potluck is indeed balanced by examining
the replies and requesting changes where necessary.
As a final example, suppose you want to give away tickets to a concert that you cannot use. You would like to
send out an announcement and have the semantic email
system give out the tickets to the first respondents. When

1. Update: we can use an email message to add data to
some source (e.g., a web page, as in our first example).
2. Query: email messages can be used to query other users
for information. Semantics associated with such queries
can then be used to automatically answer common questions (e.g., asking for my phone number or for directions
to my office).
3. Process: semantic email can manage simple but timeconsuming processes that we currently handle manually.





The techniques needed to support the first two uses of semantic email depend on whether the message is written in
text by the user or formally generated by a program on the
sender’s end. In the user-generated case, we would need sophisticated methods for extracting the precise update or query
from the text. In both cases, we require some methods to
ensure that the sender and receiver share terminologies in a
consistent fashion.
This paper focuses on the third use of semantic email to
streamline processes, as we believe it has the greatest promise
for increasing productivity and is where the most pain is currently being felt by users. Some hardcoded email processes,
such as the meeting request feature in Outlook, invitation
management via Evite, and contact management via GoodContacts, have made it into popular use already. Each of these
commercial applications is limited in its scope, but validates
our claim about user pain. Our goal in this paper is to sketch a
general infrastructure for semantic email processes. Feature
rich email systems such as Microsoft’s Outlook/Exchange offer forms and scripting capabilities that could be used to implement some email processes. However, it is much harder
for casual users to create processes using arbitrary scripts, and
furthermore, the results would not have the formal properties
that our model provides.
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provides us with an RDF-based infrastructure for managing
email data and integrating with web-based data sources and
services. For instance, the M ANGROVE web calendar accepts
event information via email or from a web page. In addition,
the RSVP email process could easily be expanded to accept
an event description from an existing web page, then monitor
this web data for location or time changes to include in a reminder email. Likewise, a semantic email client could utilize
data from M ANGROVE to answer common questions. When
previously unknown questions are answered manually by the
user, these responses could be stored for future use, thus enabling the automatic acquisition of semantic knowledge over
time. Future work will consider additional ways to synergistically leverage data from both the web and email worlds.

4 Related Work and Conclusion
Information Lens [Malone et al., 1987] used forms to enable a
user to generate a single email message with semi-structured
content that might assist recipients with filtering and prioritizing that message. Mangrove’s SEPs generalize this earlier
work by enabling users to create an email process consisting of a set of interrelated messages governed by useful constraints. In addition, Mangrove extends Information Lens’s
rule-based message processing to support more complex reasoning based on information from multiple messages and data
imported from web sources. Consequently, Mangrove’s SEPs
support a much broader range of applications than those possible with Information Lens [Etzioni et al., 2003].
We have introduced a paradigm for semantic email and
described a class of semantic email processes. These automated processes offer tangible productivity gains on emailmediated tasks that are currently performed manually in a tedious, time-consuming, and error-prone manner. Moreover,
semantic email opens the way to scaling similar tasks to large
numbers of people in a manner that is not feasible with today’s person-processed email. For example, large organizations could conduct surveys and voting via email with guarantees on the behavior of these processes. Future work will
explore additional applications, extend our formal analysis,
and investigate any impediments to widespread adoption.
Finally, we see semantic email as a first step in a tighter integration of the semantic web and email. In essence, we have
described a concrete approach to generalizing the original vision of the semantic web to also encompass email.

Figure 1: A message sent to recipients in a “Balanced potluck”

process. The bold text at the top is a form used for human recipients
to respond, while the bold text at the bottom is a query that maps
their textual response to a formal language (e.g., RDF).

2 Formal model of Semantic Email Processes
We model a semantic email process (SEP) as an RDF data set
affected by messages from a set of participants, controlled by
a set of constraints over the data set.1 For instance, when executing we may constrain a “potluck” process so it results in a
balanced number of appetizers, entrees, and desserts. Figure
1 shows the initial message that would be sent to the participants in such a process. Users respond via any email client,
and then (based on the constraints and other responses so far)
the system either accepts the response or suggests alternative
choices to the participant.
Our model enables us to pose several formal inference
problems that can help guide the creation of SEPs as well as
manage their life cycle. For instance, we have proven that, in
many common cases (including all of the examples described
here), the problem of inferring whether a specific message
from a participant may be accepted and still allow the process
constraints to be eventually satisfied is in P-time [Etzioni et
al., 2003]. Other tractable (and useful) inference problems include the ability to determine the set of all possible responses
that may be accepted by a process in its current state.
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We have developed a prototype semantic email system and
deployed it for public use.2 So far we have developed simple
processes to perform functions like collecting RSVPs, giving
tickets away, and organizing a balanced potluck; these can be
customized for many other purposes (e.g., to collect N volunteers instead of give away N tickets).
The prototype is integrated within our larger M AN GROVE [McDowell et al., 2003] semantic web system. This
1

Note that the users of SEPs are not expected to understand or
directly use the formal model. Generic SEPs are created by programmers and invoked by untrained users via a simple form.
2
See www.cs.washington.edu/research/semweb/email
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to which provenance-related attributes may be ascribed.
Static KP focuses on provenance of static and certain
information. Basically, any proposition has a truth value
of: True, False or Unknown. The default truth value is
"Unknown".
In the following, the underlying concepts of Static
Knowledge Provenance are explored in the context of
two case studies.

1. Introduction
This paper addresses the problem of how to determine
the validity of web information. The problem arises from
many directions: information may no longer be relevant
(e.g., discontinued products or old operating procedures),
may contain incorrect information (e.g., news stories), or
may even be outright lies. For example, in 1999, two men
posted fraudulent corporate information on electronic
bulletin boards, which caused the stock price of a company (NEI) to soar from $0.13 to $15, resulting in their
making a profit of more than $350,000 [Mayorkas]. This
example reveals a problem: anyone can publish information on the web, the information may be true or false,
valid or dated, however, no tool exists to discern the differences.
In this paper, Knowledge Provenance (KP) is proposed to address this problem by introducing standards
and methods for how to model and maintain the evolution
and validity of web information. KP need answer the
following major questions. For any piece of web information, what is the truth value of it? who created it? Can
it be believed? KP builds on research in trust management by providing means of propagating information
validity over the web assuming its original sources are
trusted.
Philosophically, we believe the web will always be a
morass of uncertain and incomplete information. But we
also believe that it is possible to annotate web content to
create islands of certainty. Towards this end, Knowledge
Provenance introduces 4 levels of Provenance that range
from strong provenance (corresponding to high certainty)
to weak provenance (corresponding to high uncertainty).
Level 1 (Static KP) focuses on provenance of static and
certain information; Level 2 (Dynamic KP) considers
how the validity of information may change over time;
Level 3 (Uncertain KP) considers information whose validity is inherently uncertain; Level 4 (Judgment-based
KP) focuses on social processes necessary to support
provenance. This paper focuses on Static KP.

Case 1: Asserted Information
Consider the proposition found on a web page that "perennial sea ice in the Arctic is melting faster than previously thought at a rate of 9 percent per decade." From a
provenance perspective, there are three questions that
have to be answered: 1) what is the truth value of this
proposition? 2) Who asserted this proposition? 3) Should
we believe the person or organization that asserted it? In
this example, a further examination of the text of the web
page provides the answers: it can be believed as a true
proposition, asserted by NASA, whom most people believe is an authority on the subject. Question is, how can
this provenance information be represented directly without having to resort to Natural Language Processing of
the page?
Other examples of asserted information include assertions made by persons or organizations, statistical data
and observation data such as stock quotes and weather
readings issued by organizations.
Case 2: Dependent Information
Consider the following information found in another web
page: "In 2002, a satellite-based survey [NASA2002]
found that ‘Arctic sea ice coverage fell from around 6.5
million square kilometres to around 5.5 million square
kilometres in one year’. The melting sea ice threatens to
drive polar bears extinct within 100 years." It contains
two propositions. The first is a quotation of the proposition in the previous case. The second is a derived conclusion, and the first is a premise of the second. What makes
this case more interesting is that determining the truth of
theses propositions is dependent upon other propositions
that may be in other web pages. These types of propositions are called "dependent propositions" in KP. There
are two types of dependency occurring. The first is quotation. The reproduction of a proposition is called
“equivalent proposition” for it has the equivalent truth
value as original proposition. Secondly, a proposition
can be derived using logical deduction. Hence, the truth
of the derived conclusion depends on the truth of the

2.What is Static Knowledge Provenance?
The basic unit of web information to be considered in KP
is a "proposition". A proposition, as defined in First Order Logic, is a declarative sentence that is either true or
false. A proposition is the smallest piece of information
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premise and upon some hidden reasoning that led to the
deduction. This type of derived proposition is classified
as "derived information".
In practice, a proposition may be derived by applying
different axioms. Derived propositions may also be dependent upon disjunctions, conjunctions and/or negations
of other propositions.
From these two cases, a number of concepts required
for reasoning about provenance emerge:
• Text is divided into propositions;
• Asserted proposition must have digital signature to
guarantee author identification and information integrity;
• To believe an asserted proposition, its creator must be
trusted on a topic which the assertion belongs to;
• Info dependencies must be maintained;
• A dependent proposition can be an equivalent copy or
the result of a reasoning process;
• Validity judgment is based on trust relations (whom
can be trusted in a specific field) and information dependency. So, provenance is context sensitive. The
context is the trust relations that the provenance requester has.

truth_value="True"
is_dependent_on="#MeltingArcticSeaIce"
creator="Andrew Derocher”
in_field="Polar Bears"
>
<kp:proposition_content> The melting sea ice threatens to drive polar bears extinct within 100 years
</kp:proposition_content>
</kp:Derived_prop>
For the first step, we have implemented the Static KP
model with an experimental system, called RDFS-Prolog.
The following figure illustrates provenance reasoning in
the second case of section 2.
Derived_prop:"EndangeredPolarBears"
creator: Andrew Derocher
in_field: "Polar Bears"
digital_sig_verif_status: "Verified"

Trusted_truth_value: "True"
because:
(1) A. Derocher is trusted in
"Polar Bears"
(2) dependency prop. is "True"

is_dependent_on

Equivalent_prop:"MeltingArcticSeaIce"
creator: Andrew Derocher
in_field: Arctic Environment
digital_sig_verif_status: "Verified"

3. Axioms

Trusted_truth_value: "True"
because:
(1) A. Derocher is trusted in
"Arctic Environment"
(2) dependency prop. is "True"

15 Static KP axioms have been defined in FOL to specify
truth conditions of KP-props [Fox & Huang 2003]. Major
considerations of the axioms are as follows:
• A proposition is "trusted", if its creator is "trusted" in
the topic covering the proposition, and its digital signature is "Verified“.
• An asserted-prop has its trusted truth value* as specified by its creator, if it is trusted.
• An equivalent-prop has the same trusted truth value as
the proposition it depends on, if this equivalent-prop
is “trusted”.
• A derived-prop has its trusted truth value as specified,
if it is "trusted" and the proposition it depends on
(premise) is trusted to be “True”.
• The creator and digital signature of a web document
are the default creator and digital signature of each
proposition contained in the web document.

A Static Knowledge Provenance analyzer (based on
earlier version of KP1 model) has been implemented in
JAVA as a service available over the web at
http://www.eil.utoronto.ca/kp1/. Given a URL, the analyzer extracts KP-props and their descriptions, and follows paths through the web to accumulate provenance
information. The KP analysis result is then displayed in
the web browser.

4. Implementation & Example
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Introduction

and thus aim for a reification that accounts to some extent for
the partial and hybrid structure of such entities.
From the logical viewpoint, any reification of theories and
models provides a first order representation. From the ontological engineering viewpoint, a straightforward reification
is not enough, since the elements resulting from reification
must be framed within an ontology, possibly built according
to a foundational ontology.

We propose a mechanism to mime the human cognitive ability to contextualize our ontological commitments, even when
we have scanty evidence of them. This ability originates from
extensive reification, and from the representation of other
cognitive processes described e.g. by Gestalt psychology
[Köhler, 1947], which allow us to refer synthetically to some
commonly agreed context labels.
From the Semantic Web perspective, we propose that when a complete theory is lacking- we may still recurse to
context to help interpretation. An ontological context can be
preliminarily defined here as a first-order entity, usually quite
complex, which is defined by certain typical elements that result from the reification of the elements of a theory.
We have developed and are exploiting an ontology of contexts, called Descriptions and Situations (D&S), which provides a principled approach to context reification through a
clear separation of states-of-affairs and their interpretation
based on a non-physical context, called a description. The
ontology of descriptions also offers a situtation-description
template and reification rules for the principal categories of
the DOLCE foundational ontology. Both DOLCE and the
D&S extension to DOLCE are being developed in the EU
WonderWeb project1 .

2

3

The Descriptions and Situations ontology (D&S) is an attempt to define a theory that supports a first-order manipulation of theories and models, independently from the particular
foundational ontology it is plugged in.
When we try to describe a state of affairs (not considered
here as a model) according to a theory, some structure (a
model) emerges (this reflects the ”cognitive structuring” process). The emerging structure is not necessarily equivalent to
the ”real” structure.
D&S represents this intuition as an ”epistemological layering”, consisting of assuming that any logical structure Li (either formal or capable of being at least partly formalised) is
built upon a state of affairs described according to a theory Ti
(either formal or capable of being at least partly formalised).
In other words, Ti describes what kind of ontological commitment Li is supposed to represent within the epistemological layer that is shared by the encoder of an ontology. Epistemological layering reflects the so-called ”figure-ground shifting” cognitive process.
D&S implements reification rules for any Ti , called a description, and a basic framework for any Li , called a situation,
and for their elements.

Approach

Foundational ontologies such as DOLCE are ontologies that
contain a specification of domain-independent concepts and
relations based on formal principles derived from linguistics, philosophy, and mathematics [Masolo et al., 2002].
While formalizing the principles governing physical objects
or events is relatively straightforward, intuition comes to odds
when an ontology needs to be extended with non-physical
objects, such as social institutions, organizations, plans, regulations, narratives, mental contents, schedules, parameters,
diagnoses, etc.
In general, we feel entitled to say that representing ontological (reified) contexts is a difficult alternative to avoid,
when so much domain-oriented and linguistic categorisations
involve reification. However, we also want to provide an explicit account of the contextual nature of non-physical entities
1

D&S: an ontology of descriptions

3.1

Implementation of D&S in DOLCE

DOLCE has four top categories: endurant (including object
and substance-like entities), perdurant (event- and state-like
entities), quality (individual attributes), and abstract (mainly
conceptual regions for attributes of entities) [Masolo et al.,
2002].
A situation is a (new) top category in DOLCE, while a description is a non-physical endurant. A description may be
satisfied by a state of affairs. A description satisfied by a state
of affairs is an s-description. A state of affairs satisfying a
description is a situation.

http://wonderweb.semanticweb.org
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Figure 1: UML overview of the D&S ontology of descriptions
• An ontology of communication. We have used D&S
to formalize Roman Jacobson’s theory of communication and the theory of semiotics developed by Ferdinand
de Saussure. Theories of communication and interpretation exhibit a clear contextual nature in giving structure
(“meaning”) to an underlying exchange of symbols.
We have extended and used this ontology to describe
communication in a Semantic Web experiment, a peerto-peer ontology-based knowledge sharing environment
developed within the EU SWAP project 2 .
• An ontology of Web Services. In our latest work, we
apply the D&S template to develop an ontology of (web)
services which takes into account the multitude of views
on a service: the offering of the provider, the expectations of the requestor, the contract agreed, the service
norms etc.
This ontology serves as an upper layer of the ontologies
used to describe the software components hosted by the
Application Server for the Semantic Web (ASSW), the
central brokering facility in the WonderWeb infrastructure.

Concerning the reification of the elements of a theory, the
descriptions that reify a selection rule on DOLCE regions
(e.g. speed limit or visibility) are called parameters, the
descriptions that reify a functional property of DOLCE endurants (e.g. citizen or judge) are called functional roles, and
the descriptions that reify sequences of DOLCE perdurants
(e.g. schedule or pathway) are called courses.
Situations and s-descriptions are systematically related as
shown in Fig. 1. The basic relation is ”selects”, and it reifies
the instantiation relation between an individual in a model
and a concept in a theory. Within DOLCE, selects relates
components of an s- description to instances of DOLCE categories. Intuitively, selects(x,y) binds an individual y classified in a DOLCE category to a situation s that satisfies the
s-description d that has x as a component. In particular: parameters are valued-by regions, f-roles play endurants, and
courses sequence perdurants.
D&S results to be a theory of ontological contexts because
it is capable to describe various notions of context (physical
and non-physical situations, topics, provisions, plans, assessments, beliefs, etc.) as first-order entities.
Examples of descriptions and situations include a clinical
condition (situation) with a diagnosis (s-description) made by
some agent (f-role), a case in point (situation) constrained by
a certain norm (s-description), a murder (situation) reported
by a witness (functional role) in a testimony (s-description),
a 40kmph (region) as the value for a speed limit (parameter)
in the context of an accident (state of affairs) described as
a speed excess case (situation) in an area covered by traffic
code (s-description) etc.

4
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Applications

The Descriptions and Situations ontology as a template for
context modelling have been applied in a number of ontology
developments:
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The goal of our work is to capture the results of
analyzing various information sources consulted by content
developers as they design the detailed contents of a
knowledge base.
IKRAFT (Interactive Knowledge
Representation and Acquisition from Text) is a tool that
enables content developers to keep track of the knowledge
sources and intermediate knowledge fragments that result
in a formalized piece of knowledge, described in detail in
[1]. We have extended IKRAFT so that it can be used to
create RDF Schemas that are linked to the original
documents consulted by the user and to intermediate
statements derived from those documents. The resulting
semantic markup is enhanced with pointers that capture the
rationale of its development.
Figure 1 illustrates how IKRAFT helps users create
annotations. First, the user selects original sources (shown
on the top right) and selects from them relevant knowledge
fragments by highlighting them in the source text. Then the
user restates the knowledge fragments in terse English
statements (shown on the top left). Typically these new
fragments are phrased as unambiguously and briefly as
possible. They may be organized in a list of items and subitems. The developer may combine two or more fragments
into one sentence, or break a fragment into several
sentences that reflect different aspects of the content
discussed. IKRAFT will keep pointers back to the
document fragments that were highlighted by the user in
creating each statement. Finally, the user formalizes those
fragments into the target representation (shown at the
bottom). Notice that some of the fragments may extend
existing definitions in pre-developed schemas or
ontologies. IKRAFT generates RDF Schemas to reflect the
classes and constraints defined by the user, and include
pointers to the original documents.
Figure 2 shows how IKRAFT supports an application
that we are currently developing to create end-to-end
earthquake simulations from smaller components that
model different aspects of the simulation and represented
as web services [2]. Each simulation model is designed by
scientists to take into account specific types of earth
shaking phenomena, which result in constraints that should
be taken into account by the end users (e.g., building
engineers) using the models. In this application, users can
access the documentation of the simulation models by
retrieving the IKRAFT annotations that justify each
constraint.

Abstract
We propose a new approach to develop semantic
annotations that captures at different levels of formality and
specificity how a user decided to render each statement after
consulting a set of documents that may or may not be
consistent or contributing to the final statement entered by
the user. We believe that this kind of trace of information
about how each annotation is defined will make the
annotations easier to reuse, extend, and translate. We are
investigating these issues with IKRAFT, an interactive tool
to elicit from users the rationale for choices and decisions as
they analyze information used in building semantic markup
annotations. IKRAFT helps users create semantic markup
grounded in the original documents that the user consulted
to create it, including documents that were considered but
were dismissed and intermediate statements used in the
creation of the final markup.

Introduction
Our work investigates an alternative design of ontologies
and knowledge bases in the Semantic Web that may avoid
the challenges that arise in understanding, reusing,
extending, translating, and merging existing technology for
knowledge bases. Large knowledge bases contain a wealth
of information, and yet browsing through them often leaves
an uneasy feeling that one has to take the developer's word
for why certain things are represented in certain ways, why
other things were not represented at all, and where might
we find a piece of related information that we know is
related under some context. Whatever fits the language
will be represented and other things are left out, for reasons
such as available time and resources or perhaps lack of
detailed understanding of some aspects of the knowledge
being specified. When the knowledge base needs to be
extended or updated, the rationale for their design is lost
and needs to be at least partially reconstructed. The
knowledge sources are no longer readily available and may
need to be accessed. While it is the case that entire
knowledge bases can be reused and incorporated into new
systems, it is harder to extract only relevant portions of
them that are appropriate in the new application. Parts of
the knowledge base may be too inaccurate for the new task,
or may need to be modeled in a different way to take into
account relevant aspects of the new application.
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Figure 1: IKRAFT interface for creating semantic annotations.

Figure 2. Using IKRAFT in an earthquake simulation application.

IKRAFT captures the rationale for modeling the
knowledge the way it appears in the semantic annotations.
We believe that this facilitates future extensions of the
annotations by other users, as well as integration across
diverse schemas and ontologies.
We are currently extending IKRAFT with natural
language processing tools to support the formalization of
the statements and the mapping of terms to pre-existing
schemas and ontologies. We continue to use it for content
development, and plan to release IKRAFT open source in
the near future.
References

Backing up the formalized constraints with the
appropriate documentation sources is very useful,
especially when users need to make judgments about the
severity and possible dismissal of constraint violations. In
addition, it is useful to accommodate constraints in
different degrees of formalization since some
characteristics of the models are hard to formalize (e.g.,
that the model relies on “recordings with unknown or poor
estimates of magnitude mechanism distance or site
excluded from data set”).
In summary, in developing a semantic model of some
body of knowledge, users may consult many sources
presenting contradictory or complementary information,
analyze the different implications of each alternative belief,
and decide what and how to model the knowledge. Instead
of having annotations that only represent their final beliefs,

[1] Y. Gil and V. Ratnakar. 2002. "IKRAFT: Interactive Knowledge
Representation and Acquisition from Text", Proceedings of EKAW02. http://www.isi.edu/~gil/papers/ikraft-ekaw02.pdf.
[2] http://www.isi.edu/ikcap/docker.
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1 Introduction
This paper presents a novel approach to apply Semantic
Web technologies to groupware and KnowWho in Knowledge Management.
Most groupware combine some applications such as a
scheduler, mailer, BBS, etc. and integrate information in
application-oriented manners. Generally, they work well if
all the group members use the same product. However, as our
work style is changing rapidly and a group is becoming flexible, it is hard to imagine all members use the same software
application. Here, required information sharing approach is
not by application-oriented but contents-oriented.
The Semantic Web is also aimed at integrating heterogeneous Web contents in a content-oriented manner by using
metadata and ontology. To cope with the above problems
in groupware, we utilize Semantic Web technologies such as
RDF (Resource Description Framework) and Web Ontology
to Knowledge Management in intranets.
Figure 1: Architecture of WorkWare++

2 Semantic groupware: WorkWare++
Our system called WorkWare++ is not only a yet another
groupware but also a meta-level groupware that can produce,
integrate, and manage metadata about people, documents,
schedulers, and so on of heterogeneous applications using
RDF.
Figure 1 shows the architecture of WorkWare++. WorkWare++ is composed of three layers: the application layer,
the metadata layer, and the multiple views layer. WorkWare++ not only manages persons’ schedule, but also semiautomatically relates employee databases, office documents,
E-mail, and schedule information semantically in the metadata layer. The relations are stored in RDF metadata.
Metadata management of WorkWare++ consists of two
steps: metadata generation and link attachment.
First, WorkWare++ generates five kinds of metadata from
applications as shown in Figure 2. Properties of Document
objects are extracted from office documents and E-mail by
information extraction technologies. Properties of Employee
are given from the employee database. Properties of Schedule objects are given from the scheduler. Sometimes, the
same meeting is represented in different strings by different
person. To integrate such information, WorkWare++ semiautomatically generates Meeting objects.
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Second, WorkWare++ attaches links among existing different kind of RDF nodes such as Meeting-Employee and
Document-Employee, using ontology matching techniques
such as name identification. For example, by comparing Employee’s Name to Document’s Author, the name identification
makes the link between them as “dc:creator” link. The links
between Employee objects and Meeting objects is also similar as “Participant” link. The links between Document objects
and Meeting objects are currently given manually as “Has a”
link. Thus, each object is semi-automatically connected, and
becomes to a large-scale network structure.

3 KnowWho in WorkWare++
KnowWho processes are not so simple as to input several keywords and find related person like the bag-of-words model
in document retrieval. There are several paths to find and
reach desired people, for example, skill keywords, related
documents, related person, and so on. Here, we treat the
KnowWho process of WorkWare++ as a sequence of searching and visualizing information around people, documents,
schedules, and skill keywords.

Figure 2: Metadata in WorkWare++
WorkWare++ enables the following navigation steps to access a skilled person from starting topic keywords.

Figure 3: Technical Term Map for a topic keyword “XML”

1. Find target technologies from starting topic keywords
(Technical Term Map).
2. Find skilled groups of the target technologies (Personal
Connection Map).
3. Find the most skilled person in the group by comparing
personal skills (Personal Skill History Map).
The navigation steps are performed with a high speed fulltext XML search engine [Nakao and Igata, 2002] and visual
text mining engine . We applied WorkWare++ with about
1,000 employees and tens of thousands of documents.
Figure 3 is an example of the technical term map. This
map visualizes the relations between technical terms and organizations that relate to a topic keyword “XML”. This map
is made from Document (with Keyword), and Employee objects in Figure2. Node’s names of the map, for example, are
given from Keyword’s String and Employee’s Organization.
The relevance of each node is derived from the co-occurrence
in the same document.
Figure 4 is an example of The personal connection map.
This map visualizes the closeness of people, which is derived
from the co-participant relations from Meeting. Related people are selected from Meeting and the number of Document
that contain the relevant keywords. The map clarifies keypersons who connect the subgroups.
The personal skill map visualizes personal skill keywords
in a time series. Transition of skill keywords is derived from
combination of Employee and Document.

4 Concluding Remarks
WorkWare++ has the following features:
1. Semi-automatically generating RDF metadata around
person from his routine work.
2. Searching and visualizing information around people,
documents, schedules, and skill keywords.
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Figure 4: Personal Connection Map
We checked several KnowWho results of more than 1,000
employees of our research departments and the quality is reasonable. But it may be based on the work style of researches,
i.e., most of the results are given as a set of documents such
as papers. Researchers who output a certain keyword frequently in papers can be seen as specialists of the keyword
topic. However, another kind of workers such as SystemEngineers, they seldom write accurate documents. Even in
the intranets, not all the information is trustworthy. We are
now extending WorkWare++ to other departments, and the
solution to this problem is one of our remaining research topics.
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x )XOOVXSSRUWRIDWOHDVWRQHRQWRORJLFDOIRUPDOLVP VXFK
DV GHVFULSWLRQ ORJLFV >%DDGHU @ ILUVW RUGHU ORJLF
DQGRWKHUV ZLWKSUHVHQFHRIUHDVRQHUV
x &RQYHQLHQW XVHU LQWHUIDFH IRU PDQLSXODWLRQ RI ORJLFDO
H[SUHVVLRQV
x $ELOLW\ WR LQWHJUDWH WKDW WRRO ZLWK D VSHFLILF GRPDLQ
HQYLURQPHQW $3, 
x $ELOLW\ WR PDQLSXODWH RQWRORJLHV DQG WKHLU HOHPHQWV
IURPVSHFLILFGRPDLQHQYLURQPHQW $3, 
x )DVWDQGSRUWDEOHXVHULQWHUIDFH
x $ELOLW\ WR ZRUN ZLWK VWUXFWXUHG ³RQWRORJLFDO SURMHFWV´
EXWQRWZLWK³ILOHV´
x $ELOLW\ WR VZLWFK DPRQJ RQWRORJLFDO IRUPDOLVPV IRU
UHVHDUFKSXUSRVHV
:H QRWLFHG WKDW WKH VDPH UHTXLUHPHQWV DULVH RIWHQ
ZLWKLQ WKH YDULHW\ RI RWKHU GRPDLQV ZKHUH RQWRORJLHV DUH
XVHG PDQXIDFWXULQJHQJLQHHULQJFRQILJXUDWLRQHWF 
7KHQ ZH KDYH VWXGLHG WKH VWDWH RI WKH DUW RI RQWRORJ\
FUHDWLRQHGLWLRQWRROVDQGSURJUDPPLQJLQWHUIDFHV+RZHYHU
QRWRROFRPSOLHGZLWKRXUUHTXLUHPHQWVDQGZDVFRQYHQLHQW
IRURXUQHHGV7KXVWKHGHFLVLRQWRFUHDWHRZQSODWIRUPZDV
WDNHQ7KHQDPHRIWKHSODWIRUPLV'/ZRUNEHQFK VKRUWRI
'HVFULSWLRQ /RJLF :RUNEHQFK VLQFH WKH 6+,4'QB

 '/ZRUNEHQFK
7KHQH[WOLVWRISULQFLSOHVZDVIRUPXODWHGDQGLWFRQVWLWXWHV
WKHPDLQFRQFHSWRI'/ZRUNEHQFK
x '/ZRUNEHQFKLVEDVHGRQDPHWDPRGHOWKDWLVFDSDEOH
WRGHVFULEHWKHVWUXFWXUHRIRQWRORJLFDOIRUPDOLVPVDQG
WKLUGSDUW\ GDWD WKDW FDQ EH XVHG ZLWKLQ D VSHFLILF
GRPDLQ
x '/ZRUNEHQFK KDV D PRGXODU SOXJLQ EDVHG 
DUFKLWHFWXUHZLWKFOHDUO\VSHFLILHGGHSHQGHQFLHVDPRQJ
PRGXOHV
0DLQSURFHVVLQJPRGXOHRI'/ZRUNEHQFKLVEDVHGRQ
WKH PHWDPRGHO ,W GRHV QRW GHSHQG RQ DQ\ RI VSHFLILF
IRUPDOLVPV  7KLV PRGXOH LPSOHPHQWV IHDWXUHV WKDW FDQ EH
LPSOHPHQWHG XVLQJ RQO\ JHQHULF PHWDPRGHO SHUVLVWHQFH
VNHOHWRQ UHDVRQLQJ VNHOHWRQ WUDFNLQJ RI FKDQJHV
WUDQVDFWLRQV OLIHF\FOH RI LQVWDQFHV DQG PDQ\ RWKHUV  2QO\
WRS OHYHO PRGXOHV OHDIV RI PRGXOH GHSHQGHQFLHV WUHH  DUH
IRUPDOLVPVSHFLILF (DFK JHQHULF PRGXOH SURYLGHV D VHW RI
GRFXPHQWHG H[WHQVLRQ SRLQWV WKDW FDQ EH XVHG E\ RWKHU
PRGXOHVVRIWZDUHWRFXVWRPL]HWKHSODWIRUP
'/ZRUNEHQFKLVEDVHGRQWKHIROORZLQJSULQFLSOHV
x 7KH ZRUN ZLWK RQWRORJLHV LV SHUIRUPHG XVLQJ D QRWLRQ
RI D SURMHFW $ SURMHFW KHUH LV D VWUXFWXUHG VHW RI
RQWRORJLFDO ILOHV RQWRORJLFDO UHVRXUFHV  DQG RWKHU
GRPDLQVSHFLILFGDWDLIQHHGHG
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WULHG WR NHHS WKH PHWDPRGHO DV VLPSOH DV SRVVLEOH EXW
SRZHUIXOHQRXJKIRUPDQ\SRVVLEOHQHHGV7KHVWUXFWXUHRI
PHWDPRGHOPD\EHVHHQLQDIXOOYHUVLRQRIWKLVDUWLFOHFDQ
EHIRXQGLQ>'/ZRUNEHQFK@
7KHPHWDPRGHOFDQEHXVHGQRWRQO\IRUGHVFULSWLRQRI
RQWRORJLFDOIRUPDOLVPVEXWDOVRIRUGHVFULSWLRQRIRWKHU
GDWDIRUPDWVWKDWDUHQHHGHGIRUVSHFLILFDSSOLFDWLRQGRPDLQ
)RUH[DPSOHZHXVHGHVFULSWLRQRI-DYDLQWHUIDFHV
H[SUHVVHGZLWKWKHVDPHPHWDPRGHOZLWKLQWKHVRIWZDUH
LQWHJUDWLRQGRPDLQ0DQ\VWUXFWXUDOGDWDIRUPDOLVPVFDQEH
HDVLO\H[SUHVVHGLQWKHSUHVHQWHGPHWDPRGHO

x

'/ZRUNEHQFK VXSSRUWV PDQLSXODWLRQHGLWLRQ RI
FRPSOH[ H[SUHVVLRQV DQG D[LRPV ,Q PDQ\ DSSOLFDWLRQ
GRPDLQVWKHFRPSOHWHDQG³UHDVRQLQJDEOH´RQWRORJLHV
UHTXLUHWKHXVHRIORJLFDOH[SUHVVLRQVDQGD[LRPV
x '/ZRUNEHQFKGHILQHVDQLQWHUQDOGDWDPRGHODQG³8,
UHDG\´ GDWD PRGHO 7KHVH DOORZ RUJDQL]DWLRQ RI
GLIIHUHQW YLHZV RQ WKH VDPH GDWD LH SURMHFW YLHZ
QDPHVSDFHYLHZWD[RQRP\YLHZ 
x '/ZRUNEHQFK SURYLGHV D VWUXFWXUHG DQG GRFXPHQWHG
$3,RYHUDOODERYHPHQWLRQHGIHDWXUHV'/ZRUNEHQFK
SURYLGHVWKHXVHULQWHUIDFHRIDQRQWRORJLFDOHGLWRU
:H VWURQJO\ EHOLHYH WKDW DQ RQWRORJLFDO PDQLSXODWLRQ
SODWIRUP LQWHJUDWHG ZLWK VRPH VRIWZDUH HQJLQHHULQJ
HQYLURQPHQW VKDOO EH EDVHG RQ WKHVH SULQFLSOHV WR EH DQG
XVHIXO IRU UHVHDUFKHUV VRIWZDUH DUFKLWHFWV DQG HQG XVHUV
'/ZRUNEHQFKVRXUFHFRGHLVSXEOLFDQGZHKRSHLWZLOOEH
XVHIXOIRUYHQGRUVRIRQWRORJ\HGLWLRQWRROV
'/ZRUNEHQFK FDQ EH YLHZHG ERWK DV D PHWDPRGHO
EDVHGSODWIRUPIRUFUHDWLQJRQWRORJ\PDQLSXODWLRQWRROVDQG
DVDQRQWRORJLFDOHGLWRUWKDWVXSSRUWV6+,4GHVFULSWLRQORJLF
WKH PHWDPRGHO LV XVHG WR GHVFULEH WKH VWUXFWXUH RI 6+,4
ORJLFIRUPDOLVPVXFKDV³FRQFHSW´³REMHFWSURSHUW\´³GDWD
W\SH´ ³D[LRP´ ³H[SUHVVLRQ´ HWF  '/ZRUNEHQFK XVHV
'$0/2,/DVSHUVLVWHQWIRUPDWDQG5DFHU>+DDVOHU@
DV'/UHDVRQHU6+,4GHVFULSWLRQORJLF ZDVFKRVHQGXHWR
WKHIROORZLQJPDLQUHDVRQV
x 'HVFULSWLRQ ORJLFV ZHUH WDNHQ DV WKH PRVW DSSURSULDWH
ODQJXDJH IRU IRUPDO VSHFLILFDWLRQV ZLWKLQ RXU GRPDLQ
>.D]DNRY@
x 6+,4 LV D YHU\ H[SUHVVLYH GHFLGDEOH GHVFULSWLRQ ORJLF
WKDWKDVLPSOHPHQWHGUHDVRQHUV>+RUURFNV@
x 6+,4DQG'$0/2,/DUHVXSSRUWHGE\VHPDQWLFZHE
FRPPXQLW\
7KH PHWDPRGHOLQJ DSSURDFK WR FUHDWLRQ RI WRROV ZDV
VXFFHVVIXOO\ XVHG HDUOLHU IRU SURGXFWV VXFK DV ,%0
:HE6SKHUH5DWLRQDO5RVHDQGPDQ\RWKHUV'/ZRUNEHQFK
LVLPSOHPHQWHGDVDVHWRISOXJLQVWR,%0(FOLSVHSODWIRUP
(FOLSVHLVDQHPHUJLQJRSHQVRXUFH-DYDEDVHGHQYLURQPHQW
IRU FUHDWLRQ RI SURMHFWEDVHG WRROV (FOLSVH LPSOHPHQWV LWV
RZQSRUWDEOH8, ZLGJHW OLEUDU\ 6:7 WKDWXVHV QDWLYH26
FDOOVDQGLVPXFKIDVWHUWKDQ6816ZLQJOLEUDU\%HORZZH
JLYH GHWDLOV RI WKH PHWDPRGHO NHUQHO DQG VRPH LQWHUHVWLQJ
DVSHFWVRI'/ZRUNEHQFK
7KHPDMRUDGYDQWDJHRIWKH'/ZRUNEHQFKLVWKHXVHRI
D PHWDPRGHO  ,W DOORZV HDV\WRXVH GHILQLWLRQ RI HQWLWLHV
DQGUHODWLRQVRIDQRQWRORJLFDOIRUPDOLVPWKDWKDVWREHXVHG
ZLWKLQWKHZRUNEHQFK
7KH PHWDPRGHO LV LPSOHPHQWHG DV D VHW RI -DYD
LQWHUIDFHV IRU WKH FRQYHQLHQFH RI XVH IURP SURJUDPPLQJ
HQYLURQPHQWV 0HWDPRGHO LV D ODQJXDJH WKDW LV XVHG IRU
GHVFULSWLRQ RI RQWRORJLFDO IRUPDOLVPV E\ VSHFLI\LQJ WKHLU
HOHPHQWV VWUXFWXUH DQG LQYDULDQWV LQYDULDQWV KDYH WR EH
VDWLVILHG ZKHQ LQVWDQFHV RI WKHVH HOHPHQWV DUH FUHDWHG RU
PRGLILHG  7KH PHWDPRGHO LV EDVLFDOO\ LQWHQGHG IRU
VSHFLI\LQJ VWUXFWXUDO PRGHOV 6HPDQWLFV RI WKH PHWDPRGHO
ZHUH LQVSLUHG E\ 'HVFULSWLRQ /RJLFV >%DDGHU @:H

 &RQFOXVLRQV
3UHVHQFH RI PHWDPRGHO IRU LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ RI RQWRORJLFDO
IRUPDOLVPDQGFRQQHFWLRQZLWKRWKHUGDWDVWUXFWXUHVLVYHU\
LPSRUWDQW IRU VRIWZDUH LQWHJUDWLRQ GRPDLQ 2XU FXUUHQW
UHVHDUFK IRU VRIWZDUH LQWHJUDWLRQ LV EDVHG RQ '/
ZRUNEHQFK 7KH DELOLW\ WR KDYH PDQ\ GLIIHUHQW YLHZV E\
QDPHVSDFHV E\ WD[RQRPLHV E\ ILOHV JUDSKLFDO YLHZ DQG
PDQ\RWKHUV RQWKHVDPHRQWRORJLFDOVWUXFWXUHKHOSVDORWLQ
PDQ\ UHDO FDVHV )URP RXU SRLQW RI YLHZ ZRUNLQJ ZLWK
RQWRORJLHV PXVW IROORZ WKH SURMHFWRULHQWHG SDUDGLJP ,W¶V
KDUG WR LPDJLQH D UHDO LQGXVWULDO RQWRORJ\ WKDW LV VDYHG LQ
RQHILOHDQGKDVQRUHIHUHQFHVWRRWKHUILOHV+RZHYHULWLV
ZRUWKWRPHQWLRQWKDWWKLVUHTXLUHPHQWPD\EHQRWLPSRUWDQW
IRU WKH 6HPDQWLF :HE FRPPXQLW\ $[LRPV DQG ORJLFDO
H[SUHVVLRQV DUH H[WUHPHO\ LPSRUWDQW IRU FUHDWLQJ RI
FRPSOHWH DQG UHDVRQLQJUHDG\ RQWRORJLHV :H¶YH
LPSOHPHQWHG RXU RZQ *8, RI H[SUHVVLRQ HGLWRU KRZHYHU
ZH VWURQJO\ EHOLHYH WKDW VRPH GHHS UHVHDUFK PXVW EH
FRQGXFWHGRQHUJRQRPLFVRIH[SUHVVLRQHGLWRU
7RGD\WKH'/ZRUNEHQFKLVDUHVHDUFKSURWRW\SHDQGLW
ODFNVWKHVWDELOLW\WKDWLVQHHGHGIRULQGXVWULDOGHYHORSPHQW
RI RQWRORJLHV :H XVH '/ZRUNEHQFK IRU GHYHORSPHQW RI
RXU GRPDLQ VSHFLILF H[WHQVLRQV DQG LQWHJUDWLRQ ZLWK RWKHU
WRROV:HXVHGHVFULEHGFRQFHSWVIRUFUHDWLRQRIH[WHQVLRQV
RI '/ZRUNEHQFK WKDW IDFLOLWDWH RXU H[SHULPHQWV ZLWK
LQWHJUDWLRQ RI QXPHULFDO VROYHUV DQG FUHDWLRQ RI ³JRRG
HQRXJK´RQWRORJLHVYHULILHGE\UHDVRQHU

5HIHUHQFHV
>%DDGHU @ ) %DDGHU HW DOO ³7KH 'HVFULSWLRQ /RJLF
+DQGERRN WKHRU\ LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ DQG DSSOLFDWLRQV´ &DPEULGJH
8QLYHUVLW\3UHVV,6%1
>'/ZRUNEHQFK @ '/ZRUNEHQFK SURMHFW ZHE VLWH 2QOLQH
KWWSZZZRSHQFDVFDGHRUJGOZRUNEHQFK
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>+RUURFNV @ , +RUURFNV O8 6DWWOHU DQG 6 7RELHV
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1.

unlike hypertext links on the Web. These links may be
browsed by humans or navigated by software agents.
The “integration” part of “semantic integration” refers to
the population of SOW’s and SKO’s from multiple, distributed heterogeneous sources, including web pages, documents, and databases. A SKO can be thought of as encapsulating or indexing information associated with an entity,
e.g., a Person such as Saddam Hussein. A SOW is thus a
rich, interconnected index of an underlying information
space, where the bulk of the information about an entity will
reside in various data sources. A SOW indexes information
on the Semantic Web, which is typically distributed, or on a
individual user’s PC, network, or intranet.
Besides being a guide to the underlying information, the
index itself contains information that can be used to answer
users’ questions: e.g., “What are all the countries in
Europe?”. could be answered using instance data on continents and countries populated from a geographic source.
Because the index can capture complex relationships (e.g.,
financial transactions, terrorist networks, etc.), it can support more specific queries with higher precision results than
the keyword-based indices commonly used by most search
engines on the web today. A fragment of a sample SOW is
shown in Figure 1.
Ontologies enable integration. Each data source’s underlying structure is mapped to classes and properties in a set
of interlinked ontologies. Data can then be rehosted in a
SOW index repository – a knowledge base (KB) – at update
time or accessed at runtime. We have developed and applied
several technologies for defining, populating, exploiting,
and maintaining SOW’s.
Our logical architecture for the SOW toolkit, shown in
Figure 2, includes:
• Ontology Authoring and Maintenance tools such as (1)
COTS authoring tools such as Sandpiper’s Medius™
Visual Ontology Modeler, and (2) XML Schema to Ontology import tools such as ISX’s Semagen
• Ingest tools to build an index from heterogeneous data
sources including (1) automatic markup tools using text
entity extractors (e.g., Inxight’s Thingfinder™); (2) XML

Introduction

The Semantic Web (SW) will dramatically improve knowledge management and exploitation. Current SW tools and
applications, however, are largely still document-centric. A
complementary approach is to provide an object-centric
index of documents, databases, and services. Knowledge
objects representing entities in the world such as people,
places, things, and events are linked into Semantic Object
Webs™, which can be navigated, queried, and augmented
by software agents (using the DAML/OWL ontologies’
underlying semantics) and by humans via visualization
tools. These semantically integrated webs provide views of
the underlying knowledge space across multiple distributed,
heterogeneous sources.
We have been developing one of the first end-to-end tool
suites to index, manage, and exploit knowledge via semantic object webs. We are applying these tools in the USAF
Research Lab’s Effects-Based Operations project, Horus
project (sponsored by the DARPA DAML program and the
Intelligence Community) and other military and business
domains.

2.

Technologies and Tools

The Semantic Object Web (SOW) approach extends the
Semantic Web by focusing on how users and software
agents can more easily access and exploit information about
specific entities in the world – people, places, events, etc. –
that is semantically integrated from multiple distributed,
heterogeneous sources. The “semantic” part refers to our
use of ontologies, formal, shared vocabularies represented
in languages such as the DARPA Agent Markup Language
(DAML) and the Web Ontology Language (OWL). These
ontologies specify the type (class) and properties of entities.
Each entity is represented by machine-understandable Semantic Knowledge Object (SKO), an instantiation of one
or more ontology classes. SKO’s are linked into semantic
object webs by ontologically-grounded links (properties),
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to OWL import tools such as ISX’s Semagen; (3) relational database to OWL import tools; (4) e-mail markup
tools; (5) web scrapers; and (6) form-based, manual
markup tools.
• Index Management tools to provide storage and retrieval
from indices using inference. These include (1) a repository for assertions (and metadata) from markup utilizing a
KBMS/RDBMS hybrid (e.g., U. Maryland’s Parka
KBMS and Oracle, or Postgres) for storing assertions
from markup; and (2) co-reference determination tools to
combine assertions from different sources that pertain to
the same entity (SKO)
• Exploitation tools including (1) a customizable, ontology-organized knowledge portal supporting SOW/SKO
navigation and visualizations (e.g., tree/graph; formbased) for human users; and (2) software agents for automated knowledge discovery that crawl SOW’s to find
patterns.
Agent
(Ontology:
SUL)

is a

is a

(Ontology:
SUL-Events)

Organization
(Ontology:
SUL-Agents)

Person
(Ontology:
SUL-Agents)

instance of
People’s
Liberation
Crusade

is a

Meeting

is a

Age: 22
Height: 5’10”

Source: TIDB
Recd: 134
Date: 5/12/03

is a

SKO

Figure 2. Toolkit for the Semantic Object Web

(Ontology:
FBI-Events)

(Ontology:
SUL-Events)

instance of

Ontology
Class

Observation

Phone Call

Works For

Joe Smith

(Ontology:
SUL)

is a

(Ontology:
SUL-Events)

Metadata:

Key

Event

Contact
Event

axioms, business logic, and instance data is converted into
JESS rules and facts for forward chaining inference. This
approach allows business rules to augment the constraints
specified in the ontology.
Additional applications of the SOW technology include
DARPA’s new Semantic Enabling and Exploitation
seedling. A collaborative SOW portal using Groove™ for
DARPA’s Terrorism Information Awareness program.

4.

FBI
Humint Report
Date: 5/11/03
Time: 3:45 ET
Activity

We are currently extending our toolkit in a number of directions. The KBMS is being augmented with additional (inferencing) support for OWL. New services will also include
increased support for co-reference determination and support for additional rule-based inference using business rules.
On the exploitation side, we are exploring more graphical
visualizations of SOW’s and tools to specify queries graphically and in natural language. New tools will assist with
dependency tracking in support of ontology maintenance, in
addition to the ontology versioning constructs built into
DAML/OWL. Markup tools with increasing automation are
planned to aid users in document summarization, with OWL
markup as a by-product. We are also developing new kinds
of SOW-savvy agents.

Works For
By

Sarah White
Rank: SpecAgt

instance of
is a

Fred Jones
Height: 5’10”
Weight: 150

Military
Person

Participant

Topic

Sam Brown
Rank: Capt.

Address
Street: 123 3rd St.

Shipment
Date: 6/1/03

Location

(Ontology:
SUL-Military)
instance of

Meeting
Date: 5/10/03
Time: 1-2pm ET

Destination
City

Chicago, IL

Figure 1. Fragment of Sample Semantic Object
Web describing a Meeting Event

3.

Future Work

Applications

We have applied the SOW technologies to a number of
military, intelligence, and commercial domains. The Horus
project, sponsored by DARPA (DAML Program) and the
Intelink Management Office, is an early adopter of
DAML/OWL and chartered with transitioning emerging
tools to the Intelligence Community. On the Effects-based
Operations (EBO) project sponsored by the Air Force
Research Labs, we have built tools for military air operations planners to author plans using an ontologicallygrounded representation of strategy (strategy templates),
effects (and their mechanisms and indicators), and the battlespace (situation entities). This work leverages DAML
ontologies and a reasoning service based on the Java Expert
System Shell (JESS) and the DAML axioms. Ontologies,
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1 Introduction

Space. The key ideas are: to make use of a semantically rich
representation to describe the data in a tuple, and to make use
of semantic reasoning to search for tuples on the space. The
use of semantics enables systems that have been developed
independently to coordinate with each other.
At the core of our system is the Outrigger implementation
of Sun’s JavaSpaces(TM) specification. The “Semantic Tuple
Manager” and the “Semantic Tuple Matcher” are the chief
components of the system. The “Semantic Tuple Manager” is
primarily responsible for validating the semantic consistency
of tuples that are added to the space. The “Semantic Tuple
Matcher” handles the “read”, “take” and “notify” operations.
We introduce the notion of a “Semantic Tuple”, which acts
as a role marker in our system. System designers can extend
this tuple to create application specific tuples. The semantic
information is marked up using DAML+OIL. The tuple contains either a URI, which points to the DAML description, or
can contain the complete DAML content embedded in it.
S EMANTIC T UPLE M ANAGER: When a semantic tuple is
written into the space, the semantic description of the tuple
is asserted into a description-logic based reasoning engine
(like RACER[3]). In addition to the DAML+OIL description, we assert all newly encountered URIs that occur in the
namespace of the description. While asserting the description, the reasoner validates class consistency. If the reasoner
detects an inconsistency then the description is retracted from
the knowledge base and an error is reported. The description
can contain both the instance data i.e. A-Box (facts) and the
structure of the domain i.e. T-Box (rules), or just the A-Box.
S EMANTIC T UPLE M ATCHER: A tuple can be retrieved
from the space by performing a “read” or “take” operation.
In order to invoke these operations, a semantic template that
best matches the consumer’s requirement is passed as an input. A predefined DAML+OIL ontology is used to express
the tuple template. A snapshot of the semantic template ontology is given in figure 1 . The tuple template has the “hasDegreeOfMatch” property, using which the user can specify
the type of matches that are acceptable. Using the “hasField”
property the user can specify the list of desired and undesired
fields. The “hasFieldWithGroup” property allows the user to
specify a “FieldGroup”, which is essentially a bunch of tuple fields. Template matching is done by posing queries to
the reasoning engine. The following sequence of steps is performed for every “TupleField” of the tuple template:

The Tuple Space model was initially conceived for parallel computing in David Gelernter’s Linda system[2]. Tuple Spaces offer a coordination infrastructure for communication between autonomous entities by providing data persistence, transactional security and temporal and referential
decoupling– properties that make it desirable in distributed
systems for e-commerce and ubiquitous computing applications. In most Tuple Space implementations tuples are retrieved by employing type-value matching of ordered tuples,
object-based polymorphic matching, or XML-style pattern
matching. We present a new approach to retrieve tuples from
a Tuple Space. By annotating tuples with semantic descriptions and by making use of a description-logic reasoning engine we can enhance the interaction between independent entities. Semantic description is added to tuples by making use
of the DAML+OIL ontology language. Additional inference
rules are drawn by making use of a reasoning engine that
works well with description-logic based languages. Specialized agents, like the Tuple-Recommender Agent and TaskExecution Agent reside on the space to enhance interaction
in mobile environments. Our prototype was integrated with
Vigil[1], a framework for intelligent services in pervasive environments.

2 Motivation, Design and Implementation
The representation of a tuple and its retrieval from the space
are two significant and slowly evolving features of Tuple
Spaces. The simplistic matching that Linda uses is extended
in JavaSpaces and other OO space implementations to support polymorphic type matching. In subsequent implementations, support for XML type representation and querying
is provided; however, current implementations have certain
limitations. An XML representation of a tuple offers syntactic interoperability, but no semantic interoperability. Tuples lack the expressiveness to support extended reasoning
by machines. Current implementations do not support inexact matching and there are no standards to share common ontologies.
The Semantic Spaces system is an endeavor to enhance
the way tuples are represented and retrieved from the Tuple


This work was partially supported by the DARPA contract and
was done while the first author was at UMBC.
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Figure 2: Semantic Tuple Space with specialized agents.
A mobile client communicates with the space directly, or
through agents.

Figure 1: The ontology of the tuple template
1. The first step is to find an exact match, which occurs
when a tuple and a template are equivalent [DL]. In our
prototype, a template is considered equivalent to a tuple if all the “TupleField” properties (including the “DesiredField” and “UndesiredField” properties) specified
by the template “exactly match” the description of a tuple. If no match is found further matches are carried
out based on the preferred “hasDegreeOfMatch” property specified by the template.

ecute the registered tasks on behalf of the client. The client
specifies the task using an ontology with control constructs
such as “Sequence”, “Concurrent” and “Unordered”. The
user can also specify the start time and stop time of an atomic
task for tasks that do not require immediate execution.
P UBLISH -S UBSCRIBE AGENT: This agent dynamically delivers data/events to subscribed users. In addition to the
sharable data, the published object tuple contains a list of
subscribed users and a semantic description to describe the
content of the object. The agent polls the space periodically
to look for tuples that a user in its domain is subscribed to.
Semantic inferencing was done using RACER. The main
difficulty we faced with RACER was that it created a new
Knowledge Base for every DAML+OIL file, which makes it
difficult to load additional files specified in the namespace.
However, it works very well with DAML+OIL because it has
built-in constructs for description logic languages. The inference classification provided by RACER is particularly useful for deducing the class of a tuple. Similar to a rule-based
expert system’s forward-chaining mechanism, RACER supports a publish-subscribe mechanism. This feature is particularly useful when performing operations like “notify”. The
“notify” of a tuple space directly maps to RACER’s publishsubscribe mechanism.
In the future we plan to introduce semantics to express
the functionality of methods. We would also like the TaskExecution agent to use a planner to execute composite tasks.
Security can be enhanced by using the DAML+OIL policy
ontology.

2. If the preferred degree of match has the value “TemplatePluggedInTuple”, all templates that are subsumed
by tuples are considered as valid matches.
3. The “TemplateSubsumesTuple” degree accounts for
cases where a template subsumes a tuple.
4. If none of the aforementioned cases are satisfied then the
match results in a failure and no tuple is returned.
At each step a weight is assigned to every tuple that gets
selected, based on its degree of match. If an undesired field
is present in the tuple, then there is a clash of interest and the
tuple is assigned a negative weight. After processing all the
tuple fields in the template the tuple with the highest weight
gets selected.
In order to demonstrate the working of the Semantic Space
infrastructure in pervasive environments we used the Vigil
framework to create clients and services. To enhance the utility of our system, we introduce three specialized agents that
reside on the Semantic Space: Tuple Recommender Agent,
Task Execution Agent and Publish Subscribe Agent. These
agents make use of two extensions of the SemanticTuple
namely, ServiceTuple and ObjectTuple. A ServiceTuple is
used to advertise services on the Space, whereas an ObjectTuple is primarily meant for the Publish-Subscribe Agent.
T UPLE R ECOMMENDER AGENT: Clients register their interests with this agent to get notified of all service tuples that
match their interests. The interest is specified by the client using a pre-defined ontology. The agent unburdens the client by
handling user movement and disconnections that occur due to
varying QoS.
TASK E XECUTION AGENT: This agent is closely integrated
with the Vigil infrastructure. Clients register atomic or composite Vigil tasks with this agent, and the agent tries to ex-
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Abstract
We are developing a framework for interactive
composition of services that assists users in sketching their task requirements by analyzing the semantic description of the services. We describe the
requirements that an interactive framework poses
to the representation of the services, and how the
representations are exploited to support the interaction. We also describe an analysis tool that takes
a sketch of a composition of services and generates error messages and suggestions to users to help
them complete a correctly formulated composition
of services.

1 Introduction

Figure 1: Task Ontology and Domain Ontology.

Existing approaches to generate compositions automatically
are limited in their use when explicit goal descriptions are
not available and when users want to drive the composition
process, influencing the selection of components and their
configuration. The goal of our work is to develop interactive
tools for composing web services where users sketch a composition of services and system assists the users by providing
intelligent suggestions.
Interactive service composition poses additional challenges to composing services. Users may make mistakes and
the system needs to help fix them. Also, user’s input is often
incomplete and may even be inconsistent with existing service descriptions. In order to help users in this context, we
have developed a framework for providing strong user guidance by reasoning on the constraints associated with services.
The framework is inspired by our earlier work in KANAL to
help users construct process models from pre-defined components that represent objects and events [Kim and Gil, 2001].
In our previous work, we have built a tool that performs verification and validation of user entered process models by
exploiting domain ontologies and event ontologies. In this
work, we take simple service descriptions (in WSDL) and
augment them with domain ontologies and task ontologies
that address various constraints in the domain. Our analysis
tool then use these ontologies in examining user’s solutions
(i.e., composition of services) and generating error messages
and suggestions to correct the errors. We believe that as ontologies become richer, the tool can provide more direct and

focused suggestions.

2 Approach
Our approach is to provide strong user guidance through constraint reasoning, as described above. First we take definitions of services and analyze relations between service operations in the composition sketch based on their input and output parameters. We then detect gaps and errors from the analysis including missing steps, missing connections, incomplete steps, etc. Finally we produce suggestions based on the
problem type and context. In performing the analysis, we assume a knowledge rich environment where services and their
operations are described and related in terms of domain objects. (We are investigating some ways to exploit existing ontologies that are available on-line.) Currently we are exploiting two types of ontologies: domain term ontology and task
ontology. That is, data types are represented using domain
objects, and their task types are defined in terms of their input and output data types. Figure 1 shows such ontologies that
we are using in a travel planning domain. For example, a task
type Reserve-Car-given-Arrival-Time-&-Arrival-Airport represents a service operation that has Arrival-Time and ArrivalAiport as the input and Flight-Info as the output. Its parent
Reserve-Car-given-Time-&-Location represents a more general class of operations including Reserve-Car-given-ArrivalTime-&-Arrival-Airport. Note that because the system has
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an ontology of operation types that describes high-level task
types as well as specific operations that are mapped to actual operations, users can start from a high-level description
of what they want without knowing the details of what operations are available. We often find that users have only partial
description of what they want initially, and our tool can help
users find appropriate service operations by starting with a
high-level operation type and then specializing it.
The tools we built is called CAT (Composition Analysis
Tool). CAT’s analysis is driven by a set of desirable properties
of composed services. Given a sketch of a service composition and a user task description (i.e., a set of initial input and
expected results), CAT checks if (1) all the expected results
are produced, (2) all the links are consistent, (3) all the input
data needed are provided, and (4) all the operations are executable (there are actual operations that can be executed). In
addition, it generates warnings on (5) unused data and (6) unused operations that don’t participate in producing expected
results. Given any errors detected, CAT generates a set of
specific fixes that can be potentially used by the user. The
following shows the general algorithms.

Figure 2: Travel Planning: CAT finds errors and help users
fix them.
from the introduced operations, check if it is linked to an operation or an expected result.
Help user fix problem:
1. find any unprovided data or unachieved results that subsumes the unused data type, and suggest to add a link.
2. find most general operation types where an input subsumes
the unused data, and suggest to add the operation types.
 Checking Unused Operation:
Detect problem: for each operation introduced, check if its output or any output from its following operations is linked to an
expected result.
Help user fix problem:
1. suggest to add a link to connect the operation

 Checking Unachieved Expected Results:
Detect problem: for each expected result, check if it is linked
to an output of an operation or directly linked to any of the initial input (i.e., the result is given initially).
Help user fix problem:
1. find any available data (initial input or output from introduced operations) that is subsumed by the data type of the desired result, and suggest to add a link
2. find most general operation types where an output is subsumed by the data type of the desired result, and suggest to
add the operation types.
 Checking Unprovided Data:
Detect problem: for each operation introduced, for each input
parameter of the operation, find if it is linked to any (either to
the initial input or to some output from introduced operations).
Help user fix problem:
1. find any initial input data or output of operations that is subsumed by the desired data type, and suggest to add a link.
2. find most general operation types where an output is subsumed by the desired data type, and suggest to add the operation types.
 Checking Inconsistent Links:
Detect problem: for each link between data types, find if the
type of the data provider is subsumed by the type of the consumer.
Help user fix problem:
1. find most general operation types where an output is subsumed by the type of the consumer and an input subsumes the
the type of the provider, and suggest to add the operation types.

Figure 2 shows a process of composing services for a travel
planning. The user wants to reserve a flight first and then reserve a car based on the reserved flight. Currently two input
parameters of Reserve-Car operation, Arrival-Time and Airport, are not linked yet. CAT points that both of them can
be potentially linked if the Flight-Info operation is added in
between, since it produces data on Arrival-Time and Airport
(Depart-Airport and Arrival-Airport) given an Airline and a
Flight-number. This addition will also resolve the warning of
unused data (Airline of Reserve-Flight). In this case, as the
system has richer ontology of trips so that the airport of the
Airport-Car-Rental actually means the Arrival-Airport, then
the suggestions will become even more specific.

3 Current Status
The current implementation of CAT has a text-based interface
for reporting errors and suggestions. We have applied CAT
in composing computational pathways to put together endto-end simulations for earthquake scientists where the problem is to analyze the potential level of hazard at a given site.
The preliminary tests show that CAT can help users formulate correctly formulated pathways by pointing specific ways
to fix errors. Our plans for future work include development
of graphical user interfaces for CAT, dynamic generation of
task ontologies from service descriptions, and incorporation
of automatic service composition approaches.

 Checking Unexecutable Operation:
Detect problem: for each operation type introduced, check if
there is an actual operation of that type that can be performed.
Help user fix problem:
1. find a set of qualifiers that can be used to specialize it and
suggest to replace the operation type with a more special one
base on the qualifiers.
2. find the subconcepts of the task type in the task ontology
and suggest to choose one of them.
 Checking Unused Data:
Detect problem: for each initial input data type and the output
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Abstract

nanotechnology-made materials and devices and their
realization processes.
In this paper, we outline a prototype of a support system
for innovative nanotech-made device design based on
functional ontology and functional decomposition tree
which helps developers’ creative design processes.

The research of nanotechnology is extended in
various domains, and each domain intertwines
with each other closely. The objective of our research is to systematize fundamental knowledge
using ontology engineering to fill the gap between
materials and devices through establishment of
common concepts across various domains. We
also aim at building a creative design support
system using the systematized knowledge. In this
paper, we outline a prototype of a support system
for innovative nanotech-made device design
based on functional ontology and functional decomposition tree which helps developers’ creative design processes.

2 A System for Supporting Creative Design of Nanomaterials
Aiming at bridging required functions stated by engineers
in industries and basic functions (or quality) and at facilitating the creative design, systematization of function
achievement ways in a particular domain and development
of a support system of functional design of materials are
currently conducted in parallel (Figure.1).

1 Introduction
The research of nanotechnology is extended in various
domains, and each domain intertwines with each other
closely. Therefore, sharing the knowledge in common
among different domains contributes to facilitate research
in each domain through cross fertilization. In this background, the Structuring Nanotechnology Knowledge project, which is a NEDO (Japanese New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization) funded national project, has been carried out. The goal of the project
is to build a material-independent platform for supporting
development of innovative nano-materials. It is not a database, a set of simulation tools or a knowledge base, but is
an integrated environment composed of structured
knowledge supported by advanced IT.
Among many factors, the authors have been involved in
building ontology of nanotechnology and its application to
knowledge systematization. The key issues of knowledge
structuring include how to harmonize different terminologies and viewpoints of the respective domains and how to
interface end users with the platform. Ontology of
nanotechnology plays a role of glue for seamless connection between different domains and between users and the
platform, since it provides us with a conceptual infrastructure of nanotechnology and with a unified framework
in which functional knowledge for conceptual design of

2.1 Idea Creation Support by Providing
Alternative Function Achievement ways
In general, a function is achieved by performing multiple
sub-functions. For example, a function of incandescent
lamp “emit light” is achieved by sub-functions “apply a
current to a filament”, “the filament heats up”, and “emit
light”. The achievement is supported by a physical principle and/or structure of the device or materials which is
conceptualized as Function achievement way. (In this
example, the principle is “radiation”.) The decomposition
is continued concerning each sub-function until it reaches
a basic function or quality of a material to eventually form
Requirement
specification

Functional decomposition
Generic
Function achievement ways

Project-1

Knowledge author Ontology
Editor

Ontology
author

Project-2

…

Idea
creation
support

Project-N

Ontology for
Process, structure and function
Nano-tech platform

Ontology
Server

Material designer

Figure.1. Idea creation support system for materials design
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a function decomposition tree for each device/material. In
this way, the gaps between required functions and basic
functions (or quality) are bridged. There exist multiple
ways of functional decomposition so that the computer can
help device/material designers to help their design process
by giving possible alternative ways stored in a function
achievement way server.

3.3 Advantages of Our System
The system supports the idea creation by allowing to replace alternative ways of function achievement, and the
user’s selection results are preserved. The selection from
alternatives is regard as an explication of design decisions
so that recording past design processes might be effective
to facilitate idea creation. Moreover, the function decomposition tree is very useful to compare between past
designs. And it is effective analysis of patents because
improvement factors are expressed explicitly as the replacement of ways.

2.3 Development of Functional Ontology
and Idea Creation Support System
We developed a functional ontology containing such concepts that are used in describing requirement specification for
devices together with a set of functional decomposition
knowledge which bridges the gap between requirement
specification of a device and fundamental properties of materials.
Then we stored some common knowledge represented
based on the ontology in the ontology server and investigated the performance of the ontology server. And we built
a creative design support system based on the functional
ontology and a formalism of functional decomposition tree.
It is considered as a prototype system for an intelligent
support system for designing nanotech-made materials.
Figure.2 shows a snapshot of the system. It supports the
user’s creative design process by the following steps:

3 Concluding Remarks and Future work
In this paper, we summarized an idea creation support
system for materials design based on the functional ontology and a formalism of functional decomposition tree as
a part of systematization of nanotechnology knowledge
with ontology engineering. Improvement of the prototype
system through the applications to several examples with
augmentation of the ontology and knowledge is the important future work. It is based on the evaluation of them
and includes the following research items:
• Design of upper ontology for nanotechnology
• Augmentation of the function achievement way
knowledge for function decomposition tree building

(1) The system displays the lists of functions, and the user
selects one function as a requirement function
(2) The system searches the function achievement ways
which can realize the selected function and show the
results.
(3) The user selects an achievement way.
(4) Then the system expands the functional decomposition tree based on the selection.
(5) Continue functional decomposition of sub-functions

• Improvement of the nanotech-ontology server.
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1 Introduction

services will be offered that cater to machines rather than humans. We use DAML+OIL as the inter-lingua for communications among PAs and between agents and service providers.
We have used the JADE agent framework to build our agents.
Please refer to the extended version of this paper 1 for a more
detailed description.

The Semantic Web is a vision to simplify and improve knowledge reuse and dissemination on the world wide web. Efforts are underway to define the format and meaning of the
language of such a Semantic Web that could serve both humans and computers. The EU-NSF strategic workshop report on the semantic web identifies ’the applications for the
masses such as intelligent personal assistants’ as one of the
key applications enabled by the semantic web. Personal assistants gather and filter relevant information and compose it
into a coherent picture with regard to the user’s preferences.
An intrinsic and important pre-requisite for a personal assistant or rather any agent is to manipulate information available on the Semantic Web in the form of ontologies, axioms,
and rules written in various semantic markup languages. ;the
means of information gathering being centralized (event notification services) or de-centralized (peer agents).In this paper,
a model architecture for such a personal assistant, that deals
with real-world semantic markup is described.

2 Personal Agents (PA) and the Semantic Web
As the amount of information grows on the web, the average
user is overwhelmed by the cognitive load involved in making decisions and making choices. Our endeavour involves
delegating some of the tasks to the PA thereby helping the
user make better use of his time. We demonstrate this concept using a talk notification service with a human and an
agent interface;an illustration of this concept is provided in
the figure below. The tasks performed by our PA involve information filtering and filtering through peer collaboration.
The PA has a model of the user’s preferences expressed in
DAML+OIL[daml.org, 2001 ]. The use of DAML helps the
PA leverage semantic inferencing. The PA interacts with the
user using MS Outlook Calendar and schedules talks based on
criteria like user’s interest in the talk, user’s availability, and
recommendation from peers. The PA makes use of a host of
third party services that aid the agent in its decision making.
These third parties are wrappers that convert unstructured information on web pages (like mapquest) to structured facts in
the agent’s KB. We feel that in the near future more and more

Figure 1: Multi-Agent Scenario and Interactions

3 Reasoning in PAs
We use the Java Expert System Shell (JESS) for storing knowledge and inferencing.
The PAs beliefs of
the world are stored as VSO triple-based facts in JESS.
DAMLJessKB[Kopena and Regli, 2003 ] provides a set of axioms that are used for reasoning over RDF [Lassila and Swick,
1999] and DAML+OIL [w3.org, 2001 ]. As new facts are entered into the KB, rules corresponding to these axioms fire
and new facts are asserted into the KB. This is the mechanism
for inferencing in our PAs. Apart from the DAML axioms,
user’s preferences are also expressed as rules in JESS. Certain
rules also fire off events that are captured and an appropriate
indication is made to the user. For example, when all conditions for scheduling a talk are met and the corresponding rule

 This research was supported in part by DARPA contract
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fires, this event is captured and the Bridge2Java API is used
to schedule the talk in the user’s Outlook Calendar.

choice of action in such situations; but, we believe that a simple and straight-forward mechanism to determine the credibility of the requesting party and the nature of information
requested would help the PA to take a user desirable decision.
We describe below a mechanism that we propose:
In our model architecture, the data in the PA’s Knowledge
base is categorized as sharable, non-sharable or sharable
with the user’s consent. Personal information, past appointments and class schedule information of the user are classified
as sharable facts. Non-sharable facts consists of confidential
information. Facts such as the current location, future appointments etc. are categorized as facts sharable with user’s
consent. The PA on receiving a query responds based on the
type of information requested. If the information is categorized as sharable with user’s consent, the PA sends a mail to
its user about the request and replies according to the user’s
response.
Additional rules based on the user’s relationship with the
requestor and the requester’s role are also defined. To enable the PA to identify the appropriate rules to execute, we
have come up with a set of rules to identify the order of thier
execution. Some of the implemented rules based on the relationship with the requestor are as follows: (1)If the requestor
is a friend and not a family member - share only information marked as sharable. (2)If not a friend/family member but
Advisor- share SSN, schedule information. (3)Peer agents belonging to family members have access to all information A
cache component has been designed to keep track of rejected
queries, and to allow the PA to determine the urgency of the
query, possibly based on the number of times the PA got the
same query.

4 Interaction with Peer PAs
The PA also has an implicit module that enables it to interact
and collaborate with peer agents. The PA, on receiving the
talk notification, consults a list of PAs that are regarded as
buddies. A FIPA-ACL[FIPA, 2000] message is sent to peerPAs and as per the query-ref FIPA interaction protocol, the PA
receiving the message is obliged to send back a reply. The
content of these messages are DAML+OL assertions. The
peer PAs are determined through a buddy-list that the user
maintains. We also have developed a discovery mechanism
for discovering buddies. Our mechanism makes use of a popular search engine to locate the homepage of the owner of the
peer agent. Inspite of the vast size of the web, it is easy for a
search engine engineered to index billions of pages to locate
the homepage of a person with reasonable web presence. For
the sake of simplicity, we refer to the person initiating the discovery as the user and the person being located as the owner.
A HTML META tag in the homepage points to the owner’s
profile in DAML. The profile among other things includes
the location (ip:port) of owner’s agent. A FIPA subscription
request is sent to the owner’s agent. The owner’s agent on
receiving the request sends its owner an email. This mail is
in the form of a HTML with embedded scripts. The e-mail
contains user’s details and hyperlinks to capture the owner’s
decision. In response to the owner’s response a corresponding
FIPA inform message is sent back to the user’s agent which
might/might not update the buddy list based on the owner’s
decision.
An agent can also pose queries to peer agents. We have
developed a querying mechanism that uses a combination
of DAML Query Language(DQL) [DQL, 2002 ], JESS defqueries and FIPA agent communication protocols. DQL enables us to describe queries in DAML, and FIPA protocols
provide the transport mechanism for the queries by defining
the interaction between the agents involved. The query is
framed as a set of PSO triples with unbound variables and
sent to one of the buddy agents as a FIPA query-ref message. The receiving agent on receiving the query, converts
the triples into a JESS defquery and fires it in its KB. The
triples acquired by firing the query are packed into multiple
FIPA inform-result and sent back to the querying agent. For
more information on DQL and our extensions to it, please
refer[Sheshagiri and Kunjithapatham, 2003 ].

6 Conclusion
We have demonstrated a Personal Agent application that
leverages the capabilities of semantic web languages and
agent technology to perform some of the user’s tasks. Automation achieved through applications like this can help the
user manage his/her time more efficiently.
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5 Trust and Privacy in PAs
The PA possesses a wide range of knowledge including some
persistent data and dynamic data acquired through notification services, interaction with peers and reasoning performed
at various stages. Such information could be of great use to
the peer PAs and hence it would be worthwhile to share it with
interested parties. While interacting with a peer for sharing
information, the PA will have to determine if the requested
information exchange can be shared. It may be impossible
for the PA to come up with a decision emulating it’s user’s
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1. Geographic Information Systems as components

2. Supporting data-operation connectivity, a
multi-layer approach

For the last decade, Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
have provided planners and geo scientists with tools to
analyse, maintain and present geo spatial information
(information that is, in one way or the other, referenced to
the earth surface). In the early days of GIS, its software
systems were sold as monolithic systems. As the software
became more mature, the systems were offered as modules
containing a module with basic functionality and a variety
of plug-in modules with extended functions. Main software
producers came to realise that specific users who wanted to
customise their systems needed a development environment
with smaller system building blocks (components).
Today, a product like ESRI’s ArcObjects provides the
software elements to create an entire GIS. However these
building blocks in themselves do not provide executable
GIS analysis capabilities, they have to be assembled by a
programmer. Unfortunately, these G
‘ IS ob jects’ are of little
use to the common GIS end-users whose interest is to apply
certain common GIS processing functions to give solution
to their geographic problems. GIS applications can be
characterised by the wide variety of datasets (themes and
data structure) and the often complex, but reusable
operation-data chains. Many GIS applications, in particular
in environments that require ad hoc queries, can greatly
benefit from the use of interoperable components. To enable
on demand component chaining we need data components
and software components that are well defined and well
described in terms of functionality, together with a user
interface that facilitates the user-interpretation of these
descriptions. Component-based applications have been
around for some time, but their deployment in GIS is still in
its infancy. This can be explained by the fact that GISs have
to deal with complex (spatial) data types and software
manufacturers tightly couple their functional parts with
internal data structures.

In order to construct a component chain, users seek for
meaningful combinations of data and process components.
The term meaningful can be interpreted on different
abstraction levels of connectivity between data and
operation and depends on possible other requirements in the
component chain. For example, suppose we want to
calculate the shortest route between two house addresses
and we make use of a chain of distributed operations. There
can be different reasons why a typical GIS operation such as
an address matcher 1, as first part of the chain, would not
meaningfully operate on a certain address dataset. First the
address matcher may use only street names (and no house
numbers) as reference entities. Thus the geographic
resolution is not appropriate for this component chain.
Further the, address matcher may output the coordinates in a
coordinate system that is unknown to the subsequent
components of the chain. Generally speaking, we can
distinguish three levels of abstraction, namely conceptual
model, data structure and data format, where connectivity
appears on all three levels. In this layered approach an
address appears respectively as a concept (meaning of an
address as interpreted by the information provider), its
representation in a database as field(s) and the actual field
values as output in a string or file.
In a more generalised geographic point of view, the
address is a possible absolute location of a phenomenon as
depicted in figure 1. In order to identify the connectivity
between an operation and a dataset, we need descriptions on
these different levels. Whether descriptions are needed on
all levels depends on the context of the component chain.
For example, if we would like to convert a dataset from one
geographic coordinate system to the other, we do not need
to know whether we deal with street features or houses
(information at the conceptual level). A mediator identifies
1
An address matcher finds the location coordinates (e.g. X,Y) of
an address (street address with or without house number).
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potential connectivity, based on dataset and operation
descriptions, referred to as metadata (see figure 2).
Metric
character

Currently, the emerging Semantic Web provides several
techniques to handle such reference frames with XML based
ontologies. Table 1 indicates important reference frames for
geo-information based processing that are partially existent,
however not implemented yet in processible ontologies.
This research has initiated the creation and testing of a
limited address ontology as partly depicted in figure 3.

Thematic
character
Phenomenon

Absolute
location
references
(earth surface)

street name

house address

house number
Relative location
references (e.g.
topology)

city
postal code

Figure 1. Generalised conceptual data model of a
phenomenon in geographic space.

Mediator

M

Conceptual level

M

M

Logical data level

M

M

Data format level

M

The address ontology is used in a natural disaster event
scenario where multiple users need to identify the danger
zone around their current location by providing an address.
Depending on the kind of address they provide (e.g. with or
without house number) a dedicated address matcher is
selected. In the descriptions of the address matching
components, the address ontology is referenced in RDF
triples giving a conditional statement that clarifies which
address type is used.

Figure 2. Connectivity layers and metadata, after
[Lemmens et al., 2003]
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1

Introduction

paragraphs. There have even been attempts at indepth semantic analysis to locate, through other
documents, related knowledge not contained
explicitly in the fragments of the original text, by
means of the statistical study of the associative
relationships among concepts, or “cross language”
[Foltz et al., 1998].
Noteworthy, among the statistical approaches
to the semantic analysis of discourse, is Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA) [Deerwester et al.,
1990]. Its effectiveness has been contrasted by
psychometric tests. This variant of Vectorial
Space uses large frequency matrices for
documentary representation, and applies matricial
decomposition and dimensional reduction to the
term-document vectorial space (by associating
descriptors to the most meaningful passages of
texts). The units of information are compared to
one another in order to determine the factor
analysis (correlation meaning) on the basis of
synonymous, antonymous, hyponymous, plural,
etc. terms that may be used in a similar way in
different contexts. Thus, LSA derives contextual
occurrences from the automatic affinities of
reading and from superficial literal co-reference,
through mechanisms analogous to those of the
contextual analysis of users.

The authors reflect on the type of processing
model that might combine the analytical
advantages of the human mind with the
computer’s potential for statistical calculations.
They
depart
from
a
subjective,
multiparadigmatic consideration of semantic
problems in order to approach pragmatic problems
in Knowledge Organization from Web
Information Systems.

2 Structural
Components
Information Processing

of

On the basis of the similarities between
argumentation and the automatic processing of
knowledge, they attempt to relate syllogistic
deductive
reasoning
with
information
interpretation schemata in such a way that an
Integrated Model for Knowledge Management
from Web Information might be developed. It
would locate information by virtue of its
significance, in view of the concepts defined by
the user or extracted from a given Knowledge
Database (e.g. hyper textual ontologies).
Computer comprehension of natural language
means bi-directional communication. It leads
researchers on a more complete background study
of the linguistic levels of the text (morphological,
syntactic, semantic or inductive) and of the
conceptual techniques that detect pragmatic
considerations (heuristic or inferential). Yet this
communicative process presents two fundamental
problems: one is the ambiguity of natural
language; and the other, the lack of powerful
“model interfaces” to translate the query from
human natural language to the computer system
languages [Gaizauskas et al., 2001].
With the arrival of more powerful computers
and big corpora in digital format, novel
approaches to Documentary Content Analysis and
to Scientific Discourse can be seen. Most new
models revolve around the automatic extraction of
different linguistic forms according to their
representative
multi-functionality:
simple
morphemes, nominal or phrasal syntagmas, or full

3 Integrated Model for Knowledge
Management from Web Information
The proposed Integrated Model for Knowledge
Management from Web Information uses slightly
structured associative networks to represent
information, while a general and multivalent
system of ontologies is used for its organization.
The framework for applying the model would
harmonize the information system with user
preferences, by means of the development of
powerful conceptual tools integrated in user
interfaces.
1) According to Kintsch [Kintsch, 1988],
meanwhile, this type of fixed structure is not
flexible enough to adapt quickly to the demands of
a contextualized documentary setting in constant
evolution.
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between Web sites should be very general and
multivalent at its first hierarchical level. That is, it
should incorporated in a Dynamic Super-ontology
Space in permanent evolution, stemming from
numerous sub-ontologies, each adapted for
survival in its usual area of work.

The system for representing knowledge he
proposes is an associative neuronal network with a
minimum of organization: nodes of concepts or
fragments of the original text, with no preestablished structure, enriched by feedback from
the context of the task at hand. “The arguments of
a proposition are concepts or other propositions”.
This implies that the latter are not expressly
defined in an “ad hoc” knowledge database;
rather, their meaning may be elaborated on the
basis of their position in the network. The
immediate associates and semantic neighbors of a
node constitute the nucleus of its meaning, so that
the full meaning can only be arrived at by
exploring a node’s relationships with the rest of
the nodes of the network [Haenggi and Kintsch,
1995].
In this context, Latent Semantic Indexing
(LSI) can be proposed as a model for representing
meaning, understood as the semantic content of
the documentary terms —in addition to its utility
as an automatic tool for analyzing the semantic
content of digital documents, the aforementioned
LSA. This model allows, the generator using
one’s mental model, applying newly pruned
conceptual structures in the context of each
application, stemming from the main structural
network.
What they are proposing as a framework for
the representation of information is a set of
slightly structured associative networks in which
the conceptual units represented by nodes would
be semantic entities, and the relationships
represented by links would be associations of
entities [Chung et al., 1998]. In hybrid systems
like this, knowledge databases would be treated as
text collections linked among them by means of
indexing, supported by the Ontological
Organizational Space proposed in the following
section.
2) Otherwise, they challenge for an
organizational structure of information based on
specialized ontologies (designed from the
knowledge databases of the different areas) that
link with the specific questions in the area dealt
with. Serving as an architectural model for the
organization of information knowledge and as a
way to improve the precision of documentary
organization and retrieval. Knowledge can be
represented by the use of associative networks and
the concepts of the ontology [Baclawski et al.,
2000].
Just as Web technologies have a tremendous
impact in the dispersion of information, they will
necessarily influence the development of specific
ontologies for the organization and retrieval of
knowledge. Given the diversity of information
sources on the Internet, a system of ontologies

4

Frame of Introduction

The development of an Integrated System of
Organization Knowledge implies analyzing and
describing user needs in a way that helps specify
the tasks assigned to the system.
The foremost of these tasks is the
interpretation of the natural language used in the
search equations, as it may contain terms that are
ambiguous or imprecise, and therefore difficult to
translate to a system-controlled language.
Secondly, because the documents must be
located within the Documentary Hyperspace, the
system should feature varied modes of manual
interaction (e.g. through plausible inference),
supported by precise rules for the means of
visualization, manipulation and application of data
(defined at the “core” of the AI system).
Third, the results must be presented to the
user in the same way that interpersonal
reporting/feedback takes place in problem-solving
—with a reliance on representational structures
of discourse and various levels of natural language
processing procedures.
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sparse that it might not work well to judge the reliability
of a person and a resource.

1 Introduction
On top of the famous “layer cake” [5], we have a trust layer.
Anyone can say anything on the Web; therefore without trust
we can not decide which statement we should believe. Trust
is an important factor to utilize Semantic Web fully.
However, we have no prominent proposals for the trust
layer yet. This paper describes our view toward realization
of trust and one approach to build a trust network using a
Web mining approach.

• Alleviate the cost to write down relations: If everyday
software (e.g., mailers, browsers, schedulers and groupware) are equipped with a detector of relation to others,
we can automatically generate a list of persons that one
may trust. Alternatively, if we could extract a social network from the Web through a Web mining approach, it
could be used as a surrogate for the “Web of Trust.”
This paper employs the latter option, especially, the Web mining approach.

2 Local Trust Network
For realizing trust on the network, some research focuses on
authentication, access control, and delegation by digital signature. Using a digital signature to RDF statements, we can
verify that a certain person wrote them. However, even if we
verify the author, how can one verify the author’s reliability?
information on the Web, how can you know the information
is written by a Therefore, it is important to argue whether the
source of information is reliable and credible aside from authentication techniques.
The physical world already offers a “web of trust”; it is a
kind of social network. I trust one of my friends, therefore
I also trust a person introduced by that friend. I trust a company by the reason that one of my patronized companies deals
with that company. In this way, our social network works
well to assess trustworthiness. Such a mechanism is likely to
work well on the Semantic Web, too. Especially, the trustworthiness of persons is important because web resources are
usually created by a group or person. Usually, if a person is
reliable, what he writes is also reliable.
However, a person usually has many friends, partners, and
acquaintances. According to social scientists, a person can
name 200 to 5000 people with no aid [1]. It is overwhelmingly demanding to write down all the relations that one has.
To make matters worse, such relations are dynamic. New relations appear every day, and old relations weaken gradually.
The degree of relation will change over time.
To tackle this problem, two solutions can address that problem:

3 Social Network Extraction
There are many communities in a physical world and online:
students at a university, workers at a corporation, members
in an academic society, members in an interest groups, and
so on. This paper targets an acadeic society: the Japanese
Society of Artificial Intelligence (JSAI).

3.1

Invention of Nodes and Edges

We first pick up contributors to the last four annual conferences (JSAI99, JSAI2000, JSAI2001, and JSAI2002) as active members of the JSAI community. Each active member
of JSAI is considered as a node in a social network.
Next, edges between nodes are added utilizing Web information. Assume we are to measure the relevance of two
names ‘Yutaka Matsuo” (denoted X) and “Hironori Tomobe”
(denoted Y). We first put queries “X” and “Y”, respectively
to a search engine and get #X and #Y documents including
each word in the text. Also, we put a query “X and Y”, and
obtain #(X ∧ Y ) matched documents. Relevance of “Yutaka
Matsuo” and “Hironori Tomobe” is approximated by some
relevance measure such as a Jaccard coefficient. We employ
the following one, where k is a constant.

#(A∧B)
min(#(A),#(B) if #(A) > k and #(B) > k,
rel(x, y) =
0
otherwise.
It is more useful if each edge has a “label” for the relationship between two persons. We define labels (i.e., classes) for
each edge as follows:

• Focus only on important relations: For example, permission to access confidential files would only be given to a
couple of close friends. However, this network will be so

• Coauthor: Coauthors of a technical paper
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<rdf:Property
rdf:about=‘‘http://www.carc.aist.go.jp/˜y.matsuo/acsn/0.1/Coauthor’’
rdfs:label=‘‘Coauthor’’
rdfs:comment=‘‘A person coauthors with this person.’’>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=‘‘http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person’’/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=‘‘http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person’’/>
<rdfs:idSefinedBy rdf:resource=‘‘http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/’’/>
<rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource=‘‘http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/knows’’/>
</rdf:Property>

Figure 2: RDF scheme to describe the “Coauthor” property.
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/"
xmlns:foaf="http://www.carc.aist.go.jp/˜y.matsuo/acsn/0.1/">
<foaf:Person>
<foaf:name>Yutaka Matsuo</foaf:name>
<foaf:mbox>y.matsuo@carc.aist.go.jp</foaf:name>
<foaf:workplacehomepage rdf:resource="http://www.carc.aist.go.jp/">
<acsn:Coauthor>
<foaf:Person>
<foaf:name>Mitsuru Ishizuka</foaf:name>
</foaf:Person>
</acsn:Coauthor>
</foaf:Person>%

Figure 1: A part of the social network of JSAI.
• Lab: Members of the same laboratory or research institute

Figure 3: Sample code of FOAF made from mined relation
from the Web.

• Proj: Members of the same project or committee
• Conf: Participants in the same conference or workshop

We employ here a PageRank-like model to measure authoritativeness of each member. Each node v has authority
value An (v) on iteration n. The authority value propagates to
neighboring nodes in proportion to the relevance to the node.
The top listed people by this algorithm are authoritative
and reliable in the JSAI community. However, authoritative
people are not always listed highly by our approach. This
results from their relative lack of information that is accessible online. Some people do not post their information online.
Especially, elder authorities tend to have produced many publications before the WWW achieved daily use.

We discriminate the relationship by consulting retrieved page
contents and applying classification rules. These rules are
obtained by a machine learning approach [4].
Figure 1 is a part of the social network of JSAI community. A node is labeled as the corresponding participant name
(in Japanese), and an edge is labeled as “Coauthor”, “Lab”,
“Proj”, or “Conf”.

4 Representing Social Relation by RDF
The relation between two persons extracted from the Web in
the previous section is naturally expressed by an RDF statement. A subject and an object are (URIs of) two persons; a
relation such as Coauthor and Lab corresponds with a predicate.
Dan Brickley and Libby Miller invented an RDF vocabulary, called FOAF (Friend-of-a-Friend), to create a social network. A user creates one or more FOAF files on her Web
server and shares the URLs so software can use the information inside the file[2]. FOAF provides a basic expression for
describing people, their basic properties, and the “knows” relation. Jennifer Golbeck et al. extended FOAF so that a user
can express a ten-fold degree of trust to others [3]
Here we define new properties “Coauthor”, “Lab”, “Proj”,
and “Conf” as subproperties of “foaf:knows” property in our
RDF Scheme, shown in Fig. 2. A sample RDF using the
new properties is shown in Fig. 3. (“acsn” stands for “academic community social network.”) We must prepare an RDF
scheme that is appropriate to the community based on a simple expression such as FOAF because the necessary properties depend on a community,

6 Conclusion
This paper argues that local trust networks will eventually
produce a huge “Web of Trust.” We focus on the academic
community and show an algorithm to mine a social network
using a search engine and a machine learning. The relation
can be described in RDF using FOAF vocabulary. Furthermore, the relation is utilized to measure the authoritativeness
of members as social trustees.

References
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5 Trust Calculation
Using the social network, we can obtain the “authoritativeness” of a node. It can be considered to represent reliability,
or in other words, social trust.
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Cerebra Server and Construct: Usable Semantics for Domain Experts
Gary Ng and Matthew Quinlan
Network Inference Limited, 25 Chapel Street, London NW1 5DH

1. Introduction

"The software industry is building an alphabet
but hasn't yet invented a common language"
Hasso.Plattner SAP AG, 2002 [Gilbert, 2002]. Plattner
characterizes the typical use case for solutions in an EAI
or SCM scenario where database schemas or business
object models of various sources have to be mapped onto
a common ontology. Semantic integration using a
common vocabulary is one of the greatest challenges for
current IT systems. Using Cerebra Server, enterprises are
able to process data based on semantics without
restricting the vocabulary, allowing the identification of
the available resources and services in their field. This
will provide a dynamic environment where resources can
be exchanged to maintain the integrity of the value-chain
as new resources become available or existing resources
become redundant.

Authoring for the HTML web has become the daily work
of many people, supported by standardized, easy-to-use
tools and methodologies. Authoring for the Semantic
Web [Berners-Lee et al., 2001] is a more difficult task,
requiring a formalization of domain knowledge in a
logically consistent format, to enable machineprocessing, while also being intelligible to knowledge
engineers and domain experts.
This paper describes Network Inference’s
combination of two Semantic Web technologies, both
utilizing W3C recommendations, to accelerate
realization of the full potential of the Semantic Web for
business applications and end users.
Construct is an MS-Visio based modeling tool
for the graphical editing of ontologies. Cerebra Server is
an enterprise platform architected around a commercial
inference engine, originally based upon the FaCT
reasoner [Horrocks, 2000].

Reasoning engines are used in non-graphical
ontology modeling tools like OilEd [Bechhofer et al.,
2001] and Protege [Grosso et al, 1999], which rely on an
Edit-Compile-Reasoning-Edit cycle. They are a great
improvement on textual creation of ontologies in
languages such as SHIQ, F-Logic and others. Even if
some of these modeling tools can generate graphical
representations of the ontology, they are not a
WYSIWYG, real-time, graphical modeling environment
like mind mapping or BPM tools. Our experience shows
that the process of creating ontologies is an active
process of collaboration - discussion, argument,
presentation and politics - involving domain experts with
often divergent points of view. They need a real-time,
graphical tool to arbitrate their interactions. Tool support
for ontology creation should therefore follow the designpattern of a white-board rather than a database or an
Excel sheet.

Together, they provide a modeling and
inference framework which has the logical reasoning
power of a Description Logic Inference Engine, but is as
simple to use as MS-Visio.

2. Cerebra Server
Cerebra Server is an enterprise platform, deploying a
Description Logic based inference engine with reasoning
support for the Semantic Web recommendation OWL
[McGuinness et al., 2003], more specifically for OWLDL. Cerebra Server is deployed as a web service for ease
and flexibility of integration. Its XQuery API provides a
flexible, expressive and easy-to-use querying syntax.

3.

Cerebra Server is required to support the
creation and maintenance of large scale ontologies. The
inferencing technology minimizes the complexity and
the number of direct relationships needed to represent the
business and data models. It also ensures consistency
across multiple models, departments and business
partners. The engine detects inconsistencies in respect to
specified concepts and axioms including disjunction or
equivalence.

Construct

Construct enables users to create and edit concept
taxonomies, and extend these simple structures to
support axioms according to the OWL specification
using graphical symbols and advanced reasoning.
Complex logical expressions can be made in a
graphical notation similar to nested blocks. The
expressions are used in two ways: as assertions for the
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•

ontologies and as queries for testing and validating the
ontologies. Traditionally the definition of logical queries
is a task which can only be fulfilled by a few experts.
The queries are expressed in XQuery and processed by
Cerebra Server.

•

if another user has defined an equivalent
concept even if he is using a different name
cases in which logical constraints such as
conjunctions have been violated.

4. Summary
Cerebra Server is used to integrate hybrid IT-systems,
knowledge bases and databases through the use of an
ontology layer. It enables users to extend models to
capture actionable business rules for automated
processing. Ontologies are the critical success factor for
these systems, subject to the ‘garbage-in, garbage-out’
adage. In times of growing demand for ontologies,
Construct and Cerebra Server facilitate the move of the
responsibility for knowledge specification from highly
skilled modeling experts to the end-users who have the
domain knowledge.
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Construct’s use of OWL-DL, integrated with
Cerebra Server’s enterprise integration support, can be
used to extend ‘pure’ knowledge representation with
actionable business logic and ‘policies’ to provide
adaptive behavior to business systems.
Construct is embedded in the MS-Office tool
Visio
on
MS-Windows
platforms.
Construct
communicates with Cerebra Server via a SOAP
interface. This architecture ensures a highly scaleable
system configuration, since Cerebra can be used on highend hardware in order to consolidate large and
distributed ontologies from multiple sources. The engine
can also reflect instance data from databases or OLAP
systems.
Construct and Cerebra Server support
distributed ontology development, for example through
‘upper’ ontologies and individual ‘federated’ ontologies.
They ensure consistency of the local model with linked
or associated ontologies. They will detect, for example:
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The Need and Requirements for Version
Comparison

more useful to know that a concept was moved from one place
in the hierarchy to another than to know that it was deleted
from one and added to the other.
More specifically, the following are some of the complex
changes that we have identified.
Add a subtree: Create a new class and create one or more of
its subclasses.
Delete a subtree Delete a class and all its subclasses.
Move a subtree to a different location Move a subtree of
classes to a different location in the class hierarchy. This operation is essentially equivalent to changing a superclass of
the root of this subtree.
Move a set of sibling classes to a different location Move
two or more classes that are siblings in the class hierarchy to
the same new location in the class hierarchy (i.e., they remain
siblings, but under a different parent).
Create a new abstraction Move a set of siblings down in a
class hierarchy, creating a new superclass.
Remove an abstraction Delete a class, moving its subclasses
to become subclasses of its superclass.
Split a class Split a class into two or more sibling classes.
Merge classes Merge two or more siblings into a single class.

For the Semantic Web to succeed, it will require the development and integration of numerous ontologies. As ontology development becomes a more ubiquitous and collaborative process, support for ontology versioning [Klein, 2001;
Noy and Klein, 2003] becomes necessary and essential. This
support must enable users to compare versions of ontologies
and analyze differences between them.
There are several reasons to maintain and compare ontology versions. First, ontologies that support the Semantic Web
undergo regular changes, just as other artifacts do. Second,
as ontologies become larger, collaborative development of
ontologies becomes common. Ontology designers working
in parallel on the same ontology need to maintain and compare different versions, examine the changes that others have
performed, and so on. Third, the more expressive languages
for the Semantic Web, such as DAML+OIL and OWL, are
Description Logic (DL) languages. One can view the task of
comparing the asserted and the inferred subsumption hierarchies in a DL ontology as a versioning problem: The user
needs to see how the classification has changed the hierarchy,
where were the classes moved, and so on.
We can reuse some of the approaches from the fields of
software versioning and collaborative document processing
for ontology versioning, but we must keep in mind one crucial
difference: In the case of software code and documents, what
is compared are text files. For ontologies, we need to compare
the structure and semantics of the ontologies and not their
textual serialization.

2

3

User Interface

We have developed P ROMPT D IFF, a tool for tracking changes
between ontology versions [Noy and Musen, 2002]. It is a
plugin to the Protégé ontology environment [Protege, 2002].
Figure 1 shows how P ROMPT D IFF presents the result of
comparing two versions of the UNSPSC ontology, which is
a standardized hierarchy of products and services that enables users to consistently classify the products and services
they buy and sell. User input results in regular updates,
consisting, for example, of additions of new products, or
re-classifications of existing products. In the P ROMPT DIFF result, the classes that were deleted are crossed out, the
added classes are underlined, and classes that were renamed
or changed are in bold. We use color coding to make the
changes even more apparent. The warning icon ( ) overlayed
with the class icon indicates that the subtree rooted at the class
has undergone some changes.
Figure 2 shows complex changes in these two versions of
the UNSPSC ontology: The addition of several classes rooted
at Distribution and Control centers and accessories
is in fact a tree addition. The icon at the root of the added

Complex ontology changes

The first step in comparing the structure of ontologies rather
than their textual serialization is establishing correspondences between concept definitions in two versions, identifying that a concept A in one version became A0 in the other.
Identifying correspondences between concepts in different
versions leads directly to the second step: identifying simple changes between versions, such as addition or deletion
of concepts, change in concept defintions, and so on.. However, in order to assist users in analyzing and understanding
the changes that have occurred from one version to another,
we must identify complex changes as well: For example, it is
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Figure 3: The old position of the moved class (see Figure 2).
changed. If all classes in a subtree have changed in the same
way (e.g., were all added or deleted), then the changed icon
at the subtree root indicates that the tree-level operation.

4

Outlook

We have presented a tool for examining changes between ontology versions and identified a set of complex changes between ontology versions. Currently, P ROMPT D IFF does not
display all the changes presented in Section 2, although internally it identifies all of them. We plan to experiment with additional visual metaphors for displaying all complex changes
and to evaluate whether using too many different visual clues
puts too much of a cognitive load on the user.
Another natural extension of the current tool would be enabling users to accept and reject changes. the default We can
also consider using logs of changes if they are available (perhaps grouping together some basic changes in the log into single complex changes) to determine the differences between
versions. comparing ontology concepts in likely have
Finally, as we gain more experience with ontology versioning, we will be able to identify more complex changes between versions, and, more important, find automatic ways of
determining that such changes have occurred.

Figure 1: Comparison of two versions of the UNSPSC ontology in P ROMPT D IFF. The classes that were deleted are
crossed out and the added classes are underlined.
subtree has an overlayed add icon ( ) indicating that all
classes in this subtree have the same status—they were all
added in this version. If a whole tree is deleted, an overlayed
delete icon ( ) identified the tree-level operation. The class
Electrical equipment and components and supplies
was moved to this location from another position in the tree.
The tooltip indicates where it was moved from.
Figure 3 shows the moved class in its old position in the
hierarchy: The class appears in grey and the tooltip indicates
where the class was moved to.
To summarize, we visualize two types of changes: (1)
class-level changes and (2) tree-level changes. For classlevel changes, the class-name appearance indicates whether
the class was added, deleted, moved to a new location,
moved from a different location, or its name or definition has
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1

Introduction

7. The ability to classify capabilities based on aspects of
the description enabling exact or partial matches between required and provided capability descriptions [Gil
and Blythe, 2000; Sycara et al., 1999].

In recent times the Semantic Web, and Web Services have
converged into the notion of self-describing semantic web
services. These are web services that provide and use semantic descriptions of the concepts in their domain over and
above the information provided by WSDL1 .
In this paper we are concerned with advertising web service capabilities in such a way that services can be dynamically discovered based on the functionality they provide. Although the other phases of service interaction, such as evaluation, selection, negotiation, execution and monitoring are
important, the discovery phase is the crucial first step.

We refer to these requirements in the next section using the
notation (1), with the number representing the requirement.

3

A model of capability

In this section we introduce a model of capability with edited
examples from an ontology rendered by the Protege tool2 in
OWL3 .
At the top level we have the class CapabilityOrParameter.
This superclass allows us to share several informational properties or cases between the classes Capability and Parameter.
These informational properties include the location, source,
destination, duration, date or time, manner and topic of a capability, for example:

2 Requirements for capability descriptions
A set of criteria for evaluating capability description languages was described in [Sycara et al., 1999] in reference
to agent capabilities. These requirements include expressiveness, abstraction, support for inferences, ease of use, application on the web, and avoiding reliance on keyword extraction and comparison. We believe these high level criteria are
relevant in the context of semantic web services but they do
not address the specific requirements of dynamic web service
discovery. The following requirements are derived from the
literature and our observations. A capability description language should provide:
1. The ability to declare what action a service performs.
2. The ability to allow different sets of inputs [Sabou et al.,
2003].
3. The ability to declare preconditions and effects in some
named rule definition language [Gil and Blythe, 2000].
4. The ability to describe objects that are not input but are
used or affected by the capability [Wroe et al., 2003].
5. The ability to refer to ontological descriptions of the
terms used in the description and thus place the use of
the terms in context [Gil and Blythe, 2000; Sycara et al.,
1999].
6. The ability to make explicit the domain or context in
which the service operates.

<owl:Class rdf:ID=“Capability”>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=“#CapabilityOrParameter”
rdf:type=“http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class”/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID=“location”
rdf:type=“http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty”>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=“#CapabilityOrParameter”/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#CaseDescription”/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>

A CaseDescription is describedIn an OntologicalSource
(e.g. dictionary, thesaurus, ontology, specification or standard). An OntologicalSource belongsTo an Ontology and is
specifiedBy a Fragment within that ontology.
<owl:Class rdf:ID=“OntologicalSource”/>
<owl:Class rdf:ID=“Ontology”/>
<owl:Class rdf:ID=“Fragment”/>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID=“belongsTo”
rdf:type=“http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty”>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=“#OntologicalSource”/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#Ontology”/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>

∗
This work is supported by the Australian Research Council
SPIRT Grant “Self-describing transactions operating in a large,
open, heterogeneous and distributed environment” involving QUT,
UNSW and GBST Holdings Pty Ltd.
1
http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl12/

<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID=“specifiedBy”
rdf:type=“http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty”>
2
3
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<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=“#OntologicalSource”/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#Fragment”/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>

rdf:type=“http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty”>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=“#Rule”/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#OntologicalSource”/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>

The next class in the model is Capability which has several properties. The most important is the mandatory action
represented as a Verb that describes the activity the capability
performs (1). To allow for the fact that different verbs may
be used to express the same action, a reference to a definition
in an OntologicalSource can be provided (5). Other semanticRelations such as synonyms, hypernyms and hyponyms may
be used to further elaborate the Verb. The ability to provide
definitions and alternative meanings to the primary verb assists similarity matching of capabilities (7).
A capability can be performed within a specific domain
or context, and an explicit domain or context identifier such
as UNSPSC and NAICS (6) is provided by the property has
classification.

The class Parameter and its associated DataType are also
described in an OntologicalSource (5).
<owl:Class rdf:ID=“Parameter”>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource=“#CapabilityOrParameter”/>
</owl:Class>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID=“parameterDescribedIn”
rdf:type=“http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty”>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#OntologicalSource”/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID=“parameterType”
rdf:type=“http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty”>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#DataType”/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:Class rdf:ID=“DataType”/>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID=“definedIn”
rdf:type=“http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty”>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=“#DataType”/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#OntologicalSource”/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID=“classification”>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=“#Capability”/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#OntologicalSource”/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>

We have grouped rest of the properties of a capability according to the ranges of those properties. We distinguish between properties represented by a Signature such as input,
affects, uses and output, and those represented by Rules such
as precondition and effect.
A Signature represents a set of Parameters. A capability
can have zero or more input, uses and affects signature sets,
including the empty set (2, 4). For example, a service may
take as input a name (string) and an age (integer), or nothing
at all. Each signature set for a capability should contain a
different combination of parameters.
The output property is constrained to have only one signature set, as we take the view that different output set would
represent a different capability. A capability must have at
least one output and/or effect.

4

Conclusion

The model for capability descriptions we have introduced in
this paper can be used to describe many different types of
capabilities and the context they operate in. It can be used
to advertise the capabilities of atomic, simple and composite
services, and it can be used by service composers and planners to structure a description of what they expect services to
provide.
We believe this explicit structured description of service
capabilities will allow the dynamic discovery of services
based on their functionality, consequently improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the discovery process.

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID=“input”>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=“#Capability”/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#Signature”/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID=“output”>
rdf:type=“http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty”
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=“#Capability”/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#Signature”/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:Class rdf:ID=“Signature”/>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID=“contains”>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=“#Signature”/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#Parameter”/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
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Preconditions and effects are modelled as Rules. Each rule
is expressedIn a named Rule Language and a ruleExpression
(3) is from an Ontological source.
<owl:Class rdf:ID=“Rule”/>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID=“expressedIn”
rdf:type=“http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty”>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource=“#Rule”/>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=“#RuleLanguage”/>
</owl:FunctionalProperty>
<owl:Class rdf:ID=“RuleLanguage”/>
<owl:FunctionalProperty rdf:ID=“ruleExpression”
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Abstract
The Semantic Web relies on the complex interaction of several technologies involving ontologies. Therefore, sophisticated Semantic Web applications typically comprise more than one software module. Instead of coming up with proprietary solutions, developers should be able to rely
on a generic infrastructure for application development in this context. We call such an infrastructure Application Server for the Semantic Web. We
present design and architecture as well as our implementation KAON SERVER.

1

Introduction

Ontologies serve various needs in the Semantic Web, like
storage or exchange of data corresponding to an ontology, ontology-based reasoning or ontology-based navigation.
Building a complex Semantic Web application, one may not
rely on a single software module to deliver all these different
services. The developer of such a system would rather want
to easily combine different — preferably existing — software
modules.
So far, however, such integration of ontology-based modules had to be done ad-hoc, generating a one-off endeavour,
with little possibilities for re-use and future extensibility of
individual modules or the overall system.
We present an infrastructure that facilitates plug’n’play engineering of ontology-based modules and, thus, the development and maintenance of comprehensive Semantic Web applications, an infrastructure which we call Application Server
for the Semantic Web (ASSW). It facilitates re-use of existing modules, e.g. ontology stores, editors, and inference engines. It combines means to coordinate the information ¤ow
between such modules, to de£ne dependencies, to broadcast
events between different modules and to translate between
ontology-based data formats.
The following sections talk about design decisions leading
to the conceptual architecture of an Application Server for the
Semantic Web. Finally, we brie¤y describe our implementation KAON SERVER.
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Component Management

Extensibility is a major requirement for an Application Server
for the Semantic Web. Hence, the Microkernel design pattern
is the £rst choice. The pattern applies to software systems
that must be able to adapt to changing system requirements. It
separates a minimal functional core from extended functionality and application-speci£c parts. In our setting, the Microkernel’s minimal functionality must take the form of simple
management operations, i.e. starting, initializing, monitoring, combining and stopping of software modules as well as
dispatching of messages between them.
This approach requires software modules to be uniform so
that they can be treated equally by the Microkernel. Hence,
in order to use the Microkernel, software modules that shall
be managed have to be brought into a certain form. We call
this process making existing software deployable, i.e. bringing existing software into the particular infrastructure of the
Application Server for the Semantic Web, that means wrapping it so that it can be plugged into the Microkernel. Thus,
a software module becomes a deployed component. We use
the word deployment as the process of registering, possibly
initializing and starting a component to the Microkernel.

3

Component Description

All components are equal as seen from the Microkernel’s perspective. Hence, in order to allow a client discovering the
components it is in need of, we have to distinguish between
them. Thus, there is a need of a registry that stores descriptions of all deployed components. We came up with a management ontology that is primarily used to facilitate component discovery for the application developer. Its taxonomic
core is presented in the de£nitions below.
Component Software entity which is deployed to the Microkernel.
System Component Component providing functionality for
the Application Server for the Semantic Web itself, e.g.
a connector.
Functional Component Component that is of interest to the
client and can be looked up. Ontology-related software modules become functional components by making them deployable, e.g. RDF stores.

External Service An external service cannot be deployed directly as it may be programmed in a different language,
live on a different computing platform, uses interfaces
unknown, etc. It equals a functional component from a
client perspective. This is achieved by having a proxy
component deployed that relays communication to the
external service.
Proxy Component Special type of component that manages
the communication to an external service. Examples are
proxy components for inference engines.

4

Conceptual Architecture

The design elements of the architecture are conceptually divided into Connectors, Management Core, Interceptors and
Functional Components, like depicted in Figure 1.

a connector on the client side are surrogates for functional
components that relieve the application developer of the communication details similar to stubs in CORBA.
Management Core
The Management Core comprises the Microkernel. The Management Core is required to deal with the discovery, allocation and loading of components. The registry, a system component, manages descriptions of the components and facilitates the discovery of a functional component. Another system component called association management allows to express and manage relations between components. Event listeners can be put in charge so that a component A is noti£ed
when B issues an event or a component may only be undeployed if others don’t rely on it. When provided a deployment
description, the component loader facilitates the deployment
process for a client. System components can be deployed and
undeployed ad hoc, so extensibility is also given for the Management Core.
Interceptors
Interceptors are software entities that monitor and modify it
before the request is sent to the component. Security is realized by interceptors which guarantee that operations offered
by functional components (including data update and query
operations) in the server are only available to appropriately
authenticated and authorized clients. Transactions, modularization and evolution spanning several ontology stores may
also be realized by interceptors.
Functional Components
RDF stores, ontology stores etc., are £nally deployed to the
management kernel as functional components. In combination with the component loader, the registry can start functional components dynamically on client requests.

5

Functional Component

Interceptor

Proxy Component

System Component

External Service

Figure 1: Conceptual Architecture
Connectors
Connectors are system components. They send and receive
requests and responses over the network by using some protocol. Apart from the option to connect locally, further connectors are possible for remote connection. Counterparts to
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KAON SERVER - An implementation

Our implementation of an Application Server for the Semantic Web, called KAON SERVER, offers a uniform infrastructure to host functional components, in particular those provided by the KAON Tool suite1 . The latter includes tools
allowing easy ontology creation and management, as well
as building ontology-based applications in Java. The KAON
SERVER architecture re¤ects the conceptual architecture presented in the previous section.
In the case of the KAON SERVER, we use the Java
Management Extensions (JMX2 ) as it is an open technology and currently the state-of-the-art for component management. Basically, JMX de£nes interfaces of managed
beans, or MBeans for short, which are JavaBeansthat represent JMX manageable resources. MBeans are hosted
by an MBeanServer which allows their manipulation. All
management operations performed on the MBeans are done
through interfaces on the MBeanServer. In our setting, the
MBeanServer realizes the kernel and MBeans realize components.
1
Karlsruhe Ontology and Semantic Web
http://kaon.semanticweb.org
2
http://java.sun.com/products/JavaManagement/
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1

Introduction

Automatic retrieval, evaluation and execution of Web Services is a potential “enabler technology” for innovative applications like dynamic personal information management systems (PIMs). To enable dynamic and intelligent service usage, semantically rich description of services and their operations is required. However, the current standard for the description of Web Services, WSDL, is following the tradition
of interface description languages (IDLs), focusing on syntactic descriptions of operation names and input/output types
rather than on the semantic meaning of these data structures.
This paper presents a proposal for a more satisfying way of
Web Service markup and matchmaking.

2

Related Work

The Software Engineering community has invested great efforts into the proper description of software components
to enable automatic or semi-automatic software component retrieval and automatic programming. Examples are
Larch [Guttag and Horning, 1993], Meyer’s work on “design by contract” and the work by [Fischer et al., 1995] on
NORA/HAMMR. The basic idea was to express the semantics of components and operations by means of logical expressions and to use theorem provers to test for “matching
conditions” [Zaremski and Wing, 1995]. The serious disadvantage of this approach – exponential response times –
has been addressed by several papers, and several heuristics
to minimize the problem have been proposed. One of the
most promising ways to minimize that problem is to restrict
the expressiveness of the underlying logical markup language
in order to gain algorithmic efficiency. [Li and Horrocks,
2003] describe service matchmaking as variants of subsumption checks for description logic concepts, with concepts representing services. DAML-S is an effort to describe services by means of description logics, namely DAML+OIL.
The DAML-S ontology is a set of standard terms to be used
for service descriptions by means of description logic constructs. Among the disadvantages of DAML-S are some
usability issues arising from RDF encoded service descriptions [Ankolekar et al., 2002], its incompatibility with WSDL
and its restrictions on the specification of pre- and postconditions. The concept sketched here aims to minimize
these problems by building directly on top of WSDL and by
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incorporating a Horn-style rule language to express pre- and
post-conditions.

3

Semantically Rich Web Service
Descriptions

The approach to Semantic Web Service annotation presented
in this paper has to provide a certain standard of usability,
reasonable computational complexity, and compatibility with
WSDL. The following sections briefly describes a possible
way to achieve these goals.

3.1

Enriching WSDL with Semantics

We can embed semantic information into the data model of
WSDL by several means, e.g. by introducing a new namespace to be used by qualified attributes or by facilitating the
recently introduced substitution framework of WSDL 1.2.

3.2

Modeling Input and Output Concept
Descriptions

To enhance interoperability between different vocabularies of
description, we can map WSDL message parts (XML types)
to ontological concepts (cf. [Peer, 2002]). This will increase
the usefulness of signature matching. For complex XML
and description logic structures, additional mapping information for the relations between DAML-S ontologies and XML
grammars must be provided 1 .

3.3

Modelling Pre- and Post-Conditions

As described in Sect. 2, modelling of pre- and post-conditions
is a central concern of the description of the semantics of software components. Each operation may have a different set of
pre- and post-conditions.
We propose to use a subset of First Order Predicate
Logic (with equivalence and sorts) to model pre- and postconditions for Web Service operations. As a consequence
of predicate logic’s known problems of undecidability and
incompleteness, we need to abstain from certain features of
FOL to ensure the requirement of computational tractability.
To this end, we impose several restrictions upon the language
supported by our concept. Firstly, we do not permit the use of
1
Some preliminary tool support can be found online at
http : //sws.mcm.unisg.ch/work.html]mapper

functions of arity > 0. Therefore, the set of terms T (X , F)
is restricted to functions F with arity of zero and a set of
variables X . Further, we require pre- and post-conditions to
adhere to the Horn subset of FOL.
To incorporate pre- and post-conditions into WSDL documents, we propose to use an XML grammar derived from
RuleML. We require that all predicates and sorts used in conditions are identified by an URI. This enables the creation of
ontologies of predicates and the application of Semantic Web
operations like concept subsumption checking.

4

Prototypical Implementation

We have implemented the concept proposed in this paper in
Java. The implementation consists of two main components:
• A registry component which manages service advertisements in the form of WSDL documents, annotated
using the techniques described in this paper. Providers
of services can upload, edit and remove annotated
WSDL documents and related ontologies. During the
upload of annotated WSDL documents, the container
parses the file and tests if the description logics concepts
used in the document are already registered. In order
to ensure the quality of the service, the registry component refuses to store WSDL documents that contain yet
unregistered description logic constructs.
• A matchmaking component which accepts requests for
service operations and returns a list of fitting candidates.
The matchmaking component follows a wrapper approach: it is designed around two Java interfaces which
define methods to be implemented by components for (i)
description logics concept subsumption and (ii) clause
subsumption. Description logic subsumption operations
are required for all filtering phases, while clause subsumption is used exclusively for pre- and post-condition
matching. The wrapper architecture enables us to easily plug in external components, without changing the
essential algorithms of the tool. Currently we provide
an interface to the tableaux based description logic engine RACER and to the saturation based theorem prover
SPASS.
We have conducted a series of scalability tests. Our measurements suggest that the runtime behavior is linear. We
came to the preliminary conclusion that the the conceptual
restrictions (e.g. in the rule language) and our technical design decisions pay off.
The prototype and its source code are freely available for
download at http://sws.mcm.unisg.ch. The results of the scalability tests can be also be found there.

5

Current Limitations and Future Work

A central limitation of the work as presented in this paper is
that we have not undertaken any formal investigation of the
consequences of the logical and architectural design we propose. Although some early scalability tests have been performed, additional tests, involving more complex services,
need to be carried out. Another limitation of our current
batch of tests is that we focused primarily on performance,
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and we did not explicitly look for scenarios which might be
negatively affected by the restrictions we imposed on our rule
language.
Another essential problem left for future work is to extend
the matchmaking process from atomic operations to whole
processes, which combine several Web Service operations to
achieve a specific goal. Work on automatic planning, conducted by the AI community, may be leveraged to the area
of Web Services to achieve this task. Among potentially useful approaches are Situation Calculus (the application to Web
Services was demonstrated by [McIlraith and Son, 2002]),
Hierarchical Task Networks (HTN’s) (as demonstrated by
[Hendler et al., 2003]), Graphplan [Blum and Furst, 1995],
and Constraint Logic Programming.
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1

Introduction

2.1

The coordination of resource and activity to achieve some
common objective is a key task within modern virtual organisations. The Semantic Web initiative promises to increase the
number of knowledge and information resources available,
presenting more (and more varied) opportunities for interaction. However, as the number and complexity of these interactions increases, so too does the need for task support tools.
This extended abstract describes our research into support for
mixed-initiative (that is, involving both human and computer
agents) collaborative tasks in distributed environments. At
the heart of this approach is the I-X technology. This is introduced in section 2, while section 3 illustrates the nature of
the task support it offers through the description of two applications. Section 4 outlines some future directions that this
work will pursue and the final section provides a summary
and some conclusions.

2

I-X: A Task Support Architecture

The I-X1 technology is intended to provide a well-founded
approach to allow humans and computer systems to cooperate in the creation or modification of some product, be it a
document, plan, design or physical entity [Tate et al., 2003].
The I-X tools support users in selecting and performing processes and creating or modifying process products. A set of
issues is associated with the process or product, representing unsatisfied requirements, problems arising from critique
and so on. Both processes and process products are considered, in the abstract, to consist of (perhaps hierarchically
composed) nodes: these correspond to activities in the process or parts of the product. The relationships between nodes
are defined by a set of constraints. Finally, annotations can
be associated with these elements to capture other, perhaps
less formal, information surrounding the collaboration. Together, these elements constitute the <I-N-C-A> (<IssuesNodes-Constraints-Annotations>) model and provide a unifying framework that allows the communication — using an
XML encoding — of elements from one agent to another.
1

The ‘I’ of I-X is meant to convey all of ‘intelligent’, ‘intelligible’, ‘integrated’ and ‘issue-based’, with the ‘X’ being the uninstantiated variable. See i-x.info for more about I-X.
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The I-X Tool Suite

The principal interface to these tools, the I-P2 (I-X Process
Panel) can be seen, at its simplest, as a ‘to-do’ list for its user;
however, when used in conjunction with other I-X agents, it
can become a sophisticated workflow and messaging tool. A
panel corresponds to its user’s ‘view’, in <I-N-C-A> terms,
of the current activity, and the current state of the collaboration is used to generate dynamically the support options the
tool provides. For example, associated with a particular activity node might be suggestions for performing it using known
procedural decompositions, for invoking an agent offering
a corresponding capability, or for delegating the activity to
some other agent.
The other tools in the suite include messaging tools and
information viewers and editors, used, for example, to allow
the user to specify relationships with other agents in the environment, and to create and publish Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs), generic approaches to archetypal activities.
Particularly relevant to this discussion is the I-Q (I-Query)
tool. I-Q is a generic I-X agent shell which, when embodied with the appropriate mechanisms, presents an interface
to a particular Semantic Web information resource, providing
seamless integration with other I-X agents.

3

Demonstration Applications

In this section we illustrate the use of I-X to support activity
involving Semantic Web resources through the brief description of two demonstrations that have been developed.

3.1

Workshop Organisation

This application involves the following scenario: an official
of a UK technology research funding body is charged with organising a workshop concerning some particular area of computer science so as to get an overview of its current state.2 Accordingly, from a set of published SOPs, she selects Organise
workshop. Now shown on her I-P2 are the sub-tasks needed
to achieve this goal, involving selecting attendees, choosing a
location and date, fixing the agenda, and so on.
Further decomposing the select attendees task, the initial
sub-task is identify steering committee for the workshop. An
available I-Q agent is known to be capable of performing this
2

Developed as part of the AKT Project: see www.aktors.org.

task for topics drawn from the ACM classification of computer science.3 This agent constructs appropriate RDQL4
queries and sends them via http to an RDQL interface onto
an RDF triple store. This database describes the current state
of UK research in (predominantly) computer science through
some millions of triples extracted from various sources by
various techniques, the triples being described according to
a number of published ontologies.5 The RDQL formed by
the I-Q agent refers to these ontologies and implicitly contains knowledge of the contents of the triple store, and the
agent ‘knows’ how to communicate with the store and process its responses. However, this is opaque to the I-P2 user,
who need know nothing about this transaction, and, having
selected the appropriate topic from the ACM classification
and parameterised her message to the I-Q agent, receives a
message naming the suggested steering committee along with
their contact details a few seconds later.
This sub-task completed, the other steps in the SOP are
performed by the user (assisted by links to relevant tools and
information) or delegated accordingly. Finally, to discuss this
workshop and confirm its dates, location and content with the
steering committee, she initiates a videoconference; an additional SOP, downloaded from a meeting-support website,6
provides experience-based assistance with conferencing technology set-up.

ing service.9 For the purposes of selecting amongst these resources, a second I-Q agent is able to construct and send to
the matchmaker an appropriate DAML-S request, instantiated
with the location of the airman and the location of the selected
hospital. When selecting an appropriate resource, then, this
agent can be invoked to act as an intermediary to the matchmaker, constructing appropriate requests and parsing the returned results.

3.2

5

Search and Rescue

This application involves more complicated interactions with
Semantic Web resources. The scenario surrounds the coordination of resources to rescue and care for a downed aviator.7
On being alerted about the emergency, the SAR (Search
And Rescue) coordinator, through his I-P2 , selects an appropriate SOP containing a number of sequential steps such as
select hospital and select SAR resource. In this environment,
the SAR domain and the infrastructures — including medical facilities — of the countries in the locale are encoded
according to DAML-O ontologies, with both ontologies and
knowledge bases available as web resources.8
A particular I-Q agent in this domain has the ability to access and reason with the appropriate ontologies, and so can
extract from the knowledge bases information about hospitals
offering specialist care facilities (for example, burns units).
So, once the nature of the injuries to the airman has been
established, this agent can be invoked to suggest the closest
appropriate hospitals.
SAR resources — helicopters, patrol boats, etc — are described as DAML-S services, and advertised to a matchmak3

See www.acm.org/class/1998/overview.html.
RDQL is an SQL-like query language for RDF; see:
www.hpl.hp.com/semweb/rdql.htm.
5
For more about the triple store see, see triplestore.aktors.org.
4

6
7

i-me.info/resources/coakting.

Developed in the course of the CoSAR-TS project:

see

www.aiai.ed.ac.uk/project/cosar-ts.
8

See,

for

example,

the

infrastructure

ontology

at:

www.daml.org/experiment/ontology/infrastructure-elementsont, and the knowledge base about a (fictitious) country at:
sonat.daml.org/DAMLdemo/instances/enp/nc-BINNI.daml.
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4

Future Directions

With particular reference to operating on the Semantic Web,
there are a number of areas of work that would enhance the
I-X support environment and encourage interoperability, and
which we hope to address in the near future. For instance,
publishing <I-N-C-A> information according to OWL ontologies would make resources such as SOPs more readily
available to a wider community, while describing the capabilities of I-X agents using OWL-S would make these more
visible externally, and position I-X more centrally within the
developing ideas of web service description and invocation.
More generally, some consideration of the whole notion of
task support within the Semantic Web is needed: What sort
of tasks will be performed? What sort of support is necessary/possible? How might this support best be delivered?

Summary and Conclusions

The intention of this extended abstract has been to describe
the I-X environment for collaborative task support, with particular reference to placing this in the context of the Semantic
Web and its emerging standards, concepts and resources. The
potential benefits are mutual: on the one hand, I-X task support is greatly enhanced by exploiting Semantic Web information resources, as illustrated by the applications described
above; on the other hand, as the Semantic Web moves towards
its goal of empowering users to achieve more than information browsing, the need for integrated intelligent task support
of the sort provided by I-X becomes more evident.
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I.

Introduction

It is necessary to have ontologies and semanticallygrounded markup to enable the power of the Semantic Web.
Although standards exist for extensible markup language
(XML) schemas and database interfaces, these data sources
contain only syntactic data, not explicit semantic information. There is a need to bridge the gap between structured
data sources and semantic data. Ontology creation is difficult because it is best done by those familiar with the ontology’s domain and the field of knowledge representation.
The problem of using publicly available ontologies is they
may lead to terminology that is inconsistent with that of the
organization using the ontology. Generating markup has
similar difficulties. It can be created manually using text
editors or graphical interfaces. The second option is to
automatically generate markup through translation. Unfortunately, the different options for creating markup are either
labor intensive or produce data of marginal quality. There is
often a prohibitive tradeoff between cost of creating markup
and the perceived value [Bosak, 2001]. This poster presents
a technique to easily translate structured data into semantically rich ontology-based markup.

XML Schemas

New OWL
Ontologies

Schema to
Ontology Converter

Mapping Tool

XML Markup

Mapping OWL
Markup

Existing OWL
Ontologies

Mapping Tool

OWL Markup

Figure 1. Implementation Architecture

III. Ontology Generation
This process will take a syntactically defined language and
create a candidate ontology based on it. For our purposes, I
consider a simplified view of ontologies that uses classes
and their properties. I consider the following language constructs for the process.

II. Markup Generation Architecture
The Semantic Web consists of an emerging landscape of
technologies. In designing a toolkit for the Semantic Web,
an architecture is needed that is not tied to specific data
representations.
To achieve this goal, the problem of converting syntactic
markup to semantic markup is broken into subtasks.
1. Convert schema representation into an ontology
2. Map ontology representation to customized ontology
representation
3. Markup conversion using mapping representation
For the implementation of this process, all incoming
markup was XML adhering to an XML Schema. The Ontology Web Language (OWL) was used to represent mappings, as well as the ontologies.

Expression
Operator

Examples

Rules

“Nesting” or
non-terminal
Literal

A→B
B→C
A→a

Concatenation

A→ab

Or

A→a|b

Kleene Star

A → a*

One or more

A → a+

A is a class. B is a property
relating A to C
A is a property with a literal
value of a
A has two property values.
Though a and b are ordered,
the ordering is lost using this
approach
A is a property for a, and A’
is a property for b. If a and b
are the same “type” only 1
properties may be necessary
A is a property. The cardinality for the property is between 0 and infinity
A is a property. The cardinality for the property is between 1 and infinity

Table 1. Expression Rules
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In my implementation, an XML schema is fed into a
parser detecting various expressions. In the table above,
“nesting” refers to OWL object properties. The other examples refer to datatype properties with the literal corresponding to an XML Schema built-in datatype. In my implementation, I choose to ignore cardinality restrictions for simplicity. The approach assumes the language syntax provides
implicit information about relationships of objects. I believe
this assumption will work in most cases and provide a
straightforward ontology that most users could understand
and extend. The following example shows a simple schema
for representing people along with their address.

introduced using OWL markup. The markup translation will
only use this mapping representation when doing conversion. Therefore, the markup translation can occur without
knowledge of the ontology representation.
A few mapping problems can occur with this approach.
A property can refer to a class that no longer exists. If this
occurs, the class is replaced with the class higher in the
nesting. If no such class exists, the relation can be with a
generic object, such as the OWL “Thing”. This provides
some limited ability to change the ontology semantics.

V. Mapping Translation
The final stage of the technique involves processing some
representation using the mapping. I assume that incoming
markup could have a directed graph structure. In my implementation, I assume markup will be in XML. The process is similar to the ontology creation step. However, now
the mapping file will be the basis of what the output should
be. As I find nodes of the graph, I create new objects for
each class we find in the mapping file. Each new object is
assigned an unambiguous identifier. All properties that are
found will have the last instance created as their domain.

<xs:schema … >
<xs:element name="Address">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="City" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="State" type="xs:string"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
<xs:element name="Person">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="Name" type="xs:string"/>
<xs:element name="BirDay" type="xs:date"/>
<xs:element ref="Address"/>
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:schema>

VI. Related Work
The XML to DAML Translator [Aube and Post, 2001] has
similar aspirations to my technique, but the two approaches
are very different. Their tool provides a more formal ontology based on a schema. My approach differs because it is
much simpler and intended for broader use and ontology
customization. Currently the XML to DAML Translator
does not support XML markup transformation, just DAML
Ontology creation.

Figure 2. An Example XML Schema
<rdf:RDF … >
<owl:Ontology rdf:about="" />
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Person"/>
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Address"/>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="PersonAddress">
<owl:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/>
<owl:range rdf:resource="#Address"/>
</owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="BirDate">
<owl:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/>
<owl:range rdf:resource="&xsd;date"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="City">
<owl:domain rdf:resource="#Address"/>
<owl:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="State">
<owl:domain rdf:resource="#Address"/>
<owl:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="LastName">
<owl:domain rdf:resource="#Person"/>
<owl:range rdf:resource="&xsd;string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
</rdf:RDF>

VII. Conclusions
Limiting factors to widespread acceptance of the Semantic
Web are the high cost and effort to produce the necessary
semantically-rich data. This poster demonstrates a simple
process to form semantic markup from structured data
sources. This methodology allows immediate creation of
ontologies and markup to support the Semantic Web.
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There is a desire to allow end users to customize the output
of the conversion process. Instead of basing markup conversion solely on the default ontology, an intermediate step is
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1 Introduction

Figure 2. shows the processing flow which offers the information according to a conversation. First, speech recognition
and a morphological analysis are performed on the speech to
obtain the word sequence. Note that our method does not
carry out any syntactic analysis nor a semantic analysis of
utterances. This method is aimed at natural human-human
conversation. There is much unclear pronouciation in natural conversation, so accuracy of speech recognition is not
expectable. Moreover, natural conversation consists of many
fragmented utterances. Therefore, syntactic analysis and semantic analysis are difficult.
The process of understanting a conversation is performed
in a conversation understanding module by considering a
word sequence as an input, and a conversation understanding result is outputted as an ontological instance. Section 3
explains this method briefly. The information retrieval module generates a reference formula from the instance outputted
as a conversation understanding result, the reference is then
carried out from Web, and a result is displayed on a browser.
By showing suitable information with sufficient promptness according to the contents of conversation, a topic may
swell or it may influence further discussions.

The Semantic Web will make various ontologies and Web
documents annotated with metadata based on the ontologies
available on the Internet. These ontologies and Web documents with metadata will enable various services for our
daily activities. Aiming to enrich communication between
people with Semantic Web technologies, we have been researching Semantically Augmented Communication. In this
paper, we propose a Semantic Web application, called Semantic Phone, which provides adequate information for the
contents of human-human conversation by utilizing ontologies and Web documents with metadata on the Semantic Web.
To provide adequate information on conversations between
people, a system has to understand human conversation. For
that purpose, it is necessary to prepare the knowledge for
understanding every topic in a conversation. In traditional
speech dialog systems, system designers have to prepare domain knowledge. In order to understand conversations that
are not limited to a small range of topics, knowledge of various topics is required. However, it is difficult for system
designers to prepare knowledge for various domains. The
method of understanding conversations using the statistical
technique is also proposed. However, it is difficult to build a
dialog corpus of various topics.
Our basic idea is to utilize ontologies offered by Semantic Web as domain knowledge. If the Semantic Web fully
spreads, we can expect that knowledge of various domains
will become available. In our method, ontologies are used for
knowledge of the topic to understand conversations.
In the following, we first provide an outline of Semantic
Phone and propose a method for understanding conversation
with the Semantic Web.

Display adaptive information
according to conversations

Figure 1: Application Image

2 Semantic Phone

3 Conversation Understanding

Semantic Phone is a Semantic Web application that provide
timely adequate information according to human-human conversation (Figure 1). The application understands humanhuman conversation, retrieves information suitable for the
contents of conversation from the Semantic Web, and
presents the Web document on a browser in a timely manner.
The application aims at supporting and activating communication by showing suitable information in suitable timing.

As mentioned above, to understand conversations, knowledge
is required to understand conversations on any topic. For
many speech dialog systems, the domain knowledge which
understands conversation is prepared with the frame[ChuCarroll, 1999][Nakano et al., 1999]. For example, for a
speech dialog system relating to a hotel reservation, a frame
is made that describes the conversation’s properties, such as
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Figure 2: System Overview
We have been building a Semantic Phone prototype, and
are constructing ontologies of domains, such as sightseeing,
restaurants and shopping. We also collecting Web documents
on such items as a store and a temple in Kyoto, and building
metadata for those documents. We are planning to conduct
an experiment using these data in the near future.
As future work we would like to consider how to deal with
speech recognition errors, and quick topic changes. We will
investigate a method of retrieving a suitable Web documents
from the conversation understanding results expressed in the
form of an instance and a method of showing it to suitable
timing.
We are also considering applying this technology to personal ontologies and personal repositories such as mail and
reports[Kamei et al., 2003]. At this stage, presentation of
the information that is adapted for the individual has been attained.

the stay schedule, the number of people, and the price. In order to understand conversations that are not limited to a small
range of topics, system designers have to prepare knowledge
of various topics. In this research, ontology is used for topic
knowledge. Although ontologies were not designed for understanding conversation, we think that they act effectively as
knowledge sources for understanding conversations.
The Conversation Understanding Module collects ontologies and Web documents with metadata from WWW and constructs vocabulary data of each ontology as a pretreatment.
The vocabulary of the property values is collected from a set
of metadata, while that of classes and properties is collected
from language resources such as a thesaurus.
At the time of execution, the module makes an instance
from a word sequence which appeared in conversation based
on the collection of vocabularies of ontology. The module
refers to the collection of vocabularies of ontology and makes
the word a value of an instance if the word is a member of the
vocabularies. The module makes an instance set from every
ontology, and we treat the instance set as the contents of a
conversation.
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4 Conclusion
We are currently studying a system that presents the information suitable for human-human conversation as an application of the Semantic Web. Although knowledge on every
topic is required to understand conversation, it is difficult to
build knowledge about all topics. If various ontologies come
to be exhibited by the Semantic Web, an ontology can be
used as a form of topic knowledge. The knowledge for every topic required for understanding conversation is built using ontology, metadata and language resources, such as a thesaurus. The result of conversation understanding performed
using this knowledge is expressed in the form of an ontological instance.
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The KAoS Policy Framework generic functionality
includes:
• Policy ontology management,
• Creating/editing of policies using KPAT,
• Storing, deconflicting and querying policies using the
Directory Service,
• Distribution of policies to Guards, which control
agents’ actions using Enforcers,
• Policy disclosure mechanisms.
The framework can be extended to support a specific
environment by:
• Defining new ontologies describing; resources and
types of actions which can be performed on them,
• Creating Plug-ins for: Policy Template editors,
Enforcers controlling specific actions or with generic
enforcement capability, Defining Semantic Matchers
to determine if a given instance is in the scope of the
given class to support specific actions.

1 Introduction
DAML, OWL (http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/WebOnt), and
other increasingly popular description-logic-based
representations [Baader et al., 2003] seem to be a natural
choice to support the development of the current
generation of semantically-rich software services and
intelligent systems. The KAoS Policy [Damianou et al.,
2000] and Domain Services framework is an interesting
example of this trend. By investigating its design,
development, and application, we can learn much about
the
current
state
of
description-logic-based
representations, tools, and technology—their strengths,
their gaps, and their limitations.
The implementation of the KAoS Policy framework (Fig.
1) proved to be a challenging task and required
integration of the scarce existing DAML and description
logic tools.

2 Inference Engine Integration
Three inference engines were reviewed for use with
KAoS: FaCT [Horrocks et al., 2000], DAMLJess
[Kopena et al., 2002], and the Java Theorem Prover (JTP)
(http://www.ksl.stanford.edu/software/JTP). We were
looking at three main criteria: 1. degree of full DAML
support, 2. adequacy of the query interface, and 3.
likelihood of good support and continued development of
the tool. JTP seemed the best choice at the time, and was
integrated into KAoS. One problem noted early on with
JTP was the time required to assert new ontologies into
the inferencing engine. However, the steady improvement
of JTP has led to a dramatic increase in its performance,
an order of magnitude or more in some cases. Currently,
loading of the KAoS core ontologies takes less than 16
seconds on Pentium III 1.20 GHz with 640 MB RAM.
Adding the definition of complexity similar to the policy
presented on Figure 3 takes less than 340ms.
Some of the most important features of descriptionlogic-based policy representation and reasoning show

Figure 1. Architecture of the KAoS Policy Framework
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their advantages as part of policy analysis. Among others,
these
include
subsumption-based
reasoning,
determination of disjointness, and instance classification
[Baader et al., 2003]. The first two features are used
mainly during the kinds of analysis associated with policy
administration. Instance classification is especially
valuable for policy exploration, disclosure, and
distribution—it is used, for instance, to determine which
entities belong to a given domain or if a resource that is
being accessed by a given action is within a range
constrained by policy.

etc.) with an appropriate ontology definition. Such
mappings are registered in proper software factories,
creating a new Java component on demand (see Figure 1).
KAoS always checks if particular factory consists of a
specialized component for handling the given ontology
concept and if so, uses it instead of the generic
functionality.
When a policy leaves the Directory Service it typically
has to be translated from DAML into some format, which
is compatible with the integrated legacy systems. KAoS
communicates to the outside world using a map relating
ontology properties to the name of the class defining its
range as well as a list of current cached instances of that
class. A particular system can use the given cached
instances when assessing policies or it can refresh them
by contacting the Directory Service and providing the
name of the range.

3 Ontology-driven System Architecture
In this section we consider the benefits and problems of
using ontologies as a central aspect of system design. An
ontology allows for great flexibility in design and
deployment, however careful attention to performancesensitive aspects of the system is essential. Additional
problems arise at two boundaries: where the reasoning
system meets the human world and where it meets the
systems being governed by policy. Our approach to
addressing these issues is described in this section.

4 Conclusion
We have shown that the use of description logic provides
significant advantages in the design and development of a
complex software system. Although some problems arose
from the expressive limitations of DAML, we were able
to find effective workarounds in practice, and the
performance of available DAML technology has
improved significantly during the course of this project.
We believe that the techniques we have developed for
using DAML in an agent-based application are of general
utility and can be re-used in other systems. This work
provides practical evidence in support of the thesis that
the use of ontologies as a central paradigm in an objectoriented programming scenario is an effective design
strategy.
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Figure 2. Graphical interface of the DAML policy editor

The KPAT graphical interface hides the complexity of
the DAML representation from users and uses the Jena
toolkit to build new DAML structures of policies. On the
other hand, its unique user experience is achieved through
the use of ontology. The user is always presented with a
complete set of choices, which are valid in the given
context.
The framework nature of KAoS means that the
installation configuration can vary. Since the role of each
software component is related to concepts defined in
specialized ontologies it is relatively easy to associate
these components (enforcers, classifiers, policy editors,
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1 Introduction
The goal of the Semantic Web activities is to make available
the meaning of information to computers. Thereby, software
agents or other programs analyze and evaluate semantic annotations of information items to improve services. A combination of personalization and Semantic Web technologies
can be beneficial because additional semantic information to
data sources can be used to improve customization of search
results or other filtering services.
However, personalization also raises issues of privacy and
trust. Any personalization application potentially poses privacy problems, because users have to provide information
about themselves and want to know how their information
is being used. In addition, the privacy of users who provide
semantic annotations to information sources is concerned.
There is also the problem of trust. In the existing Web, it is
more or less up to the user to (manually) decide whether information, e.g. search engine results, might be trustworthy or
not. In the Semantic Web, this will not be the case, because
agents have to determine the trustworthiness of information
themselves.
In this paper, we describe how relationship and identity
management can be used as building blocks for trust and privacy in the Semantic Web. We will also briefly introduce the
Personal Information Agents (PINA) project which tries to integrate ideas of identity management such as pseudonymity
into Semantic Web agents.

2 Identity Management, Privacy and Trust
The basic idea of identity management is to separate user profiles and identities from the services that are using them. An
identity management system allows people to define different identities, roles, associate personal data to it, and decide
whom to give the data to and when to act anonymously [Koch
and Woerndl, 2001]. An important aspect with regard to user
modelling and identity management is to consider different
roles and identities of users, for example “work” or “private”
identities. Support of pseudonymity and anonymity are features of identity management that can improve user privacy.
Privacy is “the claim of individuals, groups or institutions
to determine for themselves, when, how and to what extent
information about them is communicated to others.” [Westin,
1967]. The aspect of control for the user is essential. Users
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need to know how, why and what part of their identity is being
accessed. It is not reasonable to build user-adaptive systems
without considering privacy.
The Semantic Web approach allows “anyone to say anything about anything” [Berners-Lee, 2002] – yet it does not
guarantee the truth of such statements. Like in the traditional
Web, this leads to trust playing an important role in the Semantic Web. Trust is a subjective expectation or assumption
about the behavior of another person. Thus, trust can never
be imposed automatically without referring to personal evaluations or without referring to a concrete application context.
Technically, the digital signature will be a central building
block of the “Web of Trust”.
Trust has to be addressed in combination with privacy.
Therefore, the top layer in the Semantic Web layer cake by
Tim Berners-Lee (available at www.w3.org/2002/Talks/09lcs-sweb-tbl/slide19-0.html in [Berners-Lee, 2002], for example) should rather be named “Trust & Privacy” not just
“Trust”, because all efforts to improve trust and build a “Web
of Trust” potentially decrease the privacy of users. In other
words, there is a trade-off between trust and privacy in any
personalization system that has to be taken into account when
designing the application.

3 Towards Trust and Privacy in the Semantic
Web
In the following sections we will discuss how relationship and
identity management can foster trust and privacy in the Semantic Web. In our scenario, users annotate Web pages with
semantic information and agents use these annotations to provide personalized services to (other) users.

3.1

Using relationship management to improve
trust

Trust is a personal evaluation of another person which is mirrored in the relationship to that person. Traditionally, people
tend to trust those people they have rather strong social relationships with. In part, trust is transitive: often, if a good
friend of mine trusts a person A, then I will often tend to trust
person A, too. Hence, improving trust is strongly related to
social relationship management, which provides a context for
trust building.

In the Interoperable Relationship Management (InReM)
subproject, we address issues of social relationship management by developing an ontology-based formalization of social relationships as well as an agent society exchanging information about social relationships. The InReM subproject
is not restricted to trust relationships, but addresses general
social relationships occurring in computer supported communication environments.
Social relationships are valuable especially with respect to
social capital. Most people do not want their social network
to be publicly accessible. Thus the main problems addressed
by the agent society are how to define access rights for relationship information and at the same time preserve privacy.
Our solution proposes two strategies for resolving access requests:
1. Exploring the social network by exchanging relationship
information with other agents.
2. Finding paths via transitive relationships (without exchanging relationship information) to the person requesting the information.
Besides granting or declining access, also the allowed usage
of the relationship information must be specified. In our approach, relationship information may either be public (it may
be distributed freely), anonymous (it may only be distributed
anonymously), or private (it may not be distributed at all).
When information about the trustworthiness of some piece
of information in the Semantic Web is needed, an agent can
make use of relationship information by trying to derive a
trust relationship to the author of the information with respect
to the current context. For each context an agent possesses a
set of rules defining valid derivations for trust relationships.
For crucial information, the derivation may require the existence of a short chain1 of very strong trust relationships to the
author of the information, whereas for less important information, a chain of positive evaluation relationships may be
sufficient. By allowing general relationships for derivations
of trust relationships, our approach is more general than existing approaches for formalizing the “Web of Trust”. These
approaches usually use trust in public keys applied for signing information items and disregard privacy protection.

3.2

Combining the trust model with identity
management

of annotations as explained above by using these pseudonyms
instead of digital signatures of users. The authenticity of
pseudonyms is proven by the identity management network.
Users can also control the conditions under which annotations may be accessed by agents or the linkability of
pseudonyms. For example, the user can reveal that “mgalla”
and “foo23” really are the same person. This information can
then be used by agents to improve the results of the relationship analysis but must not be made available to other users.
In [Woerndl and Koch, 2003; Koch and Woerndl, 2001] we
explain a concept for authorization of user profile accesses
in this scenario. Thereby, authorization is done by combining access control with privacy enhancing technologies. User
profile agents negotiate access right to user profiles (such as
relationship information of the user) with service agents using privacy policies of services and preferences and access
rules of users.

4 The Personal Information Agents (PINA)
Project
The briefly presented solution towards trust and privacy in
the Semantic Web is part of the Personal Information Agents
(PINA) project. The goal of PINA is to bring together identity
management on the one hand, and Semantic Web and agent
technologies on the other hand. The purpose is to support
semantic personalization of information sources and improve
adaption of information to user profiles. The fundamental
idea is to store references to Semantic Web annotations as
part of user profiles in an identity management framework.
These references can then be used to improve trust in the Semantic Web through relationship management as explained
above without necessarily worsen user privacy.
In [Koch and Woerndl, 2001; Woerndl and Koch, 2003] we
describe an identity management infrastructure in the domain
of community support systems that can be used in our scenario. Agents can thereby access user identities and profiles
via an agent-based interface (FIPA). We are currently implementing the link to Semantic Web annotations. Next steps
in PINA also include implementation of more components –
such as filter and personalization agents – to test the usability
of our approach.
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1

Introduction

Definition 1. Given a set of sentences S in some KR
language L, the separation function FL produces another
set of sentences FL (S) that can be considered as the data
part of S. If S itself is entirely data, FL (S) = S. Formally,
FL is a function FL : 2ΣL −→ 2ΣL where ΣL is the set of
all sentences of language L and the data sets are fixpoints of
FL .

Ontology is the conceptual backbone that provides meaning
to data on the Semantic Web. However, ontology is not a
static resource and may evolve over time. Ontology’s change
often leaves the meaning of data in an undefined or inconsistent state. It is thus very important to have a method to
preserve the data and its meaning when ontology changes. In
this paper, we propose a general method that solves the problem by migrating the data. We analyze in detail some of the
issues in the method including the separation of ontology and
data, the migration specification, the migration result and the
migration algorithm. The paper also instantiates the general
method in RDF(S) as an example. The RDF(S) example itself is a simple but complete method for migrating RDF data
when RDFS ontology changes.

2

Definition 2. Given a set of data D and an ontology O
expressed in language L, the conformance function
KL (D, O) returns true iff D conforms to O.
Let R denote the set of reserved vocabularies1 defined in
the RDF Model Theory document [Hayes, 2002]. For any
RDF graph G as a set of triples, let C(G) be the rdfs-closure
of G. We can define the set of classes CL(G) and the set
of properties P R(G) in a typical ontology layer in G as the
following:

A General Method

def

CL(G) = { x | (x, <rdf:type>, <rdfs:Class>) ∈ C(G) ∧ x ∈
/ R}

Figure 1 is the overview of the general method. We roughly
divide the method into two phases – the design phase and the
implementation phase. In the design phase, we need design
the separation function, design or choose migration specification language and design migration algorithm. In the implementation phase, we need capture user requirements, obtain
the original data and run the migration algorithm.
Tracking
Changes

Original
Ontology

O

Ontology
Mapping

Migration
Specification

M in LM

Separation Function

def

P R(G) = { x | (x, <rdf:type>, <rdf:Property>) ∈ C(G) ∧ x ∈
/ R}

and we use the notion CP R(G) to denote the set of all
classes, properties and reserved vocabularies:
def

CP R(G) = CL(G) ∪ P R(G) ∪ R .

The data part of G then consists of triples that has a subject
or object that is not in CP R(G). The separation function is
defined accordingly.

Other
Methods

Definition 3. The separation function for RDF(S) is:

Revised
Ontology

def

O0

FRDFS (G) = { (x, y, z) | (x, y, z) ∈ G ∧ ( x ∈
/ CP R(G) ∨ z ∈
/ CP R(G) )} .

Separation Function

FL

Note that this definition is only one possible definition of
data in RDF(S) and we belive it appropriately capture the
user’s notion of “data” in most Semantic Web applications.
Nevertheless, there could be other definitions for specific application scenarios. For notation convenience, we also define
the ontology layer and language layer of G as

FL0

Original
Data

Migration
Algorithm

D

A

In language L

Migrated
Data

D0

In language L0

Fig.1 An overview of the general method

def

OL(G) = C(G) − FRDFS (C(G)).

3

Ontology and Data

We observe the following properties of the FRDFS separation
function:

Before the actual migration, we need capture the user’s notion
of “data” and distinguish it from the ontology that it conforms
to.

1
It includes the rdfV, rdfsV, RDF reification vocabularies and
RDF container vocabularies defined in the RDF Model Theory.
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Lemma 1.
Lemma 2.

FRDFS (FRDFS (G)) = FRDFS (G) .

6

C(OL(G)) ∩ FRDFS (G) = ∅ .

Ontology evolution research (e.g. [F.Noy and Klein, 2003;
Stojanovic et al., 2002]) focuses on the big picture of the entire life cycle of ontology changes and studies how the evolution process can be managed. Ontology versioning research
(e.g. [Klein and Fensel, 2001; Klein et al., 2002]) pays attention to the relations among multiple versions of an ontology. [Heflin and Hendler, 2000] deals with the changes of ontologies in the Web environment. [Kiryakov and Ognyanov,
2002] tracks changes in RDF(S) repositories.
Another line of research that influences our work a lot
is ontology mapping. Ontology mapping research (e.g.
[Madhavan et al., 2002]) struggles to find ways to (semi)automatically discover the semantic relations between ontologies. Data semantics can be preserved through the mapping without changing the old data. Our method complements it by migrating the data which may provide better runtime performance and cleaner data.

Lemma 1 indicates that FRDFS (G) is a fixpoint for FRDFS
and Lemma 2 declares that the ontology and language layer
and anything inferred from that layer is disjoint with the data
layer.
Definition 4. Given RDF data D and RDFS ontology O, the
conformance function for RDF(S) can be defined as:
KRDFS (D, O) ⇔ CL(D) ⊆ CL(O) ∧ P R(D) ⊆ P R(O) .

We also observe the following property for KRDFS and
FRDFS :
Lemma 3.

4

KRDFS (FRDFS (G), OL(G)) = true.

Migration Specification

Migration specification is a formal description of the user’s
migration requirements. It actually dictates how the data semantics should be preserved.
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Definition 6. Given the original ontology O and the revised
ontology O0 both of which are in RDFS, a simple RDF(S)
Migration Specification M is a set of RDFS tripes
{(x y z)} in which each triple (x y z) satisfies one of the
following two requirements:
1. y = <rdfs:subClassOf> ∧ x ∈ CL(O) ∧ z ∈ CL(O0 ).
2. y = <rdfs:subPropertyOf> ∧ x ∈ P R(O) ∧ z ∈ P R(O0 ).

5

Migration Result

Definition 7. We define P to be the set of all sentences in L0
that can be proved from the migration specification M and
the original data D:


def
0
0
P

φ|D ∪ M ∪ L ∪ L ` φ

=

−



−

φ|D ∪ L ∪ L ` φ

0

φ|M ∪ L ∪ L ` φ

Definition 8. The migration result D0 is the largest set that
satisfies the condition

0
0
0
D ⊆ FL0 (P) ∧ KL0 D , O

.

Definition 9. Given a simple RDF(S) migration specification
M and the original data D in RDF, we can define the
counterpart of P in RDF(S) as the following function
PRDFS :
def

PRDFS (D, M ) = C(D ∪ M ) − C(D) − C(M ) .

Lemma 4.

FRDFS (PRDFS (D, M )) = PRDFS (D, M ) .

Lemma 5.

KRDFS PRDFS (D, M ), O 0



Related Work

= true .

Theorem 1. The migration result of the simple RDF(S)
migration method is D0 = PRDFS (D, M ).
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